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Abstract

Forming of an initially flat stack of engineering textiles into a complex three-
dimensional shape is the initial step in different liquid composite molding
processes to manufacture high-performance components from continuous fiber
reinforced plastics (CoFRP). The forming has a decisive influence on subsequent
process steps and the structural behavior of the final component. Process
design can be supported by suitable simulation methods to ensure defect-free
manufacturing and fully realize a material’s potential. Thereby, unidirectional
non-crimp fabrics (UD-NCF) have the highest lightweight potential due to
their straight rovings compared to woven fabrics with undulated fibers. The
objective of this work is the experimental analysis of the relevant mechanisms
for forming UD-NCF and consequent development of efficient macroscopic
modeling approaches.

In the first part of this work (Chapter 4), the inter- and intra-ply deformation
mechanisms of UD-NCF are systematically characterized and forming studies
of different geometrically challenging shapes quantitatively analyzed. All tests
are conducted for a unidirectional and a bidirectional NCF to compare both ma-
terials and highlight the specific challenges for UD-NCF. The UD-NCF exhibits
a strongly anisotropic and asymmetric behavior, since the transverse behavior is
determined by the stitching instead of a second fiber orientation. Thus, a solely
shear-focused description of the membrane behavior is insufficient. Different
membrane deformation modes with superimposed shear, transverse tensile and
perpendicular compressive strains are observed during characterization as well
as forming. The transverse bending stiffness is significantly lower than bending
in the roving direction, resulting in strong twisting for off-axis loads.
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Abstract

In the second part of this work (Chapter 5), a macroscopic forming model for
UD-NCFwith 2D-elements based on a hyperelasticmembrane and a hypoelastic
bending approach is proposed. The different membrane deformation modes are
related to suitable invariants. A coupling between the transverse tensile and
perpendicular in-plane compressive behavior is introduced to model significant
roving slippage. A new generalized approach for the strain energy density and
coupling between the deformation modes is proposed that requires significantly
less parameters than existing approaches. The objective is to minimize the
complexity of the model and thus facilitate its adaptation to other materials.
The forces and strains occurring in the characterization tests arewell reproduced.
In comparison with experimental forming tests for different shapes and layup
configurations, a good agreement is observed.

In the third part of this work (Chapter 6), a 3D approach to account for com-
paction during forming is presented, which enables a prediction of the final
thickness and consequently of the fiber volume content. Conventional solid
elements are not suitable for forming simulations due to numerical locking phe-
nomena for thin structures under bending. A locking-free 3D solid-shell for-
mulation is extended for highly anisotropic materials and membrane-bending
decoupling. It is finally implemented as a user-defined element in ABAQUS/-
Explicit. The proposed solid-shell approach accurately models the forming
behavior with a single element over the thickness for large element aspect ra-
tios. As a result, the developed 3D solid-shell element is capable of modeling
different forming studies as accurately as 2D-element based approaches, but the
behavior in thickness direction can be additionally taken into account.

Overall, this work improves the understanding of the relevant mechanisms for
forming non-crimp fabrics and their efficient modeling. The developedmethods
are extensively validated to demonstrate their applicability in various scenarios.
The work concludes with recommendations for further method development,
e.g. modeling of mesoscopic effects with non-local approaches or application
of the solid-shell element to other semi-finished products.
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Kurzfassung

Die Umformung zweidimensionaler textiler Halbzeuge in eine komplexe Geo-
metrie ist der erste Schritt verschiedener "Liquid CompositeModling"-Prozesse
zur Herstellung von Hochleistungsbauteilen aus endlosfaserverstärkten Kunst-
stoffen. Die Umformung hat signifikanten Einfluss auf die nachfolgenden
Prozessschritte und die Eigenschaften des fertigen Bauteils. Die Prozessausle-
gung kann durch geeignete Simulationsmethoden unterstützt werden, um eine
defektfreie Herstellbarkeit zu gewährleisten und das Potenzial des Werkstoffs
voll auszuschöpfen. Dabei haben unidirektionale Kohlenstofffasergelege (UD-
Gelege) das höchste Leichtbaupotenzial aufgrund ihrer geraden Rovings im
Vergleich zu Geweben mit ondulierten Fasern. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die expe-
rimentelle Analyse der relevanten Umformmechanismen von UD-Gelegen und
anschließende Entwicklung effizienter makroskopischer Modellierungsansätze.

Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit (Kapitel 4) werden die inter- und intra-ply Deforma-
tionsmechanismen systematisch charakterisiert und das Verhalten in Umform-
studien an verschiedenen Geometrien gemessen. Alle Versuche werden für ein
unidirektionales und ein bidirektionales Gelege durchgeführt, um beide Ma-
terialien zu vergleichen und die besonderen Anforderungen von UD-Gelegen
herauszuarbeiten. Das Verhalten von UD-Gelegen ist stark anisotrop und asym-
metrisch, da das Verhalten in die Querrichtung nur durch die Vernähung be-
stimmtwird. Eine isolierte Betrachtung des Schubanteils imMembranverhalten
ist daher unzureichend. Sowohl bei der Charakterisierung als auch bei der Um-
formung treten Deformationsmoden mit überlagerten Schub-, Querzug- und
Druckdeformationen auf. Außerdem ist die Biegesteifigkeit in Querrichtung
deutlich geringer als in Rovingrichtung, wodurch es zu starken Verdrillungen
kommen kann.
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Kurzfassung

Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit (Kapitel 5) wird ein makroskopisches Umform-
simulationsmodell für UD-Gelege mit 2D-Elementen vorgestellt. Das Mem-
branverhalten wird hyperelastisch und das Biegeverhalten hypoelastisch mo-
delliert. Die Membran-Deformationsmoden werden mit geeigneten Invarianten
verknüpft. Starkes Rovingabgleiten wird durch eine Kopplung des Querzug-
und Druckverhaltens abgebildet. Ein verallgemeinerter Ansatz wird für die
Dehnungsenergiedichte und Kopplung verwendet, welcher weniger Parameter
benötigt als existierende Modelle. Ziel ist dabei, die Komplexität des Modells
zu minimieren und die Anwendung für andere Materialien zu erleichtern. Die
Kräfte und Dehnungen der Charakterisierungsversuche werden gut abgebildet.
Im Vergleich mit experimentellen Umformversuchen für verschiedene Geome-
trien und Lagenaufbauten zeigt sich eine gute Übereinstimmung.

Im dritten Teil dieser Arbeit (Kapitel 6) wird ein 3D-Ansatz zur Berück-
sichtigung der Kompaktierung während der Umformung vorgestellt. Dadurch
kann die Bauteildicke und somit auch der Faservolumengehalt vorhergesagt
werden. Konventionelle Volumenelemente sind für Umformsimulationen
nicht geeignet, da bei dünnen Strukturen unter Biegung numerische Verstei-
fungseffekte auftreten. Deshalb wird ein sogenanntes Solid-Shell-Element um
Modifikationen für stark anisotrope Materialien und eine Membran-Biege-
Entkopplung erweitert und als 3D User-Element in ABAQUS/Explicit im-
plementiert. Das Solid-Shell kann das Umformverhalten mit einem einzigen
Element über die Dicke für große Aspektverhältnisse immer noch genau ab-
bilden. Dadurch können verschiedene Umformstudien genauso gut modelliert
werden wie mit auf 2D-Elementen basierenden Ansätzen, aber das Verhalten
in Dickenrichtung kann zusätzlich berücksichtigt werden.

Insgesamt verbessert diese Arbeit das Verständnis der relevanten Mechanismen
für die Umformung von Gelegen und deren effiziente Modellierung. Die ent-
wickelten Methoden werden umfangreich validiert und ihre Anwendbarkeit in
verschiedenen Szenarien demonstriert. Abschließend werden Möglichkeiten
für die weitere Methodenentwicklung motiviert, z.B. die Modellierung meso-
skopischer Effekte mit nichtlokalen Ansätzen oder die Anwendung des Solid-
Shell-Elements auf andere Halbzeuge.
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1 Introduction

Lightweight engineering is a holistic development strategy to design a system
to accomplish its functions as efficient as possible, rather than just reducing its
mass. It is an interdisciplinary challenge that requires a profound understand-
ing of available materials, methods and production technologies. One option
is the application of composite materials, as the material itself can be tailored
to a specific application by selecting suitable constituents and processing tech-
nologies. Composites provide a particularly high lightweight potential due to
their excellent weight-specific properties. However, the strong link between the
manufacturing process and the resulting properties leads to high technical and
economic requirements in the design phase. [1, 2]

Fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP) are an important group of composite materials
comprising load-bearing fibers (commonly made from glass or carbon) embed-
ded in a polymer matrix (thermoplastic or thermoset), which binds the fibers
together, transfers loads and protects fibers from abrasion and the environment.
FRP can be broadly categorized into continuous FRP (CoFRP) with aligned
fibers of similar length to the component and discontinuous FRP (DiCoFRP)
with shorter chopped fibers. DiCoFRP provide increased design freedom due
to better formability and are cost efficient [3, pp. 2-3]. They are mainly applied
with a focus on function integration and more complex shapes that take ad-
vantage of geometric stiffening effects. However, DiCoFRP are mainly applied
in semi-structural applications due to their lower mechanical properties, such
as strength and stiffness [2]. CoFRP provide the highest lightweight potential
among composites due to large fiber volume contents and high alignment of
fibers. They are popular for high-performance applications in the aerospace in-
dustry [4], performance cars [5] and wind energy sector [6]. The initially higher
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1 Introduction

material price and cycle time of CoFRP are tolerated in these industries due to
their stringent technical requirements with forecasts for further growth [6, 7].

A more widespread application of CoFRP in the otherwise unit-cost oriented
automotive industry is being hampered by the increasing ecological require-
ments and the lack of more economical recycling options [8, 9]. However, the
increasing demand for a reduction in CO2 emissions in the transport sector
and the higher weight of batteries in electric cars also offer opportunities for
new applications within the automotive industry [6, 7]. Critical success fac-
tors are short cycle times, structural reliability, and specific numerical methods
for FRP-compatible designs of components, as well as corresponding robust
process technologies [10].

CoFRP design and manufacturing involve different challenges to fully exploit
the lightweight potential. The forming of an initially flat stack of engineering
textiles into a complex three-dimensional shape is the initial manufacturing step
in different liquid composite molding processes. Forming influences the fiber
structure as well as orientation, and manufacturing defects such as wrinkling,
gapping or fiber undulations must be avoided. The forming process therefore
has a decisive influence on infiltration, curing and structural behavior of the
final component.

These complex interdependencies require a detailed understanding of the physi-
cal mechanisms involved and their consideration along the entire manufacturing
chain in order to enable efficient process and system design. A comprehensive
engineering approach to this challenge is the reliable and accurate virtual pre-
diction of the individual process steps and their integration into a continuous
CAE chain, as described by Kärger et al. [11], cf. Figure 1.1. Suitable simula-
tion approaches can predict relevant information, convey it along the CAE chain
and the impact on subsequent steps can be considered, resulting in potential for
optimization and increased prediction accuracy of the whole process.

The forming simulation is a central element for the CAE chain of CoFRP
due to its significant influence on the subsequent process steps. A profound
experimental understanding of the involved deformation mechanisms of the
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Flow of information

Feedback & Optimization

Virtual Process Chain

Infiltration Curing / 

cooling

Geometry Forming Structure Assembly

Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of a continuous CAE chain for the virtual analysis of manufactur-
ing and structural behavior of continuous fiber-reinforced plastics (adapted from [11])

utilizedmaterial is essential for the development of suitable simulationmethods.
At the same time, a sensible level of complexity for the approaches must
be selected so that relevant effects are predicted with sufficient accuracy, but
unnecessary parameters are avoided. This facilitates the transferability to other
materials and ensures a sustainable development of the methods, as well as the
modularity and efficiency of a CAE chain.

This work addresses the experimental analysis and consequent development
of a macroscopic modeling approach for the forming behavior of a uni- and
a bidirectional non-crimp fabric (UD- and Biax-NCF). A special emphasis is
laid on UD-NCF as it has the highest lightweight potential among engineering
textiles but is prone to wrinkling and gapping during forming of complex
geometries. The objective is to develop a generalized approach that predicts the
deformation behavior accurately despite a limited complexity. Additionally, the
consideration of the transverse compaction behavior during forming simulations
is addressed to incorporate its decisive influence on the fiber volume content
along the CAE chain.

In the following Chapter 2, relevant literature in the context of the forming
processes of CoFRP is summarized, from which research gaps are identified.
These are utilized to specify the main objectives of this work and outline the
further structure in Chapter 3.
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2 Fundamentals and state of
research

Forming processes of continuous fiber-reinforced plastics (CoFRP) can be
broadly categorized based on the formed material system, which can be dry
engineering textiles or preimpregnated textiles (prepregs). Both material sys-
tems are formed in very different processes with specific requirements for their
characterization. Nevertheless, many similarities and synergies in regard to
their modeling approaches exist, due to the high stiffness in fiber direction and
comparably compliant behavior for all other deformation modes which govern
the forming behavior. For these reasons, first, the material systems and their
respective manufacturing processes are outlined in Section 2.1. Second, charac-
terizationmethods for the individual deformationmodes and the overall forming
behavior are presented in Section 2.2. Based on this, relevant finite element
simulation methods are introduced in Section 2.3. Finally, three-dimensional
approaches that enable the consideration of the compaction behavior in forming
simulations with large deformations are presented in Section 2.4. According to
the scope of this work, an emphasis is put on the relevant state of research for
dry engineering textiles.

2.1 Continuous fiber-reinforced materials
and processing

CoFRP are made from two constituents – fiber and matrix – that differ in their
mechanical properties and assume different functions in the composite.
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2 Fundamentals and state of research

Fibers The fibers take advantage of a ’size effect’ maximizing their mechan-
ical performance by limiting the possibility of defects due to their small cross
section. This effect is further enhanced by the strong orientation of the inter-
nal microscopic structure in longitudinal direction due to the manufacturing
process [12, pp. 22-24]. Fibers carry the load transferred from the matrix and
primarily provide themacroscopic stiffness and strength of the composite [3, pp.
2-3]. Depending on the application different materials are used as reinforce-
ment, such as natural fibers (e. g. flax, sisal, hemp), anorganic fibers (e. g. glass)
or organic fibers (e. g. aramid, polyamide, carbon). This work focuses on carbon
fibers (CF) as the most common type in high-performance applications [6].

Matrix The polymer matrix binds the fibers together in the final shape, trans-
fers loads and protects fibers from abrasion and the environment [3, pp. 2-3].
The matrix is usually either a thermoset or thermoplastic. It decisively deter-
mines the mechanical properties in the non-fiber-dominant directions as well
as the thermal and chemical properties of the final composite [12, pp. 83-
86]. Thermoset polymers (e.g. epoxy, polyurethane or vinyl resins) often
provide better mechanical properties and higher temperature resistance due to
the closed and spatial cross-linking of the polymer chains during curing. Their
major drawback is the irreversible curing process which needs to be carefully
controlled during processing [13, 14] and limits recyclability [9, 15]. Thermo-
plastic polymers (e.g. poly-propylen or polyamid) are not spatially cross-linked
and can be amorphous or more common for composites semi-crystalline. Their
solidification process is reversible, enabling a re-shaping and better recyclabil-
ity. However, the mechanical properties are highly dependent on temperature
and the corresponding degree of crystallization, which must be monitored and
adjusted both during processing and in use [16, 17].

Manufacturing processes for the large-scale production of CoFRP often require
short cycle times to be economically viable, especially in the automotive indus-
try [2,5,6]. Themost relevant processes can be divided into two groups, depend-
ing on the moment when fibers are infiltrated with the matrix. Pre-infiltrated
semi-finished products are often referred to as prepregs and are formed into their
final shape at elevated temperatures. Thermoplastic prepregs are increasingly
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2.1 Continuous fiber-reinforced materials and processing

important due to their material efficiency, fast processing and recyclability. In
liquid composite molding processes, dry engineering textiles are formed to the
final shape and infiltrated with a low-viscosity, fast-curingmatrix during or after
mold closure. Both groups and their manufacturing processes are presented in
the following sections.

2.1.1 Thermoplastic prepreg forming

Thermoplastic prepregs Continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic pre-
pregs are available as organosheets or unidirectional (UD) tapes. Organosheets
are impregnated, rectangular sheets with an embedded NCF or woven fiber
architecture. In comparison, UD tapes are usually supplied on rolls as im-
pregnated stripes with a unidirectional fiber-reinforcement direction. UD tapes
can be cut to size and placed in various orientations and positions to optimize
material effort and reduce waste. Near-net shaped tailored laminates are man-
ufactured as pre-product by stacking several stripes of UD tapes, fixating them
locally and applying a pre-consolidation [12, 18].

Thermoforming Organosheets or tailored laminates are shaped into the final
part in a multi-stage thermoforming process as shown in Figure 2.1.

Tailored laminate Heating Forming Final part

u p

Cooling and
consolidation

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the different staged in the thermoforming process of a tailored laminate
from UD tapes (based on [18]).

The pre-consolidated laminates are heatedwell above themelting temperature of
the thermoplastic with an infrared heater or convection oven. Subsequently, the
heated laminate is transferred and positioned in themold and thermoformed into
its final shape. Finally, the part is cooled under additional transverse pressure
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2 Fundamentals and state of research

to ensure good surface quality and low porosity. A tool temperature lower than
the laminate induces rapid cooling and enables low cycle times [17, 18].

Forming defects Forming defects such aswrinkling, gapping, matrix crack-
ing or fiber undulations are observed during thermoforming. The number, mag-
nitude and location of defects strongly depend on the material system, layup
sequence and process parameters, as extensively studied in literature [17,19–26].
The molten polymer matrix induces friction and tacking between the individual
layers and leads to large tangential and normal stresses, resulting in a strong
influence of the relative layer orientation. The likelihood of wrinkling increases
for organosheets and UD tapes as the relative orientation increases [17,19,24].
Sachs et al. [22] also observed increased wrinkling in critical areas for UD
tapes compared to organosheets with the same layup. The highly temperature-
and rate-dependent behavior reported for all forming mechanisms results in a
strong influence of the initial tool and laminate temperature and forming veloc-
ity [25, 26]. A general recommendation for the process parameters is difficult
due to the numerous interactions, but a tendency for improved formability was
observed for configurations with higher laminate temperatures [17, 18, 20, 24].
An experimental analysis of the influence of process parameters is very time-
and cost-consuming, but can be supplemented by suitable simulation models to
improve the development process and prevent defects [21, 27–29]. The predic-
tion of the transversal behavior is particularly interesting for the evaluation of
the consolidation behavior [30–32].

2.1.2 Liquid composite molding

CoFRP from liquid composite molding (LCM) processes are manufactured
from dry engineering textiles which are infiltrated with a liquid matrix material
during or after forming. The most suitable processes for automated large-scale
production are resin transfer molding (RTM) and wet compression molding
(WCM). Other liquid composite molding processes, such as vacuum-assisted
resin injection [1, 33] or double diaphragm [34–36] require manual process
steps and longer cycle times.
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2.1 Continuous fiber-reinforced materials and processing

Engineetring textiles Most high-performance applications include a wo-
ven fabric or different types of non-crimp fabrics (NCF), cf. Figure 2.2.

war
p ya

rns weft yarns

stitching pattern

0◦
+45◦

90◦
−45◦

a) Woven fabric b) Multiaxial non-crimp fabric

production direction

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustrations of a a) woven fabric [33, p. 175] and b) multiaxial non-crimp
fabric [37].

Woven fabrics consist of usually orthogonal interlaced yarns in warp (pro-
duction) and weft direction. Their handleability, formability and mechanical
properties depend on the number of crosspoints as well as the number of fibers
in each yarn [12, pp. 60-62]. The resulting yarn undulations reduce the stiffness
especially under compressive load [1, p. 355].

NCFs consist of one (UD-NCF), two (Biax-NCF) or more directions of fibers
linked together with a polymer stitching. The most common stitch types are
pillar, tricot and chain, cf. Figure 2.3.

a) Pillar b) Tricot c) Chain

Figure 2.3: Stitiching types - a) pillar, b) tricot and c) chain [38].
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2 Fundamentals and state of research

The resulting fiber bundles are straight without undulations and often referred to
as rovings. This makes it possible to achieve a higher stiffness and strength than
woven fabrics, but handling is more difficult [1, p.356]. The mechanical prop-
erties of dry NCF are determined by the number, areal weight and orientation
of layers, as well as during forming by the applied stitching pattern [39].

Resin Transfer Molding The RTM process chain is a two-step process that
consists of the preforming of an initially flat stack of textiles into a 3D shape
and the subsequent injection as well as curing of a resin, cf. Figure 2.4. The
initial process has been further developed to handle highly reactive resins to
reduce the cycle-times by modifications to the injection strategy [40, 41] and
injection pressure (HP-RTM) [42, 43] or sequential pressure-controlled mold
closure [2, 44–46].

Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the preforming as well as infiltration and curing during the
RTM process chain [2].

The preforming step, cf. Figure 2.4 top, includes the cutting and stacking
of the desired layup sequence with subsequent near-net shaped forming. A
binder is often applied during this step to ensure dimensional stability during
handling [46]. The initially flat stack is transferred to the mold and formed
into a complex 3D preform. Inevitable forming effects include the reorientation
of fibers, relative slippage between layers and changes in the fiber volume
content (FVC). These must be predicted and considered for a successful process
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2.1 Continuous fiber-reinforced materials and processing

design due to the influence on subsequent infiltration, curing and final part
performance [2, 11]. However, forming defects such as wrinkling, gapping,
fiber misalignment or fiber waviness can also occur [47, 48]. These must be
avoided as much as possible with appropriate strategies [49,50], otherwise local
weaknesses will be introduced into the final part [51, 52].

The infiltration and curing step, cf. Figure 2.4 bottom, comprises the injection
of a resin and hardener combination as well as simultaneous and subsequent
complete curing. Fast injection is required to prevent premature hardening of
the highly reactive resin system before the cavity is filled and induces high
fluid pressure particularly in Injection-RTM. This can induce notable flow-
induced fiber displacements [53–55]. The infiltration is affected by permeability
variation due to local changes in the FVC and fiber orientation resulting from
the preforming step [56]. Resin-rich areas can form in edges, corners or areas
with gapping and reduce the mechanical properties of the final part [57].

Wet Compression Molding WCM is a closed-mold process implemented
by the automotive industry in the last decade as an alternative to RTM [2, 56,
58–61]. Two process variants can be distinguished, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the a) direct and b) indirect variant of the WCM process [56].
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The first step in both variants is the preparation of the desired layup by cutting
and stacking dry engineering textiles. In the direct process variant, cf. Figure 2.5
a, resin is applied in a designated area on the surface of the stack, which is
then transferred to the mold. The liquid resin seeps into the fabric through
the thickness-direction during transfer and pre-infiltrates large sections. The
forming and infiltration of the remaining fabric occur simultaneously due to
the pressure during molding. Finally, the part is cured in the heated tools and
subsequently demolded. This variant enables short cycle time due to relatively
short infiltration distances and requires lower cavity pressures compared to
RTM [2,56].

The indirect process variant, cf. Figure 2.5 b, includes an additional preforming
step. The resin is applied to the surface of the preformed stack, which is
transferred to the mold and infiltrated in a compression step. Forming and
infiltration are decoupled in this process variant similar to RTM, but it also
requires lower cavity pressures like the direct variant.

Similar forming and infiltration defects as outlined above for RTM can occur
in both variants [2, 56, 58, 60–62]. The simultaneous infiltration with a low
viscosity resin in the direct variant can have a positive influence on the forming
behavior and reduce defects [62]. In addition, the reduced number of process
steps makes the direct variant even more economically attractive. The strong
interaction between resin infiltration and textile deformation makes experimen-
tal [59–63] and numerical investigations [56, 58, 61, 64–66] very challenging
and subject of ongoing research.

Manipulation of textile forming behavior The forming behavior of en-
gineering textiles is often systematically manipulated to achieve a desired fiber
orientation and prevent defects. The different forming defects of engineering
textiles can be categorized into in-plane and out-of-plane defects, as demon-
strated in a comprehensive review by Azzouz et al. [47]. In-plane defects are
often observed locally in the form of fiber waviness, fiber ruptures, gapping,
and buckling. Different types of wrinkles or even folds are the most common
and severe out-of plane forming defects. The mechanisms for wrinkling are
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well understood, as shown in a review by Boisse et al. [67]. In a study of over
10 different woven fabrics and NCF, Bai et al. [68] demonstrated that one of
the key factors is the ratio of shear to bending stiffness, called the drapabil-
ity ratio. Wrinkling-free forming is favored by low shear stiffness and high
bending stiffness. The drapability ratio is strongly influenced by the weaving
pattern or stitching type [68–72]. Thus, one fundamental option to avoid in-
and out-of-plane defects is the selection of a suitable fabric.

Active manipulation of the forming behavior is achieved by inducing additional
tensile forces with local grippers or blankholders [49, 50, 73–76]. These con-
cepts can successfully reduce the occurrence of forming defects, often with a
focus on avoiding wrinkles. At the same time, it is imperative not to intro-
duce other undesirable forming defects by their application [50, 77, 78]. Thus,
the positioning and pressure of blankholders [79, 80] and grippers [81–83] re-
quire experience and iterative optimization. An alternative in preforming is
the segmentation of the forming tool into several tools. This emulates the
manual smooth-out of wrinkles of hand-layup processes in a fully automatized
process [84–86].

2.2 Characterization of forming behavior

The forming of an initially flat layup into a complex 3D shape is an essential
step during manufacturing of CoFRP. Thus, a comprehensive characterization
and understanding of the forming behavior is essential. Engineering textiles
are multi-scale materials and their deformation can be categorized into separate
mechanisms at the micro-, meso- and macro-scale [87–91]. Investigations on
the microscale focus on individual fibers inside of rovings [92,93]. Mesoscopic
investigations analyze the deformation of entire rovings and the stitching pattern
as well as their mutual interactions [94–96]. This work focuses on the macro-
scopic perspective, which considers the plies as a homogenized, anisotropic
continuum. However, an understanding of the mesoscopic structure of the
textile is still required to explain macroscopically measured effects.
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2 Fundamentals and state of research

The macroscopic deformation behavior is further categorized into intra-ply
and inter-ply mechanisms [17, 21, 56]. The most relevant mechanisms are
summarized in Figure 2.6.

upper tool
tool stroke

single ply

Intra-ply mechanism
Membrane

Bending

Compaction

Inter-ply mechanismSchematic forming process
Tool-ply slip

Ply-ply slip

Tacking
lower tool

sheartension

x3
x1

Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of the forming process and associated deformation mechanisms,
divided into intra-ply and inter-ply mechanisms.

Intra-ply mechanisms comprise the membrane, bending and compaction behav-
ior of individual plies in a laminate stack. Most engineering textiles have a high
membrane stiffness in their respective fiber directions and lower stiffness under
shear, or transverse tension for unidirectional reinforcements. The bending
stiffness is also comparatively low due to intra-roving slip between fibers [97].
The compaction behavior determines the final thickness and FVC of the textile.

Inter-ply mechanisms represent the deformation mechanisms between individ-
ual plies (ply-ply) in the laminate stack as well as between the tool and laminate
(tool-ply). Additionally, tacking at the interfaces due to applied binder or
infiltration can occur.

Different experimental setups are proposed in literature to characterize the
introduced macroscopic deformation mechanism, cf. Figure 2.6. Specialized
setups are necessary for the investigation of infiltrated textiles [56, 64, 65, 98–
101] or prepreg [17, 18, 21, 25, 26]. The most relevant characterization setups
for dry engineering textiles are outlined in the following, with a focus on the
special requirements for NCF.
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2.2 Characterization of forming behavior

2.2.1 Membrane behavior1

Membrane behavior characterization usually focuses on tension in different
directions and in-plane shear, cf. Figure 2.6. For woven fabrics a non-linear
tensile behavior is observed in both fiber directions. Initial undulations are
stretched out under tensile load, resulting in an increasing stiffness until the
yarns are fully straightened [64,103,104]. This also results in a tension-tension
coupling under biaxial loads [105, 106]. Only minimal non-linear behavior is
observed for NCF in fiber direction due to the nearly straight rovings [107–109].
On the contrary, a non-linear behavior and strong influence of the clamping
conditions in the transverse direction is observed for UD-NCF due to small
amounts of glass fibers (GF) usually necessary for handleability [109, 110].
Schirmaier et al. [110] demonstrated this in transverse tensile tests with different
clamping conditions to transfer the load either through the stitching and only
friction with the GF or additionally through fully clamped GF.

The shear behavior of fabrics has mainly been characterized with the picture
frame test (PFT) or bias extension test (BET) [110–117]. Both tests are shown
in Figure 2.7 a and b.

a) Picture frame [118] b) Bias extension [119] c) Off-axis-tension [86]

Figure 2.7:Membrane characterization setups for engineering textiles.

1 Extracts from Section 2.2.1 have been previously published in [102], i.e. B. Schäfer, R. Zheng,
N. Naouar, L. Kärger. Membrane behavior of uni- and bidirectional non-crimp fabrics in off-
axis-tension tests. International Journal of Material Forming, 16(6):68, 2023 - Reproduced
paragraphs are marked with 1.
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The PFT induces a pure shear by deforming the fabric in a square-hinged frame
to a rhombus. For woven fabrics in PFT a tension-shear coupling is observed
with additional yarn tension [118,120] and a compression-shear coupling with
additional transverse pressure [121]. The BET is a tensile test on a rectangular
specimen with the fibers oriented at an offset angle of 45◦. This results in three
distinct deformation zones with a shear-dominated main deformation zone (A)
in the specimen’s center.1

For woven fabrics, the PFT and BET were extensively studied and theoretical
descriptions of their shear deformation were developed together with normal-
ization methods to compare them under the assumptions of inextensible fibers,
no slippage and pure shear [111,115,122–126]. Under proper initial placements
of the specimens and prevention of fiber tension during the PFT, comparable
results for both tests were achieved even for different specimen sizes [111].1

However, NCFs do not intrinsically deform under pure shear, which leads to
significant differences in the results of BET and PFT in the case of Biax-
NCF [94,114,127] as well as UD-NCF [110,128,129]. This is most notable in
a comparison of the theoretical andmeasured shear angle [94,95]. NCFs deform
under a combination of relative fiber rotation (pure shear) and slippage between
fiber rovings (simple shear) as well as the different fiber layers [130–132].
This specific deformation behavior together with an easier setup made the
BET more commonly used for Biax- [94, 95, 119, 127, 133–136] and UD-NCF
[95,109,110,128,137–140] compared to the PFT [76,94, 107, 127, 141].1

Pourtier et al. [119, 142] proposed an alternative method to investigate the
deformation of NCFs in the BET under the assumption of simple shear, which
is a macroscopic description of slippage for UD materials. For the investigated
Biax-NCF the main deformation mode was slippage (simple shear) during the
test’s beginning and changed to rotation of the fibers (pure shear). Krogh et
al. [143] combined the pure and simple shear theories with the observations
of Harrison et al. [124] that the relative slip can be estimated by the specimen

1 Reproduced paragraph from [102], cf. footnote p. 15 for details.
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width at half height. For the investigated quasi-UD-NCF, a transition from pure
to simple shear was observed and the shear angle could be predicted based on
the width. The deformation behavior of NCF strongly depends on the material
architecture, fiber and stitching type [71, 144]. Therefore, there is currently no
universal method for the characterization of the membrane behavior of NCFs
available.1

In addition, existing theoretical investigations concerning the deformation dur-
ing BETs neglect mesoscopic effects like in-plane fiber bending. Thesemanifest
in the form of transition zones between different shear zones (cf. Figure 2.8)
instead of sharp changes assumed in kinematic models or theories based on
classical continuum theories [89,134,145]. However, no method for the exper-
imental measurement of in-plane bending is reported in the literature.1

a) Curved fibers and sliding in BET [131] b) Transition zone [145]

Figure 2.8: Observed areas with curved fibers and slippage for a Biax-NCF [131] and b) transition
zone due to in-plane bending in a woven fabric [145].

Since NCFs do not adhere to theoretical kinematic models, Boisse et al. [114]
recommended in their review paper to measure the deformation independent
of the machine displacement. Commonly the shear strain has been measured
during the BET via digital image correlation (DIC) [116, 134, 138, 143] or
other discrete methods based on individual measurement points [146] or lines
[115, 119, 123, 126]. Thereby, the influence of the measuring system is often
neglected in literature but can have a significant influence on the deformation
as demonstrated by Trejo et al. for UD-NCF [138].1

1 Reproduced paragraph from [102], cf. footnote p. 15 for details.
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Schirmaier et al. [137] and later Ghazimoradi et al. [109] conducted so-called
off-axis-tension tests (OAT) with fiber angles of 30◦ and 60◦ in addition to
BETs for UD-NCF, cf. Figure 2.7 c. OATs impose different ratios of superim-
posed transverse tensile and shear deformation with a relatively simple setup
without requiring a multiaxial tensile machine [147]. They reveal a complex
deformation behavior under different multiaxial strain conditions, which is not
sufficiently characterized in tests exclusively considering shear [109,128,140].1

2.2.2 Bending behavior

In bending characterization, a specimen is systematically deflected usually due
to its own weight under gravity or by external devices. Comprehensive reviews
on textile bending have been presented by Boisse et al. [67,91]. Popular setups
with different mechanisms are shown in Figure 2.9.

a) Horizontal cantilever [148] b) Vertical cantilever [149] c) Rheometer [150]

d) Three-point bending [151]

Figure 2.9: Bending characterization setups for engineering textiles

The horizontal cantilever test is commonly applied for dry engineering tex-
tiles, cf. Figure 2.9 a. The specimen under gravity is pushed over an edge
and the overhang length successively increases until it makes contact with an
inclined surface. For an incline angle of Θ = 41.5◦, the setup is referred to

1 Reproduced paragraph from [102], cf. footnote p. 15 for details.
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as Peirce test and the bending stiffness is analytically approximated assuming
a linear relationship between curvature and moment [152]. Other authors have
also applied additional optical measurement systems to determine the exact
deflection curve of the specimen [65, 148, 153–156]. Their work revealed a
non-linear moment-curvature relationship with a maximum at the clamped end.
The optical evaluation enables the investigation of variable overhang lengths
to determine the bending behavior for a variety of curvatures. Moreover, dis-
sipative effects can be determined, as shown by Bilbao et al [153]. Poppe et
al. [65] demonstrated an estimation of the rate-dependent behavior in cantilever
tests, by evaluating different overhang lengths of the specimen with a constant
feed rate. Beyond that, vertical arrangements of the cantilever, cf. Figure 2.9
b, have been proposed to better control the magnitude and rate of the applied
load [149,157].

The Kawabata evaluation system for fabric bending (KES-FB2) [153,158,159]
and the later adaptation of its concept for the rheometer bending test [22, 28,
65, 148, 150] impose a constant curvature to the specimen, cf. Figure 2.9 c.
They directly measure the moment-curvature-relation without additional opti-
cal measurement systems. Non-linear, rate-dependent and hysteretic material
behavior can be studied with both setups [65,148,153,159]. The modifications
in the rheometer test and addition of a thermal chamber enable the investigation
of temperature-dependent behavior [22, 28, 150]. Poppe et al. [64] studied the
rate- and viscosity-dependent bending response of a dry as well as low viscous
infiltrated woven fabric in the rheometer test and compared the results to in-
filtrated cantilever tests. Despite some systematical differences in the results,
they concluded a fast assessment of the elastic bending properties is acceptable
with the cantilever test. In contrast, the rheometer test was recommended for a
more accurate determination of rate-dependent, plastic and hysteretic bending
behavior.

The three-point bending test, cf. Figure 2.9 d, is used in literature to study
the unique bending response of thick interlock woven fabrics [151, 160–162].
The setup requires a sufficiently high bending stiffness of the material and is
therefore only suitable for thick textiles or short specimens [67].
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In an early study, Lomov et al. [70] compared different Biax-NCF in the KES-
FB2 and reported a non-linear bending behavior with decreasing stiffness for
increasing curvature. In general, higher stiffness was measured in the direction
of tighter stitched rovings, as this prevents in-plane slippage, and for rovings
with higher linear density. In addition to this study, the bending behavior of
UD- [109, 110, 156, 163] and Biax-NCF [133, 164–166] has been investigated
primarily in horizontal cantilever tests. The bending response strongly depends
on the loading direction of the stitching pattern, with a higher stiffness for the
stitching under tension [109,110,163,164].

2.2.3 Compaction behavior2

The compaction behavior determines the resulting FVC and consequently influ-
ences the permeability, necessary press forces as well as resulting mechanical
properties of components produced from LCM [66]. For dry engineering tex-
tiles, the compaction behavior is commonly investigated in plate-to-plate or
punch-to-plate setups mounted to a tensile testing machine, cf. Figure 2.10 a.

a) Test setup [168] c) Factors affecting compaction [169]b) Characteristic response

fiber volume content FVC
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Figure 2.10: a) Common compaction test setup; b) Characteristic exponential response; c) Factors
affecting the compaction response of dry engineering textiles.

2 Extracts from Section 2.2.3 have been previously published in [167], i.e. B. Schäfer, R. Zheng,
P. Boisse, L. Kärger. Investigation of the compaction behavior of uni- and bidirectional non-
crimp fabrics. Materials Research Proceedings, 28:331–338, 2023 | Reproduced paragraphs
are marked with 2.
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2.2 Characterization of forming behavior

The typically measured pressure vs thickness or FVC behavior has an exponen-
tial characteristic with two distinct phases, cf. Figure 2.10 b. A classification of
the main factors contributing to the observed response was presented by Chen
et al. [169] and is shown in Figure 2.10 c. The first phase is dominated by a
low compression resistance due to the low bending stiffness of crimped yarns,
yarn flattening and condensation of initial voids between the fibers. The second
phase progresses as all gaps are condensed and fibers come into contact with
each other. During this phase the compression resistance is more dominated by
an increasing number of high Hertzian contact forces [91].

Woven fabrics as well as Biax-NCF have been investigated more extensively
[107, 168–175], compared to UD-NCF [168, 176–178]. The compaction be-
havior is largely determined by the architecture of the textile, the type of fiber
and the areal density [107, 171, 177]. Textiles with a higher areal density tend
to have a smaller resistance to compaction because they have more yarns in
a roving and usually a more rounded shape of fiber bundles [107, 171, 173].
Additional factors influencing the compaction of multi-ply stacks are the num-
ber of layers and layup sequence [173, 175]. Increasing the number of plies
in a layup reduces the resistance to compaction, due to rovings of different
layers sliding into gaps at the inhomogeneous interfaces. This effect is called
nesting, cf. Figure 2.10 c, and usually more pronounced for woven fabrics
compared to NCFs [179]. For NCFs the compaction behavior is also influenced
by the superposition of the stitching patterns and tension in the stitching during
production [173,175,177,179].2

In a recent benchmark by Yong et al. [174] two glass-fiber fabrics (woven and
Biax-NCF) were investigated at over 20 institutes in dry and wet conditions
in order to investigate the conformity of compaction test results. Thereby, no
distinct influence could be attributed to the size of the specimen, shape of the
testing device or weight determinationmethod. However, threemain sources for

2 Reproduced paragraph from [167], cf. footnote p. 20 for details.
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variability were identified: thickness measurement method, machine compli-
ance and specimen saturation in wet compression tests. However, a correction
of the machine compliance as described by Sousa et al. [181] led to a good
agreement between different institutions for different thickness measurement
methods.2

2.2.4 Inter-ply behavior3

Inter-ply behavior encompasses tangential friction as well as adhesion or tacking
in the normal direction. Bothmechanisms are observed superposed for bindered
[183–185] or infiltrated [56, 101, 185–187] textiles, prepregs [188–194] and
thermoplastic tapes [17, 195–198]. Thereby, adhesion in normal direction is
less commonly studied because it is difficult to isolate the mechanism and
requires more complex test setups [17, 56, 189, 197,199]. Tangential friction is
the dominant mechanism for dry textiles and therefore the focus of this section.

The characterization of friction is commonly conducted via relative motion
between a fabric ply and either another fabric ply (ply-ply) or a tool (tool-ply)
under controlled transverse pressure. Usually Coulomb’s friction is assumed
for the analysis of dry textiles

Ff = µN, (2.1)

where, Ff is the tangential friction force, N the applied normal load, µ the
Coulomb coefficient of friction (CoF).3

2 Reproduced paragraph from [167], cf. footnote p. 20 for details.
3 Extracts from Section 2.2.4 have been previously published in [182], i.e. B. Schäfer, N.

Naouar, and L. Kärger. Investigation of the friction behavior of uni- and bidirectional non-
crimp fabrics. Materials Research Proceedings, 41:540–548, 2024 | Reproduced paragraphs
are marked with 3.
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In a benchmark study, Sachs et al. [185] compared different experimental setups
from three design categories (cf. Figure 2.11) for the same material, i.e. pull-
out-tests, pull-through-tests and sled pull-over-tests. Comparable results were
achieved for all setups, but systematic errors were observed and attributed
to edge effects and uneven pressure distributions. Thus, sled pull-over- or
pull-through-tests with a sufficiently large contact area and chamfered edges
were recommended. However, the sled-test was originally developed for thin
plastic film materials (ASTM standard D1894-14 [200]) and therefore mainly
suitable for lower transverse pressure to prevent balancing problems and stick-
slip effects [175, 201].3

a) Pull-out-test c) Sled pull-over-testb) Pull-through-test

Figure 2.11: Common characterization setups for tangential friction (extracted from [185]).

The friction behavior of a textile reinforcement depends on the mesoscopic
structure of its unit cell and the materials of its constituents. Protruding high
points of the material are especially notable during ply-ply contact due to stick-
slip or shock effects. These result fromundulations inwoven fabrics [73,96,202]
or the stitching in non-crimp fabrics [108,175]. Additionally, pressure- and rate-
dependency as well as an impact of a layer’s relative orientation and deformation
state (shear) is reported for dry textiles.3

Tool-ply friction is usually found to be independent of the relative velocity
[56,185], the ply’s relative orientation [36,108,187] and shear deformation [77].
An increasing normal pressure reduces theCoF [56,191,203,204], because of its
effect on the surface roughness and true contact area between fibrous material as
demonstrated by Avgoulas et al. [204] based on Hertzian theory. However, this

3 Reproduced paragraph from [182], cf. footnote p. 22 for details.
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correlation applies mainly for high pressures (>10 kPa), while for low pressures
often no or even a slightly positive influence is measured [185,204,205].3

Ply-ply friction is also reported as nearly rate-independent [56,206], but increas-
ing under shear deformation [77]. The effective CoF between plies decreases
for high transverse pressure [56, 191, 206], due to the lateral spreading of the
fabric under compaction that results in smaller undulations and thus less shock
effects [206]. The reported influence of the relative orientation is most heavily
dependent on the specific material being tested. The most common observa-
tion for woven fabrics is a lower CoF for relative orientations unequal to 0◦

or 90◦ [186, 207], with the lowest value often, but not always measured for
45◦ [77, 96]. In contrast, the behavior of NCFs does not follow a distinct trend
and depends on the specific architecture [36, 108, 175]. However, Quenzel et
al. [108] recently measured an increasing CoF by decreasing the stitching length
of Biax-NCFs manufactured from the same materials as it increases the number
of stitch yarn loops.3

2.2.5 Forming behavior4

The characterization of the overall forming behavior of engineering textiles is
often performed on simplified geometries to facilitate more controlled investi-
gations [90, 91, 209, 210]. The selected shapes typically represent challenging
features, like double-curved surfaces or various radii of edges and corners. The
results can be used for a detailed validation of simulation models, which enable
a more efficient process and part design for complex components. Different
shapes frequently used in literature are shown in Figure 2.12.

3 Reproduced paragraph from [182], cf. footnote p. 22 for details.
4 Extracts from Section 2.2.5 have been previously published in [208], i.e. B. Schäfer, R. Zheng,

J. Colmars, A. Platzer, N. Naouar, P. Boisse, L. Kärger. Experimental analysis of the forming
behavior of uni- and bidirectional non-crimp fabrics for different geometries. [submitted for
review] | Reproduced paragraphs are marked with 4.
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a) Hemisphere [209]

c) Box [211]

b) Tetrahedron [212]

d) Double-dome [213]

Figure 2.12: Common shapes for characterization of the forming behavior.

The hemispherical punch, cf. Figure 2.12 a, is the most common shape and is
often used for studying the formability of woven fabrics [214–217], as well as
NCFs [110, 128, 218]. It is a rather simple double-curved geometry that still
imposes significant in-plane shear deformation. Bel et al. [131] analyzed and
measured sliding between fiber plies in a Biax-NCF for this shape. Schirmaier
et al. [110] and Ghazimoradi et al. [128] observed notable gapping due to the
low stiffness of the stitching and wrinkling parallel to the fiber yarns for a
UD-NCF in hemisphere tests.4

The tetrahedral punch, cf. Figure 2.12 b, was developed to represent a slanted
corner of more complex components and provoke higher shear angles as well as
the formation of out-of-plane defects [35,79,212,219,220]. Viisainen et al. [79]
compared the hemisphere and tetrahedron for a ±45◦-Biax-NCF and found
similar types of wrinkles as well as deformation modes for both shapes, but sig-
nificantly higher shear angles and severity of the wrinkles for the tetrahedron.4

4 Reproduced paragraph from [208], cf. footnote p. 24 for details.
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The square box punch, cf. Figure 2.12 c, is commonly used for metal forming
analysis [221,222], but few researchers have shown its capability to induce very
high shear angles for textile reinforcements [211,215,217,223]. Bai et al. [68]
compared a large variety of woven fabric architectures as well as some NCFs
in box tests and identified a strong correlation between a fabric’s membrane-to-
bending stiffness ratio and the formation of wrinkles.4

The largest popular shape is the double-dome, cf. Figure 2.12 d, which repre-
sents a transition between concave and convex double-curved surfaces and was
used in benchmarks for woven fabrics [64, 213, 224, 225].4

Forming metrics The deformation behavior and the formation of defects
in forming tests can be analyzed through various metrics. The required punch
force can be used for comparison between different materials to evaluate their
drapability and indicate changes in the deformation behavior [72, 226–228].
The outer contour of the blank after forming gauges the material draw-in and is
frequently used for the validation of forming simulations [35,213,215,216,229].
The measurement of global and local strains is accomplished by a variety
of different methods. Many researchers utilize point-wise measurements to
determine shear angles, as in-plane shear is a primary deformation mode of
most balanced fabrics [216, 217, 219, 228, 229]. In these approaches, grids are
reconstructed from local markers on the fabric or images are analyzed to locally
measure the angle between visible fiber directions. Alternatively, different
DIC methods are utilized to measure the 3D geometry and full strain field of
the deformed fabric. However, those methods require either the possibility
to remove the fabric from the mold without further deformation [116, 213,
230–232], or specialized stereo camera systems in combination with an open
die [79, 128, 225].4

4 Reproduced paragraph from [208], cf. footnote p. 24 for details.
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2.3 Finite element forming simulation

The simulation approaches for forming processes of CoFRP can be categorized
as kinematic or mechanics-based approaches [112,233]. Kinematic approaches
are exclusively based on geometric mapping algorithms, with the general as-
sumption of incompressible and inextensible fibers [233]. In addition, pure
shear deformation is assumed for bidirectional reinforcements [234–236] or
simple shear for unidirectional reinforcements [237]. The main advantage of
kinematic approaches is the comparably low computational effort. However,
they neglect more complex in-plane deformation modes, the bending behavior
and its related forming effects, interaction between plies in a stack as well as
process conditions in general. Due to the outlined severe limitations, kinematic
approaches are not further considered in this work.

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is commonly applied for mechanics-based form-
ing simulations as evident from comprehensive reviews [67, 88–91, 209, 210].
The material behavior and process conditions are considered by constitutive
modeling of the deformation mechanisms (cf. Section 2.2) and appropriate
boundary conditions, respectively. This enables the investigation of complex
interactions during the process, such as contact in multi-layer stacks, blankhold-
ers, grippers, temperature or the infiltration state. FE approaches have to ac-
count for the internal architecture of the composite reinforcement. Engineering
textiles consist of thousands of fibers that allow for relative motion, which are
bundled together by the weaving pattern or stitching. Thus, reinforcements are
multi-scale materials that require specific modeling approaches depending on
the analyzed micro-, meso- or macro-scale, cf. Figure 2.13. Approaches on
the micro-scale focus on the interaction between individual fibers for detailed
investigations and virtual characterization, but they are rarely used for forming
simulations due to their numerical effort [88, 89, 238].

In the following, Section 2.3.1 introduces common constitutive approaches for
textile forming, Section 2.3.2 gives a brief overview of mesoscopic approaches,
and Section 2.3.3 presents a more detailed overview of relevant macroscopic
approaches.
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Figure 2.13: Schematic illustration of the micro-, meso- and macro-scales of a) unidirectional and
b) woven reinforcements [89].

2.3.1 Constitutive approaches

Simulation approaches for composite forming are commonly based on hypo-
elastic or hyperelastic constitutive models [88–91, 209]. Recently, some re-
searchers proposed to apply generalized continua approaches to incorporate the
mesoscopic heterogeneity of fabrics during material modeling based on higher
strain gradients [67, 89, 239]. The fundamentals of the different constitutive
approaches are outlined in the following.

Hypoelastic approaches Hypoelastic approaches are called rate constitu-
tive laws. They relate the rate-of-deformation tensorD to an objective Cauchy
stress rate σ▽ in the linear case by a fourth-order tangent stiffness tensor C
according to [240, p. 243]

σ▽ = C : D. (2.2)

The stiffness C may depend on the stress, in which case it must be an objective
function of the stress state. The most common objective stress rates are those
of Green-Naghdi and Jaumann, both imply an orthogonal material-fixed frame
{e1, e2} under rigid body rotation in the current configuration B1 [241]. This
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enables an incremental integration w.r.t. time as presented by Hughes and
Winget [242]

σn+1 = σn +∆σn+1 with ∆σn+1 = C : ∆εn+1, (2.3)

where∆εn+1 is the logarithmic strain incrementwithin the temporal integration
step n.

For forming simulations, it can be advantageous to describe the constitutive
equations in a non-orthogonal frame [90, 209, 241]. As demonstrated by
Willems [243] and Dörr [17] for the Green-Naghdi rate, this can be achieved
by introducing an additional covariant fiber-parallel frame {g1, g2}, cf. Fig-
ure 2.14. This frame remains aligned with the principle material orientations

Figure 2.14: Schematic illustration of the transformations in the current configurationB1 between
Green-Naghdi’s frame {ei} and the covariant {gi} and contravariant {gi} fiber
parallel frame [17].

even for arbitrary deformations, such as large shear during forming. The ac-
cording covariant {gi} and contravariant {gi} base are determined by the right
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stretch tensor U and Green-Naghdi’s frame {ei}. The right stretch tensor is
normalized by the resulting metric coefficients Gij , according to [17, 28]

U∗
ij =

1√
Gjj

Uij with Gij = UT
ikUkj and

√
Gii = ∥gi∥. (2.4)

Here, the underlined indices indicate that the summation convention does not
apply. The base transformation between the normalized covariant {g∗i } and con-
travariant {g∗i} non-orthogonal frame and Green-Naghdi’s orthogonal frame
{ei} are achieved according to

g∗i = U∗
ijej and g∗i · g∗j = δji . (2.5)

This enables the transformation of Equation 2.3 for an evaluation in the fiber-
parallel frame of the current configuration B1

[∆σn+1]{g∗
i ⊗g∗

j } = [C]{g∗
i ⊗g∗

j⊗g∗
k⊗g∗

l } : [∆ε
n+1]{g∗k⊗g∗l}. (2.6)

It has to be noted that incremental hypoelastic material formulations are path-
dependent and time step dependent for multiaxial deformations [240, p. 237],
which can be problematic for non-constant tangent stiffness tensor C or non-
monotonous deformations.

Hyperelastic approaches Hyperelastic approaches are defined by a strain
energy density functionW as a potential for the resulting stress [244]

S = 2
∂W (C)

∂C
, (2.7)

where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor andC is the right Cauchy-
Green deformation tensor. In case of a SaintVenant-Kirchhoff approach, a linear
relation between theGreen-Lagrange strainE and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress
is assumed [240, p. 237]

S = C : E with E =
1

2
(C − I) , (2.8)
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where I is the second-order identity tensor. The strain energy density can
alternatively be expressed by a set of independent invariants Ii of the strain by

S = 2

N∑

i

∂W

∂Ii

∂Ii
∂C

. (2.9)

The principal isotropic invariants of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor
are defined as [245, p. 201]

I1 = tr(C) , I2 =
1

2

(
tr(C)2 − tr(C2)

)
and I3 = det(C) (2.10)

For anisotropicmaterials it can be advantageous to instead use a set of directional
pseudo-invariants that depend on chosen principal material orientationsA1 and
A2, cf. Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of the definition of the metric and stress tensors as mapping
between the covariant initial B0 and covariant current B1 and the according con-
travariant configurations B∗

0 and B∗
1 [17].
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The most utilized pseudo-invariants in the context of engineering textiles are
[245, p. 274]:

I4 = A1 ·C ·A1 = λ2A1
, (2.11)

I6 = A1 ·C ·A2, (2.12)
I8 = A2 ·C ·A2 = λ2A2

, (2.13)

I10 = arccos (A1 ·A2)− arccos

(
I6√
I4I8

)
= γ12, (2.14)

where I4 and I8 are the quadratic stretches along A1 and A2 respectively, I6
is the shear strain, I10 is the shear angle γ12. It is commonly assumed that the
contributions to the strain energy density due to these deformation modes are
independent [67,90]. Alternatively, couplings between the different modes can
be introduced to describe effects like the tension-tension coupling observed for
woven fabrics [106, 246, 247].

Hyperelastic approaches have two fundamental advantages. First, the strain
energy density only depends on the final deformation state and therefore results
in a path-independent behavior. Second, the Green-Lagrange strain and second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress are work-conjugated Lagrangian measures and defined in
the initial contravariant B∗

0 and covariant B0 configuration, respectively [17].
Thus, the principle material orientations can be aligned with the Cartesian base
vectors, leading to an intrinsic consideration of a fiber-parallel frame, cf. Figure
2.15. Additionally, S can be directly mapped to the current configuration B1

by a so-called "push-forward" operation by [240, p. 315]

τ = F · S · F T and σ =
1

J
τ with J = det(F ), (2.15)

where τ and σ are the Kirchhoff and Cauchy stress, respectively.

Generalized continua approaches Models based on the classicalCauchy
continuum theory describe homogeneous deformation based on the first gradient
of the displacement field, the deformation gradient F . In contrast, generalized
continua approaches introduce additional terms to the balance equations to
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incorporate information about an embedded micro- or mesoscopic structure of
a heterogeneous material into a macroscopic model [240, 248]. This can be
accomplished with higher-grade or higher-order continuum theories [240, pp.
686-691]. Higher-order approaches take into account higher gradients of the
displacement field derived from the degrees of freedom (DOF) at a material
point. Examples are second-gradient approaches, which introduce the second
gradient of the displacement field ∇F to describe the curvature. Higher-grade
approaches introduce additional DOF to each material point to extend the
kinematics. Examples are micromorphic models, which introduce a second-
order tensor field ψ(X) that accounts for deformations associated with the
microstructure, e.g. its rotation. If some constraints are introduced on the ten-
sorψ, a second-gradient theory is obtained as the limit case of a micromorphic
theory [145,161].

In forming simulations of engineering textiles generalized continua approaches
based on the second-gradient of the displacement field are the most common
[67,89,90,239]. They introduce an additional contribution to the strain energy
density

W (F ,∇F ) =WI(F ) +WII(∇F ), (2.16)

whereWI andWII are the first- and second-gradient energies, respectively. In
particular, the bending stiffness of rovings has been successfully modeled with
this approach [145,161,239].

2.3.2 Mesoscopic approaches

Meso-scale approaches model all constituents of engineering textiles individu-
ally [89, 210]. The main advantage is that the heterogeneity of the material is
discretely considered. However, the number of DOF is very high, which makes
these approaches computationally expensive. Depending on the representation
of the constituents, mesoscopic approaches can be divided into two groups.
First, discrete approaches model each constituent in an abstract manner with
1D or 2D elements. Second, geometrical approaches represent the individual
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constituents in their geometric dimensions with 2D or 3D elements in different
levels of detail, depending on the application to virtual material characterization
or forming simulations. The differences between these modeling approaches
are outlined in the following.

Discrete approaches Discrete approaches model representative unit cells
of a fabric as a network of 1D truss, beam, bar and spring elements or a com-
bination of 1D elements with 2D membrane or shell elements, cf. Figure 2.16.

a) 1D-based discrete approach [249] b) Discrete unit-cell of a Biax-NCF [149]

Figure 2.16: Illustration of discrete approaches based on a) only 1D-elements or b) combination
of 1D- and 2D-elements

In 1D-element based approaches trusses and beams usually represent fibers or
yarns under tension [250–252]. Additional truss or rotational springs are intro-
duced to account for shear [250, 253] and bending [249,254,255]. Thus, these
models directly account for mesoscopic effects via conventional elements [17].
However, they are missing surface elements for a proper contact formulation,
limiting their application to single layers.

The unit cell of a fabric can alternatively be described by membrane elements
superimposed with mutual constrained truss elements [20, 235, 256]. These
approaches neglected out-of-plane bending behavior, which was subsequently
introduced by utilizing truss and shell elements [257] or later bar and shell
elements [149]. Some semi-discrete approaches have been developed to predict
inter-ply slippage between two fiber layers of Biax-NCF, by describing the
roving layers in a continuous manner and the stitching between fiber layers and
plies with bar elements [132, 258].
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Recently, discrete approaches based on beam elements [259, 260] or beam
elements superimposed with membrane elements [134, 261] introduced an in-
plane bending stiffness of rovings to successfully model shear transition zones
observed during BET of woven fabrics, cf. Figure 2.8 b. A more detailed
overview of the individual discrete approaches and their differences is discussed
in comprehensive reviews in literature [89, 90, 209, 210].

Geometrical approaches The constituents are represented in their actual
geometric dimensions and their behavior is modeled with suitable constitutive
approaches. Different levels of detail are utilized depending on the intended
application for characterization or forming simulations.

In detailed approaches, yarns or rovings are discretized with volume elements
and the corresponding weaving or stitching pattern are accurately represented,
cf. Figure 2.17 a. They are applied for virtual material characterization [88,
238, 262] to predict in-plane tensile and shear behavior as well as the coupled
tension-shear-behavior for woven fabrics [263–266], the impact of the stitching
pattern in NCFs [267, 268] or the compaction behavior of different textiles
[262, 265, 269, 270]. Detailed approaches are too computationally expensive
to be used on a large scale, but occasionally applied for forming simulations
of single layers to investigate local effects [229, 271, 272]. An alternative for
larger components are so-called meso-macro approaches, which first conduct a
macroscopic analysis to obtain boundary conditions for a critical area that are
applied to solve a detailed mesoscopic analysis [273–275].

b) Simplified approch [95]a) Detailed approach [268]

Figure 2.17: Illustration of the different levels of detail in geometrical mesoscopic approaches for
a) a Biax-NCF and b) a UD-NCF.
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In simplified approaches, fewer details are modeled to reduce the total number
of DOF in the model, cf. Figure 2.17 b. They are rarely used for woven
fabrics [276], but more commonly used for NCF by representing the rovings
using only a few solid [94, 227] or shell [11, 95, 277–279] elements and the
stitching using suitable 1D-elements. These approaches are used to predict
local forming effects like in-plane roving slippage and gapping.

2.3.3 Macroscopic approaches

Macroscopic approaches consider the material as a homogenized, anisotropic
continuum and model the observed deformation mechanisms (cf. Figure 2.6)
by suitable constitutive equations (cf. Section 2.3.1). The key advantage of
macroscopic approaches is their comparably low computational effort and the
possibility to account for process-related boundary conditions in multi-layer
stacks. However, modeling of forming processes for CoFRP has some specific
requirements due to the multi-scale nature of fibrous reinforcements. Those
requirements will be outlined in the following. Subsequently, an overview of
relevant models based on stress-resultant, continuous and generalized continua
approaches is presented.

Requirements for CoFRP forming First, a decoupling of the membrane
and bending behavior is necessary in macroscopic forming simulations of
CoFRP. This originates from the very low friction between fibers, which allows
relative movement under bending deformation. In contrast, the fibers have a
very high stiffness and are quasi-inextensible. This behavior cannot be modeled
with conventional thickness-based plate or shell theories. Membrane and bend-
ing behavior is therefore usually considered in a decoupled fashion [67, 280].
This can be accomplished intrinsically within a single element by specific shell
approaches [219,281] or in three-dimensional elements by generalized continua
approaches [239,282]. Alternatively, an asymmetric axial modulus with signif-
icantly reduced compressive stiffness [149,283,284] or a variable stiffness over
the thickness within a virtual layup for each layer [165,285] can be introduced.
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An extrinsic decoupling can be accomplished by superimposing membrane and
shell elements [28, 65, 198].

Second, predicting changes of the fiber orientation during forming is a main
objective of macroscopic process simulations. Therefore, rigid body rotations
due to large deformations in general as well as fiber-reorientation due to shear
deformation need to be considered, cf. Figure 2.18. Rigid body rotationsR are
usually taken into account by rotation of an orthogonal coordinate system such
as the Green-Naghdi frame {e1, e2}. The principal material orientations in the
fiber directions {a1,a2} become non-orthogonal during forming due to shear
F ps. The requirements to account for changes of the fiber orientation apply to
all macroscopic constitutive approaches. Suitable methods for hypo- as well as
hyperelastic approaches were already outlined in Section 2.3.1.

current configurationinitial configuration

e1 = a1

e2 = a2

R

F ps

a1

a2

e2

e1

Figure 2.18: Schematic illustration of the rigid body rotation R of the orthogonal Green-Naghdi
frame {e1, e2} and non-orthogonal fiber-parallel frame {a1,a2} under pure shear
deformation F ps.

Third, numerical locking phenomena can occur in the form of artificial stiffening
effects in some cases, if the FE approximations made by the discretization are
not compatible with a specific deformation mode [240, pp. 584-589]. Several
geometric locking phenomena are well understood and intrinsically prevented
in most commercial shell elements or can be alleviated with suitable methods
for three-dimensional elements (will be further discussed in Section 2.4.2).
However, a specific material locking phenomenon is observed during CoFRP
forming, which is called tension locking and induces too stiff shear behavior.
This effect was first observed by Yu et al. [286] and later thoroughly investigated
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by Hamila et al. [287] in virtual BET. Tension locking originates in fully-
integrated quadrilateral elements from artificial fiber strains in combination
with an inextensibility constraint in fiber direction. Different methods are
proposed to alleviate this locking phenomenon. A selective reduced integration
scheme with under-integration of the inextensibility constraint and a specific
hourglass control achieves good results for non-alignedmeshes [287,288]. Thije
et al. [288] proposed different multi-field elements with additional strain DOF
to successfully prevent tension locking, but at the same time requiring a higher
computational effort. A pragmatic approach to avoid this phenomenon is to
initially align the element edges with the fiber directions [286–288].

Stress-resultant approaches Stress-resultant shell approaches were first
proposed for woven fabrics by Boisse et al. [289]. They decompose the element
into representative unit cells (RUC) of the material and combine the individual
stress resultant forces and moments due to tension, shear and bending into the
internal virtual work [90]

δWRUC
int = δW tension

int + δW shear
int + δW bending

int . (2.17)

The approach was initially developed for woven fabrics [216,219,223,289–292]
and later adapted for thick interlock woven fabrics [217, 293], thermoplastic
prepregs [154,294] and Biax-NCF [136].

Ghafour et al. [292] utilized a stress-resultant approach for a woven fabric
to investigate the importance of accounting for irreversibilities in the material
behavior. An inelasticmodelwith significant dissipative effects in themembrane
as well as bending behavior was directly compared to an elastic model of the
same material. The predicted outer contours and wrinkling behavior were
nearly identical for monotonous displacements of the punch during hemisphere,
tetrahedron and box forming tests. Differences were mainly observed for the
predicted residual stresses or when considering the removal of the punch.
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2.3 Finite element forming simulation

Continuous approaches5 Woven fabrics have often been the focus of
research on macroscopic forming simulations due to their better formability, cf.
Figure 2.19 a, as evident from comprehensive reviews in literature [67, 88–91,
238]. Thereby, hypoelastic [212, 213, 215] or hyperelastic [64, 160, 244, 295]
approaches are most commonly used to model their behavior. Additionally,
biaxial tension as well as tension-shear interactions were investigated for woven
fabrics by introducing suitable couplings between the deformation modes [106,
246,247,296].5

b) UD-NCF [86]a) Woven fabric [212]

Figure 2.19: Examples for a continuous approach for a) a woven fabric and b) a UD-NCF.

In contrast, Biax-NCF [133, 165, 166, 232] or UD-NCF [137, 139, 297] have
been investigated much less. Membrane approaches for NCFs need to consider
not only shear, which is the main deformation mode for woven fabrics during
forming [89], but also stitching deformation and roving slippage.5

Yu et al. [141] developed a non-orthogonal hypoelastic model for Biax-NCF
considering an asymmetrical shear behavior due to the tricot stitching oriented
at 45◦ relative to the fibers. They highlight the influences of friction between
the blanks and tools, blankholder forces and blank shape in numerical forming
studies on a hemispherical shape. A similar approach was later developed
by Chen et al. [113]. Khiêm et al. [133] proposed a hyperelastic model as a

5 Extracts from this Section have been previously published in [180], i.e. B. Schäfer, D. Dörr, R.
Zheng, N. Naouar, L. Kärger. A hyperelastic approach for modeling the membrane behavior in
finite element forming simulation of unidirectional non-crimp fabrics (UD-NCF). [submitted
for review] | Reproduced paragraphs are marked with 5.
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user-defined material in ABAQUS for a Biax-NCF with a chain stitch oriented
at 45◦. The model considers stitching and fiber tension as well as in-plane
shear. Fiber slippage was neglected in the approach, but despite the simplicity
of the approach good agreement with experimental forming tests on a double
dome geometry was achieved. Mallach et al. [232] modeled the behavior of
a Biax-NCF primarily based on a nonlinear shear stress-strain curve in PAM-
FORM. Acceptable results were obtained for the global forming behavior of
a complex geometry for different blankholder configurations, but neglecting
roving slippage resulted in noticeable deviations in the fiber orientation in areas
of large shear deformation. Yu et al. [165, 166] investigated the impact of
the non-linear bending behavior observed for Biax-NCF on wrinkling during
hemisphere forming tests.5

All approaches for Biax-NCFs neglect intra-ply slippage between rovings and
large tensile strains of the stitching, which are highly relevant mechanisms for
UD-NCF during forming due to the lack of a second fiber direction [109,110].
Therefore, the exclusive focus on the shear behavior during characterization and
modeling is not sufficient. This is also evident in the study of Krogh et al. [139],
in which the ABAQUS built-in FABRIC material model is utilized to describe
the shear behavior of a quasi-UD glass-fiber NCF. The model predicts the early
force-displacement-relation in a BET well. However, the model overestimates
the shear response for larger deformations as UD-NCF deforms more under
simple shear instead of pure shear.5

A very comprehensive macroscopic approach was proposed by Schirmaier et
al. [137], cf. Figure 2.19 b. It consists of an elastic-plastic transverse tensile
behavior coupled to the elastic-plastic shear behavior via a 2D-yield surface and
is superimposed with a 2D-elastic compressive stiffness perpendicular to the
fiber rovings which is also coupled to the shear angle. Themodel is inversely pa-
rameterized using 30◦-, 45◦-, and 60◦-OATs, approximating the applied forces
well but underestimating the local strains in the main deformation zones of the

5 Reproduced paragraph from [180], cf. footnote p. 39 for details.
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specimen centers. Nevertheless, it achieves good results in qualitative [137]
and quantitative [297] comparisons to component forming results. However,
the complex model requires a high number of material parameters to describe
the membrane behavior, resulting in a difficult and time-consuming parameter-
ization process and limited applicability to other materials.5

Ghazimoradi and Montesano [298] recently parameterized *MAT_249 of LS-
DYNA for a binder-stabilized UD-NCF by introducing three independent fiber
families for the carbon rovings, glass fibers and stitching. They calibrated
the model with tensile tests in the longitudinal and transverse direction as
well as 45◦-OATs. 30◦- and 60◦-OATs were used for the validation and a
good agreement of the resulting forces and shear angles was achieved, but
notable out-of-plane wrinkling was predicted which was not observed during
the experiments. During application to hemispherical forming tests, the location
and orientation of wrinkling were qualitatively predicted but the resulting shear
angles were overestimated and other strains were not further investigated in their
study.5

Generalized continua approaches For textile forming, most approaches
based on generalized continuummechanics are based on the second-gradient to
account for the in-plane and out-of-plane effects of mesoscopic roving bending
stiffness in macroscopic models [48,67,89,90,97,239]. The main challenge is
to calculate the gradient representing the roving curvature, as this is not directly
available for linear elements often used for efficient forming approaches. Ferretti
et al. [145] proposed to calculate the curvature in three-dimensional elements
as limit case of a micromorphic theory in the multi-physics solver COMSOL.
This requires the introduction of a second-order tensor field ψ(X) describing
microscopic deformations and additional constraints based on a penalty energy
contribution with Lagrange multipliers to ensure continuity of the utilized
gradients. This approach has been applied by multiple researchers to introduce
an in-plane roving bending stiffness and model in BETs the transition zones
of woven fabrics (cf. Figure 2.20 a) [48, 145, 259, 299] or the deformation

5 Reproduced paragraph from [180], cf. footnote p. 39 for details.
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behavior of strongly unbalanced woven fabrics [260, 299]. Additionally, it was
utilized to show the influence on the out-of-plane bending stiffness of a thick
interlockwoven fabric in three-point bending tests [161] as well as the wrinkling
behavior during deep drawing of a hemisphere (cf. Figure 2.20 b) [282] and
other lightweight components [300]. However, this implementation strategy is
limited to specific solvers, because the introduction of micromorphic theories
is not possible in many commercial solvers.

first gradient second gradient (low stiff.) second gradient (high stiff.)

a) In-plane effects [48]

b) Out-of-plane effects [282]

Figure 2.20: Examples for the effect of generalized continua approaches on the a) in-plane behavior
of a woven fabric in BET and b) out-of-plane behavior of a thick interlockwoven fabric
in a hemisphere test.

The curvatures can also be approximated based on the displacement degrees of
freedom of neighboring elements to show the above described effects on the
in-plane [301] and out-of-plane [162, 302] behavior. An intrinsic calculation
of especially the in-plane curvature requires higher-order shape functions, as
demonstrated by Duong et al. [303] for an isogeometric shell element. For thin
reinforcements, the approaches to account for a decoupling of the membrane
and bending behavior resemble the introduction of a second-order energy strain
density for out-of-plane bending as it is independently calculated based on
curvature. Approaches based on generalized continua are a promising strategy
to incorporate mesoscopic effects in macroscopic approaches and to fulfill the
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2.4 Three-dimensional approaches for forming with large deformations

requirements for CoFRP forming in three-dimensional elements. However, the
efficient calculation of higher strain gradients in commercial solvers and the
experimental validation based on quantitative measurements of the observed
effects demands further research.

2.4 Three-dimensional approaches for
forming with large deformations

The compaction behavior of an engineering textile is an important intra-ply
deformation mechanism, cf. Figure 2.6. It determines the resulting thickness
as well as FVC and consequently influences the permeability, necessary press
forces as well as resulting mechanical properties of components produced from
LCM [66]. Compaction of CoFRP is often investigated based on mesoscopic
approaches [179, 270, 304] or by isolated macroscopic simulations of critical
corners [305, 306]. Modeling compaction during forming requires a three-
dimensional material behavior in an appropriate element formulation. However,
it is neglected in most macroscopic simulation approaches as they are based on
2D shell and membrane elements, cf. Section 2.3.3. Three-dimensional solid
elements are prone to numerical stiffening effects during bending deformation
of thin structures, which prohibits their direct application in forming simula-
tions. Those effects are also called numerical locking phenomena and their
elimination requires specific methods, which will be discussed in the following
Section 2.4.1. Section 2.4.2 introduces the class of solid-shell elements, which
are 3D locking-free elements designed for bending deformation of thin struc-
tures. Subsequently, an overview of existing approaches for the consideration
of compaction during CoFRP forming is presented in Section 2.4.3.
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2.4.1 Numerical locking

The advantages of linear elements based on C0-smooth shape functions are
their efficiency due to the low polynomial degree as well as their convergence
behavior. A disadvantage of these elements is the occurrence of numerical
locking phenomena, which cause a too high stiffness for different deformation
modes. The term locking describes the occurrence of purely numerically caused
parasitic stresses if the approximations made by the FE discretization are not
compatible with a specific deformation mode and the predicted behavior is
too stiff [240, pp. 584-589]. Characteristics of locking phenomena are their
sensitivity to a critical parameter that depends on either the element’s geometry
or the material and their slower convergence when increasing the number of
DOF compared to a locking-free element [307]. Locking has been and is still
an active field of research for the development of new element formulations, as
a result of which many different terminologies and classifications exist [240,
307–309]. In the following, the most relevant geometrical and material locking
phenomena in the context of forming are shortly introduced, whereby this
work is based on the classifications by Bischoff [308] and Koschnick [307].
Subsequently, methods to prevent locking phenomena are introduced.

Geometrical locking The most relevant geometrical locking phenomenon
is shear locking for bending deformation modes of elements with linear shape
functions. This effect is schematically illustrated for a quadrilateral element
in Figure 2.21. The expected quadratic displacements uy in y-direction and
bilinear displacements ux in x-direction analytically result in a linear normal
stress σx without shear stresses τxy . The same displacements applied to the
nodes of a quadrilateral element result in non-zero, parasitic shear stresses as
the shape functions cannot represent the curved edge deformation. The energy
contribution of the parasitic shear stresses is proportional to the element’s
in-plane aspect ratio ain-plane = lx

ly
, which is the critical parameter for this

locking problem. Shear locking can occur for in-plane deformations as well as
out-of-plane deformations, where it is referred to as transverse shear locking.
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Figure 2.21: Schematic illustration of shear locking for pure bending of a linear quadrilateral
elements (based on [307]).

Curvature-thickness or trapezoidal locking occurs during bending of elements
with a trapezoidal shape, when the element edges are not perpendicular to
the element mid-plane. This locking phenomenon results in parasitic normal
stresses and is mainly observed for initially curved structures, as the natural
undeformedmeshes have a trapezoidal shape in thickness direction. The critical
parameter is the out-of-plane aspect ratio athick = le

t , based on the element’s
thickness t and its characteristic length defined by the highest edge length le.
This type of locking does not occur for the usually flat initial discretization with
regular elements utilized in forming simulations.

Material locking Volumetric or Poisson thickness locking is observed for
deformation modes that induce lateral contraction. The origin of volumetric
locking is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.22. As a result of lateral contrac-

Volumetric locking

x, ξ

y, η

x, ξ

y, η

f

f

f

f

∆y

Figure 2.22: Schematic illustration of the origin for volumetric locking (based on [307]).

tion, the compressive regions expand while the tensile regions contract, so the
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centerline should shift. However, this cannot be represented by linear elements
as the nodes do not move in y-direction. Therefore, the material centerline
remains in its original position at the geometric center. The resulting parasitic
tensile stresses increase with the Possion ratio ν of the material, which is the
critical parameter of this locking type.

Tension locking is a material locking phenomenon specific to CoFRP. Its origin
and methods for its prevention are already outlined in Section 2.3.3.

Methods to prevent locking Differentmethods to completely prevent or at
least alleviate locking are described in literature and the fundamental principles
are outlined in the following. A detailed mathematical description is omitted
due to its complexity, and the interested reader is referred to the comprehensive
explanations available in literature [240,307,308,310].

First, increasing the polynomial order of the shape functions alleviates many
locking phenomena by increasing the capabilities of the element to comply
with deformation modes. However, this approach significantly increases the
numerical effort and is often not recommended for explicit integration schemes
commonly utilized for forming simulations [309, p. 258].

Second, selected reduced integration schemes (SRI) can be used. The integra-
tion points of components with parasitic stresses are strategically positioned to
only include the locking-free constant part of these stresses in the strain energy.
An example location in the case of shear locking is the element’s center, cf.
Figure 2.21. SRI is computationally very efficient due to the reduced number
of integration points. However, it results in a singular, rank-deficient stiff-
ness matrix and requires specific stabilization procedures to prevent energy-free
deformation modes, called hourglassing.

Third, modifications to the interpolation of strains can be applied. Locking
is usually limited to specific parts of the stress tensor resulting from parasitic
strains and stresses. Thus, the strain tensor E can be separated into a part
responsible for locking Elock and a locking-free part Efree. Then, collocation
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points are selected within the elements at known zero points of the specific par-
asitic stresses and thus at locations of correct strains. Examples of collocation
points in the case of shear locking are the centers of the upper and lower element
edges, cf. Figure 2.21. Subsequently, the strain components are re-interpolated
over the element with new shape functions based on the collocation points. This
approach was initially proposed by Bathe and Dvorkin [311] and is referred to
assumed natural strain method (ANS).

Fourth, mixed variational energy functionals can be applied during the formu-
lation of the virtual work. The Hu-Washizu variational principle is the most
common for the development of locking-free element formulations. It is a more
general form of the balance equations where, in addition to displacements, also
stresses and strains need to be satisfied only in the integral mean. This en-
ables the introduction of additional internal strain DOFs within the elements to
comply with more deformation modes. The method is referred to as enhanced
assumed strain method (EAS) or alternatively as incompatible mode elements,
because the internal DOFs do not have to be continuous and therefore compat-
ible across element boundaries. Thus, the total strain tensor E is additively
split into a compatible part Ec(u) depending on the displacements u and an
enhanced part Ee(α) depending on the enhanced DOFs α. This approach
was initially proposed by Simo and Rifai [312] and results in the commonly
implemented two-field variational functional

δgHW(u,α) =

∫

Ω

SE : δ(Ec+Ee)dΩ+

∫

Ω

ρü · δudΩ− δgext = 0, (2.18)

in combination with the orthogonality condition
∫

Ω

SE : δEedΩ = 0, (2.19)

where ρ is the density, δgext denotes the virtual work of external loads andSE is
the stress depending on the total strain. The orthogonality condition is utilized
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for static condensation of the enhanced DOF α within the element, elimi-
nating the requirement of an additional global DOF and enabling an efficient
implementation in many solvers.

2.4.2 Solid-shell elements

Solid-shell elements are a group of three-dimensional elements with a pre-
defined thickness direction, which combine different methods to achieve a
locking-free behavior, especially during bending of thin structures. In contrast
to classical or degenerated shell elements, these elements allow the use of gen-
eral three-dimensional material models and have only translational DOFs. In
addition, the modeling of contact boundary conditions does not require addi-
tional kinematic assumptions. Table 2.1 summarizes the locking phenomena
outlined in Section 2.4.1 and the methods how they are commonly prevented
in solid-shell elements. Various formulations of solid-shell elements have been
proposed in literature, which are compared to each other in different stud-
ies [313–315]. The main distinguishing features are the integration scheme, the
number of collocation points for the ANS and the number of enhanced DOF
for the EAS (EAS-DOF). The locking-free behavior is validated with several
well-known benchmarks for geometrically linear and non-linear deformation
modes. A detailed overview of common benchmarks is for example presented
by Mostafa [316].

Table 2.1: Overview of locking phenomena and methods for their prevention.

Locking phenomenon Crit. parameter Prevention

geometrical
in-plane shear aspect ratio ain-plane SRI, ANS
transverse shear aspect ratio athick SRI, ANS, EAS
curvature-thickness aspect ratio athick ANS, EAS

material volumetric Poisson ratio EAS
tension inexentibility alignment, SRI
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Hauptmann and co-authors [317, 318] presented some of the first studies on
fully integrated solid-shell formulations, comparing different combinations of
2-point ANS and four EAS-DOF for the in-plane and thickness approximation.
A geometrical locking-free behavior was observed for most combinations and
the formulation was enhanced to account for material locking by reduced inte-
gration of the volumetric strain parts [319,320]. The solid-shell elements were
later extended for explicit time integration schemes [321, 322]. The imple-
mentation of a variable number of EAS-DOF and incompatible modes to tailor
the approach for specific application was presented by symbolic programming
within the software AceGEN for runtime optimization [323]. Similar fully in-
tegrated solid-shell elements were developed by Vu-Quoc and Tan for structural
simulations of multilayered composites [324–326].

Reduced-integration schemes are inherently less prone to locking due to the
location of integration points, but require suitable hourglass stabilization. A
solid-shell element based on reduced integrationwas initially proposed byReese
et al. [327] with a single integration point and three EAS-DOF. However, the
incremental calculation of stabilization factors was computationally expensive
and slight locking remained for large deformations. Sousa et al. [328, 329]
proposed an alternative solid-shell element with SRI. It utilized one in-plane
integration point in the center, variable integration points in thickness direction
and only a single EAS-DOF. The stabilization components for the membrane
part required a stabilization parameter similar to [327], but the transverse parts
were analytically calculated based on the material stiffness. The solid-shell
element showed promising results for linear [328] and non-linear [329] bench-
marks as well as sheet metal forming simulations [330]. The performance and
stability was further improved by introducing ANS for the transverse shear
modes based on four collocation points instead of two, which is required for
reduced integrated elements to ensure full rank of the stiffness matrix [331].

Schwarze andReese [314,332] proposed a solid-shell element denoted asQ1STs
with SRI, four-point ANS and a single EAS-DOF. They additionally introduced
a Taylor expansion of the strains and stresses to enable a fully stiffness-based
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analytical hourglass stabilization. They directly compared their element’s per-
formance to previous approaches [324,328,331] and found an increased perfor-
mance in particular for very high out-of-plane aspect ratios. Pagani et al. [333]
later extended the Q1STs element to an explicit formulation, which enabled
improvements of the computational efficiency by reducing necessary itera-
tions on the element level due to the small time steps. The Q1STs element
showed promising results for structural simulations of fiber-reinforced compos-
ites [334, 335], deep drawing of sheet metals [333, 336] as well as packaging
simulation of cardboard [337].

2.4.3 Approaches for CoFRP forming

Solid-shell elements show promising results for sheet metal forming [331,333,
336, 338–340], but specific requirements (cf. Section 2.3.3) have to be consid-
ered for CoFRP forming. Chen et al [341] outlined an early solid-shell concept
for a thermoplastic woven composite. The internal energy is decomposed into
tension, shear, bending and compression. However, no details on the imple-
mentation or methods to prevent locking are described. Plausible results are
obtained for the final state with closed tools without any wrinkling during nu-
merical hemisphere and box forming tests, but not compared to experimental
results. The relative inter-ply slippage during thermoforming was investigated
in a second study with the same element formulation [342], but bending was
ignored and compaction was not further discussed.

A 6-node prismatic element for composite forming was proposed by Xiong
et. al. [30, 31] for thermoplastic prepregs to investigate consolidation. The
membrane part is based on a constant strain triangle formulation. The bending
part is based on a discrete Kirchhoff plate theory formulation for zero transverse
shear strains and hourglass stabilization. However, it requires an additional
global degree of freedom in the element center to avoid Poisson locking and to
improve the prediction of pinching stresses, in contrast to an internal degree of
freedom based on EAS.
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Generalized continua approaches for the investigation of the out-of plane rov-
ing stiffness are based on special 3D element formulation and also include the
compaction behavior in their material model, cf. Section 2.3.3. However, they
have been exclusively applied for thick interlock woven composites. This elimi-
nates the need for elements with high out-of-plane aspect ratios, and the textiles
have significant transverse shear stiffness, eliminating the need for complete
decoupling of membrane and bending behavior.

A unique approach has been proposed by Poppe et al. [66, 343] to model the
simultaneous infiltration during forming in WCM. The compaction behavior
is modeled by a user-defined element superimposed with a built-in prismatic
continuum shell (SC6R) in ABAQUS/Explicit to circumvent the limitation of
a constant compressive stiffness in the SC6R-element. This approach models
the low bending stiffness of the fabric with a significantly reduced transverse
shear stiffness rather than decoupling. This limits the approach to an isotropic
bending behavior and prevents the implementation of a more complex bending
model originally proposed for this process [65].

2.5 Literature summary and research gap

Summary The forming of an initially flat stack of engineering textiles into
a complex 3D shape is the initial step in different LCM processes for high-
performance CoFRP components. Non-crimp fabrics have a higher lightweight
potential as base material due to their straight rovings compared to woven
fabrics with undulations. The objective of a successful process design is to
minimize waste and avoid defects through suitable manipulation methods and
clever material selection. This requires a comprehensive understanding of the
deformation behavior of the material as well as the related process conditions
and can be supported by suitable simulation methods.
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Characterization methods for dry engineering textiles have been the focus of
many studies and a variety of experimental setups are available for the dif-
ferent inter-ply and intra-ply mechanisms. Woven fabrics in particular have
been extensively investigated and many setups have initially been developed
for their specific requirements. They have been utilized in several benchmark
studies, comparing the measured behavior in fundamentally different setups for
the same mechanism or similar setups at different institutions. As a result, their
deformation behavior is well understood and many general trends for different
weaving types have been identified. Most characterization setups are directly
transferable to NCF and can be used without significant modifications for the
bending, compaction and inter-ply behavior. During membrane characteriza-
tion, it is essential to consider that pure shear is not an intrinsic deformation
mode of NCFs. They deform under a combination of stitching strains, relative
fiber rotation and slippage between fiber rovings or different fiber layers. This
requires additional or modified setups for membrane characterization and the
strains should be measured optically as conventional theories are not valid. Ad-
ditionally, NCFs are available in a wide variety of architectures and the different
stitching patterns in particular have a notable influence on their behavior. This
often makes direct comparisons between architectures complicated and general
trends more difficult to identify.

Simulation approaches for engineering textiles have to account for their multi-
scale nature by suitable modeling strategies and constitutive approaches. Meso-
scopic approaches directly account for the architecture of the constituents and
are well suited for detailed investigations. However, they are computationally
expensive and rarely applied for forming simulations of large components.

Macroscopic approaches are more efficient and mainly used for component
forming simulations under consideration of process conditions. They have to
fulfill specific numerical requirements to still account for the inherent multi-
scale nature of the textile. Themain deformationmodes of woven fabrics during
forming are commonly described by a low bending stiffness, high fiber stiff-
ness and non-linear pure shear, despite slight tensile-tensile and tensile-shear
couplings due to the undulations. Similar approaches were also applied for
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Biax-NCF, with the main modifications consisting of introducing the stitching
as an additional stiffness and resulting in asymmetric shear behavior depend-
ing on its orientation. Macroscopic models for UD-NCF need to account for
notable intra-ply slippage between rovings and superimposed large tensile or
compressive strains due to the lack of a second fiber direction. Simplified
approaches that focus mainly on the shear behavior therefore achieve insuffi-
cient results. Even highly complex approaches with multiple couplings cannot
perfectly describe this behavior under all conditions.

A better consideration of mesoscopic effects based on generalized continuum
mechanics in macroscopic approaches has been successfully demonstrated for
woven fabrics. However, they were not yet applied for other engineering textiles
and their application in commercial solvers requires further research.

The consideration of compaction during forming of thin structures is very rare
despite its known influence on the FVC and the consequent effects. It re-
quires a 3D element formulation and material model. However, the majority of
conventional solid elements are not suitable due to numerical locking phenom-
ena, whose elimination requires specific techniques. The class of solid-shell
elements combines these techniques to prevent locking for bending of thin
structures. Locking-free solid-shell based approaches have been successfully
applied to metal forming, but not yet for dry engineering textiles. Alternative
3D approaches have been proposed in the context of thermoforming or WCM.
However, they require additional assumptions with respect to their transverse
shear behavior, thus limiting the applicable constitutivemodels for their bending
behavior.

Research gap Several studies focus on the characterization of individual
deformationmechanisms of NCF, but the highly individual nature of the specific
architectures limits the comparability and generalizability of results. Few com-
prehensive characterizations of all mechanisms are available, making it difficult
to identify the relevant mechanisms of each deformation mode for forming.
Especially, quantitative studies and strain measurements of component forming
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tests are very sparse for NCF and existing studies often only focus on the mea-
sured shear angle. The limited database of studies for UD-NCF in particular
makes the comparison of new materials and development of suitable modeling
approaches challenging.

The most advanced macroscopic model for UD-NCF requires a large number of
material and coupling parameters that are difficult to determine, which severely
limits the direct transferability to new materials with different architectures. At
the same time, oversimplified approaches lead to an inadequate representation
of the complex behavior. An intermediate solution that can describe all essential
deformation modes and still has a sensible level of complexity to simplify the
parameterization process is therefore missing.

Solid-shell elements have demonstrated the advantages of a locking-free bending
behavior in the context of metal forming. However, they must be further
modified to account for the specific requirements of CoFRP forming. The
impact of a locking-free bending behavior in combination with a necessary
membrane-bending decoupling on the forming behaviorwas never demonstrated
or discussed.
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3.1 Objectives

The evaluation of the state of the art for dry engineering textiles reveals an em-
phasis on woven fabrics, both in the availability of experimental studies as well
as suitable simulation methods. Non-crimp fabrics, and unidirectional NCF
(UD-NCF) in particular, have been the subject of much less studies and there
are still gaps in their research. This work therefore focuses on establishing an
advanced understanding of the forming behavior of non-crimp fabrics and de-
veloping suitable macroscopic simulation methods for the efficient application
to virtual process design. In order to fully exploit the potential of unidirectional
NCFs in particular, new approaches are needed that are capable of describing
the complex behavior and yet can be efficiently transferred to new materials. In
addition, a three-dimensional approach is desirable to account for compaction
during forming and to better study the resulting effects.

Given these challenges, the following three main objectives of this thesis are
derived:

Objective O-1. Systematic characterization of the inter- and intra-
ply deformation mechanisms and quantitative analysis of the forming
behavior of non-crimp fabrics with an emphasis on the specific chal-
lenges of unidirectional non-crimp fabrics (UD-NCF) to enable process
modeling and its validation.
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Objective O-2. Development of a 2D macroscopic forming model for
UD-NCF based on a hyperelastic approach with a sufficient complexity
to accurately describe the relevant deformation modes, but still facilitate
a simplified parameterization process and the transferability to other
materials.

Objective O-3. Development of a 3D solid-shell element to account for
compaction during the forming of engineering textiles, which exhibits
locking-free behavior for slender structures and takes into account the
specific requirements of continuous fiber-reinforced plastics (CoFRP).

Delimitation This work investigates dry non-crimp fabrics to specifically
identify the truly fundamental mechanisms of the material and translate them
into a modeling approach. Although important, activated binders or superim-
posed infiltration are neglected in the experiments and modeling in this work.
Proper consideration of these superimposed effects requires a comprehensive
understanding and a suitable modeling approach of the underlying fibrous ma-
terial which is developed in this thesis.

3.2 Outline

This thesis is divided based on the objectives into three main Chapters 4-6 that
are illustrated in Figure 3.1, followed by a conclusion in Chapter 7.

Chapter 4 presents the experimental results of this work and focuses on ob-
jective O-1. First, the different intra- and inter-ply deformation mechanisms
are individually characterized in Section 4.1-4.5. Subsequently, the overall
forming behavior is investigated and quantitatively measured in forming tests
for different layup configurations and common punch shapes, cf. Section 4.6.
All tests are conducted for a unidirectional and a bidirectional NCF to compare
both materials and highlight the specific challenges for UD-NCF.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the main contents of the thesis.

Chapter 5 presents a 2D macroscopic forming model for UD-NCF and focuses
on objective O-2. The necessary complexity to describe themembrane behavior
is evaluated in a preliminary study and a new hyperelastic modeling approach
is presented. Subsequently, the transferability of the approach is demonstrated
by an application to Biax-NCF.

Chapter 6 presents a 3D solid-shell element for forming simulation of engi-
neering textiles and focuses on objective O-3. First, the fundamentals of the
element formulation for a locking-free behavior and modifications to account
for the specific requirements of CoFRP are outlined. Second, the locking-free
behavior in general is demonstrated and validated by forming simulations of
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3 Objectives and outline

isotropic as well as anisotropic materials. Third, the solid-shell element is
applied to forming of engineering textiles.

Finally, the main conclusions in relation to the three objectives are presented in
Chapter 7, followed by recommendations for further research.
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4 Experimental analysis of the
textile forming of NCFs

Outline

The following chapter presents a comprehensive analysis of the macro-
scopic deformation mechanisms for the utilized materials in this work.
First, the investigated unidirectional and bidirectional non-crimp fabrics
are introduced in Section 4.1. Second, the different intra- and inter-
ply deformation mechanisms (i. e. membrane, bending, compaction and
inter-ply behavior) are individually characterized in Section 4.1-4.5. All
experiments are conducted for both materials to identify similarities
and differences between the nearly balanced Biax-NCF and highly un-
balanced UD-NCF. In particular, the influence of the stitching results
in many differences compared to the well-understood behavior of wo-
ven fabrics, for which most characterization methods were originally
developed. Third, the overall forming behavior is investigated and quan-
titativelymeasured in forming tests for different layup configurations and
common punch shapes in Section 4.6. The main objective of the form-
ing tests is to identify the most relevant deformation mechanisms and to
create a detailed database for later validation of the simulation models.
Subsequently, the findings are summarized and resulting requirements
for the development of a suitable forming model are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.7.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

4.1 Investigated materials

In this work, a unidirectional (UD300) and a bidirectional (MD600) non-crimp
fabric both without binder are investigated, cf. Table 4.1. The fabrics are
manufactured by Zoltek™ from their PX35-50K continuous carbon (CF) fiber
heavy tows and stitched together in a tricot pattern. The UD300 consists of
a single layer of aligned CF rovings with thin glass fibers (GF) on the back
for improved handleability. The MD600 consists of two layers in a 0°/90°
orientation. Both fabrics have a similar number of CFs in each layer with
about 300 gm−2 in their respective main reinforcing directions. All specimens
investigated in this work were prepared from the same roll of UD- and Biax-
material on an automated cutting table by Zünd Systemtechnik AG, Switzerland.

Table 4.1: Characteristics of the investigated NCFs by Zoltek™

UD-NCF (UD300) Biax-NCF (MD600)

Stitching pitch [mm] 7.2 5.2

Initial thickness [mm] 0.4959 1.004

Areal density ρA
Total [g/m2] 328.86 602.24

0° [g/m2] 309.86 301.53

90° [g/m2] 9.7 (GF) 292.52

PES stitching [g/m2] 9.3 8.19

fro
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-f
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-b
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4.2 Membrane behavior

4.2 Membrane behavior1

The membrane behavior is a particularly important deformation mechanism for
engineering textiles, cf. Section 2.2.1. It enables the transformation from an
initially flat 2D stack into a 3D component via fiber reorientation due to shear
and superimposed strains. In this work, the membrane behavior of a UD- and
Biax-NCF is investigated in off-axis tension tests (OATs) of three different bias
angles (i.e. 30◦, 45◦ and 60◦). A dot pattern aligned with the rovings is ap-
plied to the specimens, enabling a macroscopic strain measurement using DIC.
Furthermore, a method is presented to measure in-plane roving bending based
on the curvature in fiber direction. The influence of the measuring method
is evaluated based on its impact on the resulting forces as well as discrete
measurements of the fiber orientation and deformed sample width. Finally,
implications regarding the relevance of the individual experiments for a com-
prehensive characterization of the membrane behavior for forming simulations
are discussed.

4.2.1 Experimental test setup and procedure1

Experimental setup A Zwick-Roell Z2.5 universal testing machine with a
500N load cell is used to conduct all tests at room temperature. The OATs were
performed on the UD-NCF for three different bias angles (i.e. 30◦, 45◦ and 60◦)
and on the Biax-NCF for 30◦ as well as 45◦. These bias angles were selected to
impose different ratios of in-plane shear and tensile strains based on the results
of the study by Schirmaier et al. [137]. An aspect ratio a = l0/w0 = 2 with an
initial specimen length l0 of 320mm and width w0 of 160mm was used with a

1 Extracts from Section 4.2 have been previously published in [102], i. e. B. Schäfer, R. Zheng,
N. Naouar, L. Kärger. Membrane behavior of uni- and bidirectional non-crimp fabrics in
off-axis-tension tests. International Journal of Material Forming, 16(6):68, 2023 | Section
4.2.1 reproduces Section 3 of [102]; Sections 4.2.2-4.2.3 reproduce Section 4 of [102].
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

velocity of v = 60 mm/min, cf. Figure 4.1 a. Each test was repeated five times
for each configuration with and without a dot pattern.

Initial Current
b) Macroscopic strain measures

F

Carbon fiber rovings Tricot stitching

b0 b⊥0

a0 a

b

b⊥

ψ12

γ12

κ11 = 1
r

c) Curvature measure

a) Dot pattern for optical strain measurement

60°30°
average strain area

u

l 0

w0

45°

le =10mm

κ11 κ11 κ11

Figure 4.1: (a) Dot pattern utilized during 2D-DIC to measure (b) macroscopic strains as well as
(c) resulting curvature in fiber direction (adapted from [102]).

Strain and curvature measurement method The macroscopic defor-
mation is measured via Digital Image Correlation (DIC). A regular grid of
white dots of acrylic paint with an approximate diameter of 2mm is applied to
the specimens using a stencil with a distance of le = 10mm, c.f. Figure 4.1 a.
Acrylic paint was used because other whitemarkers, paint colors, or spray paints
either soaked strongly into the fabric or had too little contrast on the rovings
compared to the seams. The grid is aligned with the principal fiber direction
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4.2 Membrane behavior

during the test and each dot is manually positioned as centered as possible
on the rovings. The deformation is recorded with a Canon EOS 70 D DSLR
camera at 30 frames per second. The displacement of each dot was tracked
with an open-source MathWorks Matlab DIC tool [344], which was enhanced
to account for the regular grid [110,137]. Subsequently, four dots are combined
into a 2D quadrilateral element and the deformation gradient F rotated in the
initial fiber direction is calculated based on linear shape functions [240].

During the tests, especially for UD-NCF, large shear strains superimposed
with transverse tensile deformation in the stitching direction and compression
perpendicular to the carbon fiber rovings are expected on a macroscopic level
[137]. Therefore, in addition to the components of the Green-Lagrange strains
E11 and E22 representing the quadratic stretches along the directions a and b
respectively, two other strain measures are tracked. First, the shear angle γ12 is
calculated according to

γ12 =
π

2
− ψ12 =

π

2
− arccos

(
C12√

C11

√
C22

)
(4.1)

where C is the right Cauchy-Green tensor. Second, the perpendicular stretch
E⊥ in the derived direction b⊥, which is the component of b that remains
perpendicular to the carbon fiber direction a, is calculated according to

E⊥ =
√

2E22 + 1 sin(ψ12)− 1. (4.2)

Directions a, b and b⊥ are defined based on the principal material directions
a0, b0 and b⊥0 as shown in in Figure 4.1 b. The non-orthogonal orientation
of the principal directions under large deformations (material frame) is intrin-
sically considered by the Green-Lagrange strains, since the coordinate system
is initially aligned with the fiber direction. For a quantitative evaluation of the
strain development during the tests, the strains are averaged over three local
zones for each shape, cf. Figure 4.1 c.

To investigate fiber bending, a method to measure the curvature κ11 in roving
direction on a macroscopic scale is proposed, cf. Figure 4.1 c. All dots along
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

an individual fiber roving are interpolated as a smoothed spline using Matlab’s
"Curve Fitting Toolbox™". For each roving 100 uniformly distributed points are
derived to increase the resolution and compensate for placement inaccuracies
of dots deviating from the roving’s center. The curvature at each point is
calculated based on the inverse radius of a circle placed through the point and
both neighbors. Finally, the curvatures are linearly interpolated onto an evenly
distributed 100x100 grid.

Membrane deformation modes of NCFs The outlined strain measure-
ments, combined with the regular grid pattern of dots aligned with the rovings,
allow distinction between different deformation modes, cf. Figure 4.2.

Schematic representations of different deformation modes
pure shear simple shearinitial

> 0E22 = 0= 0

E11 = 0= 0 = 0
γ12 > 0= 0 > 0

E⊥ < 0= 0 = 0
mixed-mode 3mixed-mode 1 mixed-mode 2

= 0 = 0 = 0
> 0 > 0> 0

> 0
> 0< 0 < 0

> 0< 0

(E⊥, E22 < 0 ) (E⊥ < 0, E22 > 0 ) (E⊥, E22 > 0 )

E22

E11

γ12

E⊥

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of different deformation modes and the corresponding result-
ing strains (adapted from [102]).

In the case of pure shear, E22 is zero and thus E⊥ is directly coupled to γ12,
cf. Equation 4.2, while both strains are independent of each other for mixed
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4.2 Membrane behavior

deformation modes. The perpendicular strain quantifies the distance between
rovings and thus allows identifying gapping (E⊥ > 0) as well as transverse
compression of rovings (E⊥ < 0). Thus, it is strongly correlated to the local
fiber volume content of the fabric [345]. Positive transverse tensile strains
E22 > 0 indicate large slippage between rovings parallel to each other as well
as tension in the stitching direction assuming limited slippage between the
stitching and rovings. However, E22 does not necessarily indicate gapping, as
is evident for example for simple shear or mixed-mode 2 in Figure 4.2.

4.2.2 Results 1

4.2.2.1 Kinematic analysis of OATs

Figure 4.3 presents schematic illustrations of undeformed and deformed spec-
imens of unbalanced fabrics during OATs. Three distinct types of zones are
identifiable independent of the bias angle. In zone "C" the fibers are clamped
along one edge and barely deform during the test. Zone "A" does not share a
boundary with "C" and fibers passing through it are free on both edges. There-
fore, the largest deformations in the form of fiber slippage (simple shear) and
rotation (pure shear) occur in this main deformation zone (MDZ). Depending
on the initial orientation, fibers in zones "B" pass through either "A" or "C",
thus these areas must be distinguished more precisely [119]. The fibers in
zones "B2" are subjected to a force perpendicular to their orientation due to the
deformation in "A". This causes them to rotate and remain relatively parallel to
the fibers in "A". The fibers in zone "B1" are strained along their orientation
which causes them to slide relative to each other and remain similarly oriented
to the fibers in zone C. The fibers in zone "B3" during the 60◦-OAT behave
similarly to those in "B1". Zones "B1" and "B2" are more distinct from each
other for highly unbalanced textiles such as UD-NCF than for Biax-NCF.

1 Reproduced section from [102], cf. footnote p. 61 for details.
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Figure 4.3: 30°-, 45°- and 60°-off-axis-tensions tests (OATs) - Undeformed geometries, idealized
deformed specimens and deformed specimens taking into account fiber slip and bending
deformation in the transition zones [102].
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In idealized models based on classical continuum mechanics, all zones are
sharply defined without transition zones and the relative fiber slip is limited
resulting in straight outer contours, cf. Figure 4.3 [115,346]. However, general
slippage between the fibers and stitching as well as highly localized slippage
at the boundaries from zones "A" to "B", results in a curved outer contour.
Additionally, transition zones with high in-plane fiber curvatures form between
the zones "C" to "B2" as well as "B1" to "A". The size of the transition zones
depends on the in-plane bending stiffness of the fibers [145].

4.2.2.2 Machine forces

To investigate the influence of the dot pattern on the deformation behavior, the
tests were performed both with and without dots on the front (f) side of all
specimens. Additionally, the tests were performed with dot patterns on the
back (b) side for the Biax-NCF and the 45◦-OAT for the UD-NCF.

The resulting machine forces for the Biax-NCF are shown in Figure 4.4 and for
theUD-NCF inFigure 4.5. Normalization of the resultswas deliberately omitted
in this section since the common assumption of a symmetrical deformation in
the 45◦-OAT is not fulfilled for unbalanced fabrics and the methods are not
directly transferable for the 30◦- and 60◦-OAT [346].

Biax-NCF TheBiax-NCF curves can be divided into two sections, a relatively
linear increase at the beginning and a stronger force increase (locking) for larger
strains, cf. Figure 4.4. The onset of locking is significantly earlier at ε ≈ 0.1

for the 30◦-OAT compared to ε ≈ 0.16 for the 45◦-OAT. This results from a
higher localization of strain in a smaller MDZ and, together with the stronger
orientation in load direction, leads to significantly higher forces in the 30◦-OAT.

The application of a dot pattern on the front or back of the specimen increases
the measured forces for the Biax-NCF, cf. Figure 4.4. The acrylic paint
mechanically reinforces the fabric and introduces additional adhesion between
the fibers and stitching. This effect is more pronounced with a higher variation
for a pattern on the front of the fabric in the 30◦-OAT, since the zigzag pattern
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Figure 4.4: Forces in the a) 30◦- and b) 45◦-OATs for medium-sized specimens (320 x 160 mm)
of the Biax-NCF (MD600) with and without a dot pattern on the front (f) or the back
(b) [102].

of the tricot stitch is covered more often by the dots compared to the straight
stitch constellation on the backside. Besides the increased forces, the general
progressions of the curves with and without patterns are similar to each other
with similar transition points between the different curve regions.

UD-NCF In the 45◦-OAT for the UD-NCF, the dot pattern was applied either
on the front or back. However, this caused the glass fibers and rovings to stick
together at the dots on the back, resulting in significantly higher forces, cf.
Figure 4.5 b. Furthermore, the distinction between the white dots and glass
fibers was problematic for the DIC algorithm resulting in a worse correlation
for high deformations. Therefore, the dot patterns were only applied on the
front side of the UD-NCF for the other bias angles.

The UD-NCF curves can be divided into three sections, a relatively linear
increase at the beginning, followed by a region with a decreased slope and
locking for larger strains, cf. Figure 4.5. Similar to the Biax-NCF, these
sections are small in the 30◦-OAT due to the localized deformation in a small
MDZ. However, the dot pattern results in an earlier onset of locking and a slight
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Figure 4.5: Forces in the a) 30◦-, b) 45◦- and c) 60◦-OATs for medium-sized specimens (320 x
160 mm) of the UD-NCF (UD300) with and without a dot pattern on the front (f) or
the back (b) [102].

drop in the forces with high variation for ε ≈ 0.2 as the bond between the paint,
stitching, and rovings tears loose. The forces during the 45◦- and 60◦-OAT are
in the same order of magnitude despite the different bias angles. However, the
stitching in the early phase of the 60◦-OAT is under higher tension compared
to more roving rotation and sliding in the 45◦-OAT, resulting in a higher initial
linear slope. The transition to the second, shear-dominated, phase with a
distinctively shaped MDZ occurs at a similar engineering strain of ε ≈ 0.075

for both tests. The secondary slope in the 60◦-OAT without a dot pattern is
slightly negative before an early onset of locking after ε ≈ 0.12. This transition
is barely noticeable for the dot pattern applied on the front. The acrylic paint
leads to a stronger adhesion between the rovings and stitching, making it more
resistant to mutual slippage. This also results in a higher variation, as the
stitching tears loose for higher forces.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

4.2.2.3 Observed deformation and impact of the DIC

Due to the observed increase in themeasuredmachine force, cf. Section 4.2.2.2,
the influence of the dot pattern on the deformation behavior must be estimated.
A qualitative comparison of the video recordings of tests with and without the
dot pattern did not show any noticeable differences and a similar deformation
was observed, as exemplarily shown by the images at a displacement of 80mm

in Figure 4.7. To quantitatively confirm this observation, for three tests of
each configuration with and without a dot pattern, image analysis was used at
a displacement of 20, 40, 60 and 80mm to measure the relative necking ∆wn

and the roving orientation Θn relative to the vertical axis at three positions in
the MDZ, cf. Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Relative necking ∆wn and roving orientation Θn in the MDZ of the OATs for the (a)
Biax-NCF and (b) UD-NCF for all tests with and without a dot pattern (pat.) on the
front (f) or back (b) of the medium-sized specimens (320 x 160 mm) [102].
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The fiber orientation was chosen because only one layer of rovings is visible on
each side and significant slippage between the rovings and stitching is observed,
making a direct estimation of the shear angle or other strains impossible from
individual images. The relative necking is calculated from the initial w0 and
current w1 width at half specimen height (cf. Figure 4.3) according to

∆wn =
w0 − w1

w0
. (4.3)

Krogh et al. [139] have shown for a quasi UD-NCF that the necking in the
45◦-OAT directly correlates with the shear strain development and can even be
used for its analytical estimation based on a scaled combination of pure and
simple shear theory. The results for the Biax-NCF and UD-NCF are shown
in Figure 4.6, together with the theoretical values according to pure shear and
simple shear theory as derived by Krogh et al. [139] for the 45◦-OAT .

Biax-NCF The relative necking ∆wn of the Biax-NCF is similar in the 30◦-
and 45◦-OATs, cf. Figure 4.6 a. In the 30◦-OAT the application of the dot
pattern on the front or back of the fabric has no significant influence on∆wn. In
the 45◦-OAT about∼ 4%more necking is measured with a dot pattern on either
side. These observations are also reflected in the roving orientation. Similar
to Korgh et al. [139], the development of the relative necking in the 45◦-OAT
strongly correlates with the resulting roving orientation and remains between
the theoretical results for pure and simple shear. Overall, the application of the
dot pattern has very little effect on the deformation behavior of the Biax-NCF
and only slightly increases shear due to fiber rotation in the 45◦-OAT.

UD-NCF In the case of the UD-NCF, the relative necking and roving ori-
entation are only minimally affected by applying the dot pattern on the front
during the 30◦- and 45◦-OATs, cf. Figure 4.6 b. Applying the dot pattern on
the back increases the relative necking noticeably, similar to the impact on the
required machine force, cf. Section 4.2.2.2. However, the roving orientation
in the MDZ decreases only slightly, indicating that the deformation in this area
remains similar. Taking a closer look at the images of the specimens in Fig-
ure 4.7, gaps between the rovings in the edge areas of zones "B1" and "B2"
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

can be identified in tests without a dot pattern or with a pattern on the front.
At the dots on the back, the glass fibers and the rovings stick together, which
prevents the glass fibers from slipping and inhibits the formation of gaps in
the edge areas. In the 60◦-OAT, the application of the pattern on the front
significantly reduces∆wn, compared to only slightly higherΘn in the MDZ for
larger engineering strains. Analyzing the images of the 60◦-OAT, the rovings
in the zone "B1" of tests without a dot pattern, especially around half height of
the specimen, are less rotated towards the load direction (larger Θn), indicating
less shear deformation in these areas. This shear deformation is increased in
tests with a dot pattern, since the additional adhesion between the rovings and
stitching probably prevents relative slippage between them, resulting in more
fiber rotation (pure shear).

Conclusion In conclusion, the dot pattern required for DIC has little in-
fluence on the deformation of the Biax-NCF in general and should be applied
to the front of the UD-NCF to reduce its impact. However, the effect on the
deformation in the MDZ appears to be minimal for all tests, as indicated by
the similar roving orientations with often overlapping scatter. Comparing the
utilized point-based method, with the methods based on random speckle pat-
terns investigated by Trejo et al. [138], it is evident how small the influence is
due to the minimal surface area of the fabric that is covered by paint. Trejo et
al. compared three traditional areal speckle patterns from different paint types
for DIC on a very similar UD-NCF in the 45◦-OAT. Although their method
achieved a higher resolution, the measured force already increased by ∼ 50%

and the estimated shear strain in the MDZ decreased by ∼ 25% even for the
best of the investigated speckle patterns at ε ≈ 0.14.

4.2.2.4 Macroscopic strains measured with DIC

The resulting strains and roving curvature measured by DIC as described in
Section 4.2.1 are shown in Figure 4.7. The measured strains in the visible fiber
direction E11 were negligible due to the high fiber stiffness and therefore not
discussed in the following. For all tests, the different zones shown in Figure 4.3
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4.2 Membrane behavior

and described in Section 4.2.2.1 are distinguishable. The highest shear angles
γ12 occur in the MDZ for all bias angles together with significant perpendicular
compressive strains E⊥.

Contour plots The Biax-NCF has a relatively symmetric shear behavior in
the 45◦-OAT, compared to the UD-NCF with a smaller shear angle in zone
"B2" than "B1". In the 30◦-OAT, large transverse tensile strains E22 occur in
the MDZ on the front for both materials. In conjunction with large positive
γ12 & E⊥, and negative E22 strains in the adjacent zones "B2", these indicate
significant relative roving slippage. Similar, but less pronounced, behavior is
observable in the transition zones between "A" and "B2" of the 45◦-OATs. In
contrast, large transverse tensile strains E22 along with positive perpendicular
strains E⊥ occur in the edge regions of zones "B2" in the 45◦-OAT and "B1"
as well as "B2" in the 60◦-OAT of the UD-NCF. In these areas, significant gaps
develop between the rovings due to large stitching strains.

Strains in the main deformation zone (MDZ) The strains in the MDZ
of each test averaged over the areas highlighted in Figure 4.1 a are shown for
the Biax-NCF and UD-NCF in Figure 4.8.

The behavior of the Biax-NCF is mainly shear-dominated (γ12) in the MDZ,
which also induces perpendicular compaction E⊥, cf. Equation 4.2. Both
increase relatively linear until the textile for large E⊥ < −0.4 starts to exhibit
the typical locking behavior, evident from the degressive curve of both strains.
Due to the stitching, the rovings on the front and back side of the fabric are
coupled resulting in similar E⊥- as well as γ12-strains in the 45◦-OAT. On the
front of the 30◦-OAT positive transverse tensile deformation E22 occurs after
the onset of locking, which indicates relative slipping of the rovings. Since the
shear angle is only measured on the visible side of the NCF as a deformation
of the dot pattern, this results in a slightly higher γ12, cf. Equation 4.1.

For the UD-NCF, different deformation states occur in the MDZ depending on
the bias angle due to the different loading directions relative to the fiber orien-
tation, cf. Figure 4.8 b. At the beginning of the 30◦-OAT the rovings rotate
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Figure 4.8: Averaged strains in the MDZ of the OATs for medium specimens (320 x 160 mm) of
the (a) Biax-NCF (MD600) and (b) UD-NCF (UD300) [102].

towards the load direction, resulting in additional perpendicular compression
which is not caused by shear as can be seen from the negative transverse ten-
sile strains. Subsequently, large fiber slippage can be observed, causing large
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

transverse tensile strains E22 superimposed with high shear strains γ12 and
perpendicular compression E⊥. As a result, the measured shear angle is sig-
nificantly larger compared to the Biax-NCF while the maximum perpendicular
compression is similar. In the 45◦-OAT mainly shear deformation occurs in
the MDZ, which is larger for the tests with the dot pattern on the back. This
observation fits the greater influence of the dots when applying to the glass fiber
side, which also resulted in less slippage, larger forces and larger necking, cf.
Sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3. In the early phase of the 60◦-OAT the stitching
is under high tension with simultaneously positive E22- and E⊥-strains. After
ε ≈ 0.075, the MDZ starts to form in the center resulting in a strong increase in
the shear angle and perpendicular compression. These flatten again for larger
engineering strains since roving slippage starts as indicated by the increasing
E22-strain.

Roving curvature Based on the method described in Section 4.2.1, the
roving curvature κ11 in the specimen can be measured, cf. right column in
Figure 4.7. In the 30◦-OAT the highest curvature occurs in the transition zones
from "C" to "B2", but not necessarily between zones "B1" and "A" due to
roving slippage. In the 60◦-OAT for UD-NCF, cf. Figure 4.7 b, the gapping
in zone "B2" prevents the formation of transition zones between "B3 and "C".
This transition zone is observable for the 60◦-oriented fibers on the back of
the 30◦-OAT for Biax-NCF. In general, the resulting curvatures are higher for
Biax-NCF than for UD-NCF and the transition zones are larger. The second
high-stiffness fiber direction prevents slippage and gapping along the edges.
This improves the load transition resulting in higher in-plane moments and thus
higher in-plane bending in the transition zones.

To evaluate the development of the roving curvature during theOATs the average
of the maximum curvature κ̄max

11 of all measurement points n in each roving
N rov is calculated according to

κ̄max
11 =

1

N rov

Nrov∑

i=1

max
nϵ{roving}i

κ11(n). (4.4)
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4.2 Membrane behavior

The maximum curvature of each roving was chosen as a reference because it
occurs in the transition zones, although these vary in size and location depending
on the bias angle, cf. Figure 4.7. The results are shown in Figure 4.9. The
average curvature shows slightly progressive trends for the 45◦-OAT and the
rovings on the front of the 30◦-OAT. Again the greater influence of the dots
when applying to the back side in the 45◦-OAT of UD-NCF is reflected in higher
curvatures. The curvature of the rovingswith an initial orientation ofΘ =60◦ in
the 60◦-OAT and on the back of the 30◦-OATof theBiax-NCF develops strongly
degressive. In general, both materials show similar characteristic trends during
the different OATs as already observed from the deformation images, although
the average curvature for the Biax-NCF is higher in magnitude and increases
earlier.
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Figure 4.9: Averaged curvature of the OATs for medium specimens (320 x 160 mm) of the (a)
Biax-NCF (MD600) and (b) UD-NCF (UD300) [102].
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

4.2.2.5 Comparison of 30°-, 45°- and 60°-OATs

In order to better compare the different OATs with each other, the machine
force normalized by the initial width, fn = f/w0, is shown as a function of the
measured shear angle γ12 in Figure 4.10. A calculation of the normalized shear
force was deliberately omitted to allow comparison between the bias angles.
Additionally, the classical assumption of a symmetrical shear behavior does
not necessarily apply for NCF (γ12(”A”)/2 ̸= γ12(”B1”) ̸= γ12(”B2”)) and
the most common theories do not consider large slippage or transverse tensile
strains [346]. However, the application of, for example, the three theories
compared by Härtel et al [346] for the 45◦-OAT would not change the relative
position of the curves to each other and thus allow the same conclusions to be
drawn.
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Figure 4.10: Shear angle vs. force normalized by initial width for (a) Biax-NCF (MD600) and (b)
UD-NCF (UD300) [102].

Furthermore, 45◦-OAT were performed on smaller specimens with asmall
2 =

160mm/80mm and on larger specimens for alarge3 = 480mm/160mm to estimate
an influence of the specimen size. Pourtier et al. [119] have shown that for
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4.2 Membrane behavior

Biax-NCF a sufficiently large sample is required to obtain converged results,
while this has not yet been investigated for UD-NCF. Details of the experiments
and the deformations that occurred are given in Appendix A.1.1.

Biax-NCF The behavior of the Biax-NCF is mainly shear-dominated inde-
pendent of bias angle or the specimen size, cf. Section 4.2.2.4 and Appendix
A.1.1. This results in a reasonable agreement of all 30◦- and 45◦-OAT within
the range of experimental scatter for smaller γ12 and similar trends for larger
γ12, cf. Figure 4.10 a. Only the results for the 30◦-OAT with the strains mea-
sured on the back are notably higher, especially for higher shear angles. The
results for the dot pattern on the front of the 30◦-OAT would presumably also
be higher without the observed roving slippage on the front, which increased
the average shear angle, cf. Figure 4.8 a.

UD-NCF The behavior of UD-NCF strongly depends on the stitching de-
formation, which results in a greater influence of the specimen size in the
45◦-OAT, cf. Figure 4.10 b. The results for medium and large specimens agree
well within the tested range. However, the results for small specimens are no-
ticeably lower, which can be attributed to observed slippage, gapping, and lack
of roving bending, cf. Appendix A.1.1. This indicates a likely convergence
of the measured behavior only for a sufficiently large specimen size, as also
observed by Pourtier et al. [119] for Biax-NCF. The γ12-related consideration
also illustrates the influence of the bias-angle in the different OATs. In the
early phase of the 60◦-OAT the stitching is strongly tensioned and the slower
increasing shear angle, cf. Figure 4.8 b, leads to a higher initial slope. In con-
trast, the MDZ in the early phase of the 30◦-OAT deforms under perpendicular
compression, cf. Section 4.2.2.4. Thus, the stitching is not under tension and
shear deformation is facilitated, resulting in a smaller initial slope.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

4.2.3 Summary and discussion1

The membrane behavior of fabrics under different ratios of superimposed shear,
transverse tension and in-plane roving compaction is investigated by different
bias angles in OATs. Since NCFs do not adhere to either pure or simple shear
theories, cf. Section 4.2.2.3, and only one fiber direction is visible from each
side, a DIC measurement of the strains is essential for an accurate analysis.
The DIC method used in this work introduces additional adhesion between the
roving and the stitching through a dot pattern. This results in higher forces, cf.
Section 4.2.2.2, but has only limited influence on the deformation behavior of
the whole specimen and especially in the MDZ, cf. Section 4.2.2.3. However,
the influence is relatively small compared to other methods [138]. By aligning
the points along the rovings, the shear γ12, transverseE22 and perpendicularE⊥
strains can be used to identify different deformation modes and to distinguish
stitching deformation, roving slippage and gapping, cf. Figure 4.2. In addition, a
newly proposed method allows the measurement of fiber curvatures κ11, which
is neglected in most idealized theories, cf. Figure 4.3.

The behavior of Biax-NCF is mainly shear-dominated with a minor asymmetry
and only for large deformations limited roving slippage can be observed. The
shear angle γ12 in the 30◦- and 45◦-OAT increases nearly linearly in the begin-
ning until the onset of locking forE⊥ < −0.4, cf. Figures 4.8 and A.1, which is
also reflected in the resulting forces, cf. Figures 4.4 and 4.10 a. Thus, the char-
acterization of the shear properties is relatively independent of the specimen
size and bias angle, cf. Figure 4.10. The 30◦-OAT mainly provides addi-
tional characterization opportunities regarding roving slippage and a different
configuration of transition zones with higher fiber curvatures.

The behavior of UD-NCF strongly depends on the stitching deformation, re-
sulting in a behavior characterized by superimposed shear, transverse tensile
strains and perpendicular compression. In the 45◦-OAT, the MDZ is mainly

1 Reproduced section from [102], cf. footnote p. 61 for details.
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shear-dominated similar to the Biax-NCF, cf. Figure 4.7. However, the behav-
ior over the whole sample is strongly asymmetric and larger roving slippage is
observable in combination with gapping in the edge regions of the secondary
deformation zone. In addition, the results are distinctly dependent on the
specimen size and a sufficiently large specimen is required to characterize a
converged shear behavior, cf. Figure 4.10 b. In the 30◦- and 60◦-OAT, positive
transverse tensile strains are superimposed with shear deformation in the MDZ,
indicating roving slippage that is not primarily limited to transition zones. This
effect is much more pronounced in the 30◦-OAT due to initial compression of
the stitching and rovings, compared to the 60◦-OAT where tensioning of the
stitching limits the shear deformation, cf. Figure 4.8. In summary, it can be
concluded that the 45◦-OAT is presumably sufficient for a characterization of
the shear behavior of UD-NCF. However, a complete characterization of the
membrane behavior additionally requires the characterization of the transverse
tensile and perpendicular compressive behavior as well as their interaction,
which can be better understood by using different bias angles such as 30◦ and
60◦. Furthermore, if the fiber bending stiffness of the rovings is to be taken into
account, the different OATs also provide differently shaped transition zones and
curvature amplitudes, cf. Figure 4.7 and 4.9.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

4.3 Bending behavior

Bending behavior is another important deformation mechanism that must be
investigated separately, as it is decoupled from the membrane behavior for
most engineering textiles, cf. Section 2.2.2. The ratio of bending stiffness to
membrane stiffness is critical to the formation ofwrinkles and other out-of-plane
defects [67, 68]. In this work, the bending behavior of a UD- and Biax-NCF is
investigated in cantilever tests in different configurations. Compared to woven
fabrics, it is important to consider not only the fiber orientation but also the
stitch orientation and its position due to the different behavior under tension
or compression. The results are analyzed based on the Peirce method [152] to
analytically estimate the bending stiffness. Additionally, an optical evaluation
method is applied to obtain more detailed information about the non-linear
behavior.

4.3.1 Experimental test setup and procedure

Peirce method A cantilever test as described in test standard DIN53362
[347] is used in this study and the setup is schematically shown in Figure 4.11 a.

ΘP = 41.5◦
gtextile

top plate

lbendu̇ =const. [65]

a) Cantilever setup b) Optical evaluation method

Figure 4.11: Schematic illustration of the (a) cantilever test setup and (b) optical evaluation method
proposed by Poppe et al [65] to determine the bending moment M(s) along the
curvilinear coordinate s of a fitted B-spline based on the areal weight.
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4.3 Bending behavior

The specimen with a width of w0 = 100mm is clamped between two plates
and due to movement of the top plate pushed over an edge with an angle
of ΘP = 41.5 ◦ at a constant velocity of u̇ = 6.5mms−1. The specimen
bends under its own weight due to gravity and the overhang length lbend of its
first contact with the inclined surface is measured. The width-related bending
stiffness is calculated according to Peirce [152] by

GP
w =

Fl

w0

l3bend
8

cos(ΘP/2)

tan(ΘP)
with Fl = gρAw0, (4.5)

where g denotes gravity, ρA is the total areal weight of the fabric (cf. Table 4.1)
and Fl is the length-related gravity force of the specimen. A correction factor
of cos(ΘP/2) was introduced by Peirce to account for large deformations. The
Peirce method results in an approximation of a linear moment-curvature relation
based on a constant bending stiffness.

Optical evaluation The measurement of a non-linear bending behavior in
cantilever tests requires the optical measurement of the specimen’s curvature
and subsequent calculation of the bending moment. In this work, the optical
evaluation method proposed by Poppe et al. [65] based on the approaches by
Bilbao et al. [153] and Liang et al. [155] is utilized. An edge detection algorithm
is combined with a B-spline fit and implemented in MATLAB to approximate
the specimen’s shape profile. The curvature κ and bending momentM(sp) are
calculated at every point p along the curvilinear coordinate s (cf. Figure 4.11
b) by

M(sp) =

∫ lbend

sp

q(s− sp) cos (θ(u)) ds and κ(sp) =
s′′

(1 + s′2)2/3
, (4.6)

where q is the weight per unit length and sp the curvilinear coordinate of each
point. The curvature is calculated based on the first s′ and second s′′ derivative
of the B-spline fitted to the detected edge of the deflected profile. The solution is
based on Kirchhoff’s theory and assumes straight cross-sections perpendicular
to the mid-surface and neglects transverse shear stresses.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

Configurations The bending behavior is investigated for different fiber and
stitching orientations. The tests are conducted with fiber orientations of 0◦

and 90◦ to determine the bending stiffness in both principal directions and
additionally for a 45◦ orientation to investigate the behavior under off-axis
loading. The tests of each fiber orientation are carried out with the front
and back sides facing upwards, respectively. The CF orientation of the front
side of each fabric was defined as the global 0° direction for a consistent
naming convention, cf. Figure 4.12. Each test was repeated six times for each
configuration.

UD-NCF Biax-NCF
0◦ 90◦ 0◦ 90◦

bending direction 0° =̂ front CF-direction

fro
nt

fa
ci
ng

up
ba
ck

fa
ci
ng

up

45◦45◦

Figure 4.12: Naming convention for the cantilever bending tests.

4.3.2 Results

Overhang Length The measured overhang lengths of all tests are shown
in Figure 4.13 and the resulting bending stiffnesses based on Equation 4.5 are
summarized in Table A.1.

For UD-NCF, the bending behavior is strongly anisotropic. In the 0◦-tests the
bending direction coincides with the CF rovings, resulting in a significantly
higher overhang length compared to the other orientations. In the 90◦-tests the
load is mainly transmitted via the few GF on the back, the stitching and relative
friction between the constituents. The anisotropic behavior also results in a
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Figure 4.13: Resulting overhang length lbend from the cantilever tests for (a) UD-NCF and (b)
Biax-NCF.

significant twist of the specimen for tests with a 45◦ orientation as shown in
Figure 4.14 a. This accidentally invalidated all 45◦-tests with the back facing
upwards except for one, because the twisted specimen touched the back wall
of the setup, that was attached to add contrast for the optical evaluation. The
overhang length is consistently higher when the front is facing upwards. The
zigzag pattern of the stitching is under tension in these configurations and
actively contributes to bending stiffness, compared to the negligible stiffness of
the stitching under compression.

[65]

a) UD-NCF - 45° orientation b) Biax-NCF - 45° orientation

Figure 4.14: Cantilever tests with 45° orientation of (a) UD-NCF and (b) Biax-NCF.

For Biax-NCF, the bending behavior is only slightly anisotropic. The overhang
length of tests with a 90◦ orientation was the highest, cf. Figure 4.13 b. The
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

Biax-NCF has a similar areal weight for both fiber layers (cf. Table 4.1), but the
rovings in 90◦-direction are less wide. The smaller diameter of the rovings and
the different stitch pattern probably impedes slippage between the individual
fibers of the rovings, resulting in a higher bending stiffness for the 90◦-tests.
This observation agrees with the study of Lomov et al. [70], where a higher
bending stiffness was measured for Biax-NCFwith tighter stitched rovings. The
overhang length for the back side of the fabric facing up in the 90◦-orientation
is highest, because the rovings are aligned with the bending direction and under
tension in this configuration (cf. Figure 4.12). In the 0◦-tests lbend is higher
for the front side facing up, because the bending direction aligns with the CF
rovings and zigzag pattern to induce tension. In the 45◦-tests, a slight sagging
of the specimen in the center is observed as shown in Figure 4.14 b. This sag
is stronger if the back side is facing up and touches the inclined surface earlier,
resulting in a lower overhang length.

Moment-curvature The constant Peirce bending stiffness is compared to
the optical evaluations for both materials in Figure 4.15. Due to the observed
twist for UD-NCF and sag for Biax-NCF only the tests with a 0◦ and 90◦ ori-
entation are compared. The optical moment-curvature curves can be divided
into two sections, a relatively linear increase at the beginning and degressive
behavior for higher curvatures. This indicates an initially elastic bending behav-
ior for small curvatures and a non-elastic behavior for larger curvatures [153].
In the first section, the results of the optical evaluation are close to the Peirce
approximation and fall below it in the second section for higher curvatures.
The transition point is within a curvature range of 0.007 < κ < 0.009 for the
0◦-test for UD-NCF as well as both orientations of Biax-NCF. In the 90◦-test for
UD-NCF a similar qualitative behavior is observed but on a different magnitude
due to the significantly lower bending stiffness.
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Figure 4.15: Results of the cantilever tests | Comparison between the moment-curvature-curves
based on Pierce (dotted lines) and optical measurement (continuous lines) for different
orientations for UD- and Biax-NCF.

4.3.3 Summary and discussion

The bending behavior of a UD- and a Biax-NCF is investigated for different
configurations in cantilever tests. A comprehensive analysis is conducted based
on the overhang length, analytically calculated Peirce bending stiffness as well
as optical evaluation of the membrane-curvature relation.
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The bending behavior of NCFs depends on the fiber as well as stitching orien-
tation. A strongly anisotropic behavior is observed for UD-NCF with a higher
bending stiffness in the CF roving direction and configurations with the stitching
under tension. The bending behavior of Biax-NCF is slightly anisotropic due
to the different roving sizes in both directions despite a similar areal weight
of CF. Additionally, a higher stiffness results from configurations with the
rovings aligned in bending direction facing upwards and under tension. The
optical evaluation of the tests reveals a typically non-linear curvature-moment
relation [153]. The Peirce bending stiffness is for both fabrics an acceptable
approximation of the initial linear bending behavior for small curvatures. A
non-linear behavior with a degressive behavior for larger curvatures is observed
for both materials, which is very similar to observations in literature for other
UD-NCF [148,156] and Biax-NCF [165,166]. In summary, it can be concluded
that a Peirce cantilever test is presumably sufficient for a characterization with
small observed curvatures, while the optical evaluation method can provide
more detailed results for the investigation of higher curvatures.
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4.4 Compaction behavior

4.4 Compaction behavior2

The through-thickness compaction behavior of engineering textiles significantly
influences the resulting component properties. It determines the final fiber
volume content, the necessary press force, the permeability as well as the
final mechanical properties. The compaction behavior of textiles is strongly
dependent on the individual architecture of the fabric and care must be taken
when conducting the experiments to obtain reliable results, cf. Section 2.2.3.
In this work, the compaction behavior of a UD- and a Biax-NCF with the
same fiber type and areal density of fibers in the respective main reinforcement
directions are tested. The setup is based on the principles of the measuring
method outlined in a recent benchmark on compaction [174]. The influence of
the relative fiber orientation at the interfaces of a layup as well as the number
of plies is investigated. Subsequently, analytical approaches are applied to
approximate the compaction behavior.

4.4.1 Experimental test setup and procedure

Punch-to-plate compaction test2 The compaction behavior is investi-
gated with a punch-to-plate setup mounted on a universal testing machine with
a 50 kN load cell, cf. Figure 4.16 a. Undeformed stacks of nL-plies with a
size of 200x200mm2 are compacted with a 150x160mm2 punch at a constant
speed of 1mmmin−1. The area of the punch is used to approximate the exerted
pressure pcomp. Each measurement is repeated four times with a new stack of
material for each test. Additionally, three different layups for each material are
investigated with relative orientations of ∆Θ = 0 ◦, 45 ◦ or 90 ◦ between the
CFs at the interfaces of each ply in a stack, cf. Figure 4.16 b. In the UD-NCF

2 Extracts from Section 4.4 have been previously published in [167], i.e. B. Schäfer, R. Zheng,
P. Boisse, L. Kärger. Investigation of the compaction behavior of uni- and bidirectional non-
crimp fabrics. Materials Research Proceedings, 28:331–338, 2023 | Reproduced paragraphs
and subsections are marked with 2.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Experimental punch-to-plate compaction test setup; (b) Schematic lay-ups of the
investigated combinations for different relative fiber orientations at the interfaces with
the PES stitching of the NCFs in orange and the GF in green [167].

layups, the front side (f) of the fabric with a zigzag pattern is facing up for
each ply. This is the same for the Biax-NCF in layups with a relative interface
orientation of ∆Θ = 45 ◦ or 90 ◦, while every second ply is flipped over with
its back side (b) facing up for ∆Θ = 0 ◦. The fabrics were stacked randomly
without intentional alignment of superposed rovings to represent the typical
case of an automated stacking process.

The theoretical FVC Φ is calculated based on the remaining thickness trem
according to

Φ =
ρCF
A · nL

ρCF · trem
=

(ρtotalA − ρstitchingA − ρGF
A ) · nL

ρCF · trem
, (4.7)

where ρCF = 0.00181 gmm−3 is the density of the utilized CFs and ρCF
A is

the areal density of CFs in the stack, which is approximated by subtracting the
areal density of the stitching ρstitchingA and GFs ρGF

A from the total measured
areal density ρtotalA . The theoretical FVC for a single layer of UD-NCF and
Biax-NCF is shown in Figure 4.17 a.

The initial set of tests was designed to investigate the influence of the relative
interface orientations ∆Θ and the number of layers nL in different configura-
tions of two, four, six or eight plies. The undeformed stacks were compacted to
a remaining theoretical fiber volume content of Φtarget = 65%, cf. Figure 4.17
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Figure 4.17: (a) Theoretical fiber volume content Φ for a single layer (nL = 1) according to
Equation 4.7with dashed lines indicating the remaining thickness trem forΦ = 65%;
(b) Machine compliance curve during the loading stage (adapted from [167]).

a. The initial neglect of machine compliance led to results that contradicted
the observations in literature, which will be discussed in the next Section.
A second set of tests was conducted to determine thresholds of the expected
nesting behavior (cf. Section 2.2.3), so additional tests were performed with
nL ∈ [1, 5, 10, 15] and the front of each layer facing upwards.

Machine compliance adjustment2 Based on the results of the recent
benchmark conducted byYong et al. [174], machine compliance has a significant
influence on the measured thickness due to the high forces during compaction
tests and must be accounted for to achieve accurate results. The machine
compliance was measured based on the method outlined by Sousa et al. [181].
Without a fabric, the top and bottom plates are brought into contact with
each other (∆t = 0) and further pressed together with a prescribed speed of
1mmmin−1. The machine force is measured as a function of the cross-head

2 Reproduced subsection from [167], cf. footnote p. 89 for details.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

displacement, cf. Figure 4.17 b. The results were used to correct the true
remaining stack thickness trem of each trial according to

trem = tmeas −∆t(pcomp), (4.8)

where tmeas is the measured thickness according to the cross-head displacement
reading and∆t(pcomp) is the thickness correction depending on the compaction
pressure. The slight non-linearity of the curves indicates a small instability
in the testing setup caused by non-controlled elements in the testing fixtures
used (e.g. un-parallelism of the plates, internal friction, different materials).
However, a good agreement is found between the compliance curve measured
prior to testing of the UD- and Biax-NCF.

Analytical model The compaction behavior of engineering textiles can
be analytically described with a two-parameter power model for a pressure-
dependent fiber volume content Φp, referred to as p-model in the following, as
initially proposed by Robitaille and Gauvin [170]:

Φp(p) = A · pBn with pn =
pcomp

1MPa
, (4.9)

where A and B can be referred to as the initial fiber volume content at the unit
compaction pressure and the growth parameter respectively. A higher value
for B indicates less resistance to compaction. The analytical model can be
used to extrapolate experimental results and quickly determine the required
pressure for a desired FVC. However, the model must be individually fitted
to each test since the influence of the number of layers or relative interface
orientation is not considered. To account for the impact of the number of layers
nL, an extension of the analytical approach to a four-parameter power model
(additional parameters C andD) for a pressure- and nL-dependent model Φpn,
referred to as pn-model in the following, is proposed:

Φpn(p, nL) = A · p
B

(
1− C

nD
L

)
n with pn =

pcomp

1MPa
. (4.10)
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4.4 Compaction behavior

4.4.2 Results

Influence of machine compliance2 In order to highlight the importance
of adjusting the results for machine compliance, especially for varying number
of layers nL, Figure 4.18 shows the results of UD-NCF for [0◦/0◦]nL -layups
with ([0◦/0◦]nL ) and without ([0◦/0◦]rawnL

) machine compliance adjustment.
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Figure 4.18: Influence of the machine compliance adjustment on the results for UD-NCF with
a [0◦/0◦]nL -layup. (•)raw indicates the raw measured machine force before the
compliance adjustment (adapted from [167]).

The theoretical FVC Φ is linear in nL but very sensitive to small changes in
the individual ply thickness, cf. Equation 4.7. Since the required compaction
pressure for all configurations is of the same order of magnitude, the thickness
correction ∆t results in larger deviations for the final FVC for fewer layers.
This results in a deviation of ∆Φ = 8 − 15% from the targeted final FVC
of Φtarget = 65%. The maximum pressure reduces due to the averaging
over the smallest common resulting stack thickness trem among all trials after
adjustment according to Equation 4.8. Most importantly, however, the position

2 Reproduced subsection from [167], cf. footnote p. 89 for details.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

of the curves relative to each other changes. While an increase in the resistance
to compaction is observed for the raw data, a decrease is observed after taking
the machine compliance into account.

Influence of the number of layers2 The resulting forces over fiber vol-
ume content for different relative interface orientations ∆Θ are shown in Fig-
ure 4.19.
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2 Adapted and revised from [167] with additional results, cf. footnote p. 89 for details.
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4.4 Compaction behavior

All compaction curves show thewell-knownnon-linear shapewith progressively
increasing forces, cf. Section 2.2.3.

For UD-NCF the resistance to compaction decreases most notably for an in-
crease of nL from two to four, cf. Figure 4.19 a. This observation is more
pronounced in test with ∆Θ = 0◦ or 90◦. A further increase of the number
of layers only slightly affects the compaction response with strongly overlap-
ping experimental scatter. The influence of nL is usually induced by different
nesting effects, when two layers of fabric come into contact and constituents
slide into gaps of the adjacent layer, cf. Section 2.2.3. For NCF, nesting of
rovings as well as stitching is reported [173, 175, 178, 348] and schematically
illustrated in Figure 4.20. However, it is also possible for stitching patterns to
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Figure 4.20: Schematic illustration of roving and stitching nesting opportunities for UD-NCF with
a tricot stitching pattern by superposition of multiple cross-sections and stitching
patterns.

coincide between the layers resulting in high-points in the stack, which causes
an increased resistance to compaction for some of the trials as shown by Ko-
rkiakoski et al. [177]. For ∆Θ = 0◦, superimposed rovings as well as stitching
patterns present many opportunities for nesting, which explains the observed
influence on the pressure. However, a pronounced rovings nesting is presumably
limited by the GF on the back. The superimposed stitching in ∆Θ = 45◦- and
∆Θ = 90◦-configurations is spread evenly over the area, resulting in smaller
stitching nesting and less scatter. In the ∆Θ = 90◦-configuration the GF on
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

the back can nest into adjacent layers, while roving nesting is constrained. The
threshold for the influence of nL for the UD-NCF seems to be nearly reached
for eight layers for all relative interface orientations.

Similar trends are observed for Biax-NCF and the resistance to compaction
decreases for increasing nL independent of the layup sequence, cf. Figure
Figure 4.19 b. This observation is again more pronounced for a ∆Θ of 0◦ or
90◦. For Biax-NCF, ∆Θ = 0◦ and 90◦ have similarly oriented stitching since
it requires flipping a layer upside down instead of rotation. Therefore, the po-
tential for stitching nesting is increased in these configurations, cf. Figure 4.21.
Additionally, roving nesting is possible for∆Θ = 0◦, while it is strongly limited
for the other relative interface orientations. The limited influence of nL and
reduced scatter for ∆Θ = 45◦ is comparable to the observations of UD-NCF.
The decrease in resistance to compaction seems to diminish as the number of
layers increases, indicating a threshold for higher nL.
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Figure 4.21: Schematic illustration of roving and stitching nesting opportunities for Biax-NCF
with a tricot stitching pattern by superposition of multiple cross-sections and stitching
patterns.

Additional tests with nL ∈ [1, 5, 10, 15] were conducted for both materials to
investigate a potential threshold for the observed nesting effects, cf. Figure 4.22.
The threshold for UD-NCF as well as Biax-NCF seems to be reached around ten
layers. This is similar to the reported thresholds between 10-15 layers for other
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4.4 Compaction behavior

textiles in literature [169, 170, 172, 178]. The overall compaction behavior of
Biax-NCF is stronger influenced by the number of layers compared to UD-NCF.
This observation agrees with existing literature [107, 171, 173], where textiles
with a higher areal density tend to have a smaller resistance to compaction
because they have more yarns in a roving and usually a more rounded shape of
fiber bundles.
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Figure 4.22: Compaction test results to investigate the threshold for nesting effects of (a) UD-NCF
and (b) Biax-NCF.

Influence of relative interface orientation2 To make it easier to assess
the influence of the relative interface orientations, the results are shown again in
Figure 4.23 depending on nL. The compaction behavior of UD-NCF is barely
influenced by the relative layer orientation and very similar for the respective
number of layers. For Biax-NCF the [(0◦f )/(0◦b)]nL -layup requires the smallest
compaction force to achieve a targeted FVC independent of nL. This reinforces
the assumption that the influence of the number of layers is caused by a com-
bination of roving nesting as well as the influence of superimposed stitching

2 Reproduced subsection from [167], cf. footnote p. 89 for details.
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patterns. For the[(0◦f )/(0◦f )]nL -layups, mainly superposition of stitching causes
a decreasing resistance to compaction for larger stacks.
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Analytical model The experimental compaction results were fitted to the
p-model Φp(p) (cf. Equation 4.9) as well as the proposed pn-model Φpn(p, nL)

(cf. Equation 4.10). The resulting parameters are listed in Table A.2 and
Table A.3, respectively. A good agreement was achieved with the p-model as
well as pn-model for all tests withR2 > 0.99, except for Biax-NCF with∆Θ =

90◦ (R2 ≈ 0.964). This shows the general validity of both approaches. The
parameter A and resulting exponent B for the configurations of both materials
with the most tests are shown in Figure 4.24 and further discussed in the
following. Similar observations and conclusions can also be made for the other
configurations, cf. Section A.1.3.
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Figure 4.24: Overview of the parameters for the analytical p-model Φp(p) and pn-model
Φpn(p, nL).

The parameter A of both models can be interpreted as the initial fiber volume
content and it is thus inversely related to the initial thickness of each ply, cf.
Equation 4.7. For both materials, A tends to increase for more layers in the
stack in the p-model. This observation can be attributed to nesting during
the initial stacking of layers. This effect has been deliberately omitted when
adapting to the pressure- and nL-dependent pn-model, because in conventional
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simulation approaches the parameterization and subsequent modeling are based
on a constant initial virtual thickness for each layer. The parameterA in the pn-
model thus corresponds to a kind of averaged initial thickness over all conducted
tests.

The growth parameterB in the p-model and the equivalent total exponent in the
pn-model indicate the compliance to compaction. A slight tendency for increas-
ing B with higher nL with individual outliers for both materials is observed for
the p-model. This indicates a decrease in the resistance to compaction due to
nesting. This effect was the main assumption for the extension of the exponent
in the pn-model and is well represented.

The analytical investigation of the compaction behavior allows conclusions
regarding the origin of the observed impact of the number of layers in the layup.
ForUD-NCF, nesting during compaction is particularly relevant. In comparison,
the influence for Biax-NCF results from a combination of the nesting during
the initial stacking and the nesting during compaction. This results in a better
approximation of the pn-model for UD-NCF (R2 ≈ 0.994) compared to Biax-
NCF (R2 ≈ 0.964) due to the assumption of a constant initial FVC. This is also
evident from the relative position of the p-model and pn-model parameters in
Figure 4.24.

The results of the threshold tests are used to demonstrate the estimation of
the analytical model in Figure 4.25. For UD-NCF, the experimental results
and both analytical approaches are close to each other and the behavior for
large as well as small nL is well represented. For Biax-NCF, the p-model
describes the experimental results well, while the pn-model underestimates or
overestimates the results for very small or large nL, respectively. However,
for both materials, the pn-model can be used to approximate the compaction
behavior for an untested configuration with a different number of layers without
additional experiments.
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of p-model and pn-model to approximate compaction results | (a) UD-
NCF; (b) Biax-NCF.

4.4.3 Summary and discussion

The compaction behavior of a UD- and a Biax-NCF is investigated for different
configurations in a punch-to-plate setup. A comprehensive analysis is conducted
based on the experimental results as well as analytical approaches.

The compaction behavior of UD- and Biax-NCF depends on the relative fiber
orientation at the interfaces between layers as well as the overall number of
layers. In general, the consideration ofmachine compliance is important to study
the behavior for different numbers of layers and in particular for a lower number
of layers. Comparing UD- and Biax-NCFwith each other, some similarities can
be observed. With an increasing number of layers, the resistance to compaction
for both materials decreases independent of relative interface orientation, due to
stitching as well as roving nesting. The stiffness decrease is smaller for the UD-
NCF, which is presumably due to the glass fibers preventing more pronounced
nesting. For both fabrics, the influence of nL is diminishing and a threshold is
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

observed for these effects. An influence of the relative interface orientation is
more distinctly observed for Biax-NCF.

Analytical models are applied to inter- and extrapolate the experimental data.
Typical compaction results can be accurately described by the p-model Φp(p)

and subsequent parameter analysis provides insight into the origin of the in-
fluence of nL. The behavior of UD-NCF is dominated by nesting during
compaction, while for Biax-NCF additional influence on the initial FVC due to
nesting during stacking is observed. An extension to an analytical pn-model
Φpn(p, nL) is proposed to describe the influence of nL based on the assump-
tion of a constant initial FVC for each layer. This assumption results in good
agreement for UD-NCF, while the behavior of Biax-NCF for very few and high
number of layers is underestimated or overestimated, respectively. Additionally,
the model neglects the influence of the relative layer orientation, which further
limits the application for Biax-NCF. For UD-NCF, the pn-model is suitable to
describe the compaction behavior over a large range of nL with few parameters,
instead of individual parameterizations for each configuration.
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4.5 Inter-ply behavior

4.5 Inter-ply behavior3

Inter-ply behavior at interfaces between a fabric ply and a tool or another
ply is an important forming mechanism during forming. In forming tests
of dry engineering textiles large relative slip between plies and the tools is
observed [65,216,349]. This inducesmembrane forces due to tangential friction
that influence the material draw-in [141] and can result in defects [175]. The
inter-ply behavior depends on the mesoscopic structure of the material and the
architecture of its constituents as well as process conditions, cf. Section 2.2.4.
In this work, the tangential friction behavior at interfaces between ply and
tooling (TP) and between plies (PP) of a UD- and a Biax-NCF is investigated
in sled pull-over-tests. The behavior is analyzed with respect to the applied
normal forces, the relative velocity and the relative fiber orientation.

4.5.1 Experimental test setup and procedure3

The inter-ply behavior is investigated with a sled-pull-over setup based on
ASTM standard D1894-14 [200] mounted to a universal testing machine, cf.
Figure 4.26.

fs

wire

top textilebottom textile

weighted sled

mig

vi

Figure 4.26: Schematic illustration of the experimental friction setup and test bench on tensile
machine.

3 Extracts from Section 4.5 have been previously published in [182], i.e. B. Schäfer, N. Naouar,
and L. Kärger. Investigation of the friction behavior of uni- and bidirectional non-crimp fabrics.
Materials Research Proceedings, 41:540–548, 2024 | Sections 4.5.1-4.5.3 reproduce Section
2, 3 and 4 of [182]
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

A dry specimen is clamped to the bottom surface of the setup and a sled with
a surface area of 65x65mm2 is pulled over a distance of 100mm at a constant
velocity vi over the fabric to investigate tool-ply friction (TP). The influence
of the applied normal force is investigated with three different sled weights of
mi ∈ [218 g, 720 g, 1222 g]. Two different velocities are applied during the tests
with v1 = 50mmmin−1 and v2 = 150mmmin−1. An additional specimen is
wrapped around the sled to investigate ply-ply friction (PP). The front and back
of both fabrics are investigated separately due to the different visible stitching
patterns. Each test was repeated at least three times for each configuration with
new specimens. The fiber orientation of the visible side of each fabric is used
for a consistent naming convention to investigate different fabric orientations,
cf. Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: Naming convention for the inter-ply characterization tests.

The measured pulling force of the sled fs is used to calculate the resulting
coefficient of friction (CoF)

µ =
fs
gmi

. (4.11)

The static CoF µs is obtained as the maximum within the first 10mm of
sled-displacement. The dynamic CoF µd is calculated as the average between a
displacement of 40mm and 90mm, where a steady state behavior was observed
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for all tests. The calculation of both CoF is demonstrated in Figure 4.28. The
wavelength of the oscillations in the PP-tests agrees closely with the stitching
pitch (7.2mm) of UD-NCF, cf. Table 4.1. This behavior is similar to stick-slip
and shock effects observed for other NCFs [108, 175] as well as the effect of
undulations in woven fabrics [73, 96, 202]. The static and dynamic CoF show
very similar tendencies in comparisons for different configurations. The results
are therefore discussed below on the basis of the dynamic CoF. Complementary
overviews of µs are shown in Section A.1.4.
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Figure 4.28: Schematic illustration of the calculation of the static µs and dynamic µd coefficient
of friction.

4.5.2 Results3

Tool-ply The influence of the sled weight and velocity on the tool-ply behav-
ior are investigated for the 0◦f -configuration of both materials, cf. Figure 4.29.
The dynamic CoF is independent of the sled velocity for both materials (same
colored bars). A higher sled weight results in a slight increase of the measured

3 Reproduced section from [182], cf. footnote p. 103 for details.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

µd (each column) for both materials and reduces the standard deviation for
UD-NCF. This behavior is similar to observations for other engineering textiles
at low pressure [185,204,205].
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Figure 4.29: Experimental results of the tool-ply (TP) dynamic CoF | (a) Influence of the applied
massm and velocity v in a 0◦f -configuration for both materials; (b) Influence of the
relative interface orientations with an applied mass ofm = m2 and velocity v = v1.

The influence of the fiber orientation and fabric side on the TP behavior of
both materials is investigated at a constant sled weight m2 and velocity v1, cf.
Figure 4.29 b. The dynamic CoF is slightly higher for the back side of UD-NCF,
but no clear influence of the fiber orientation is observed. For Biax-NCF, no
clear trend is observed for the ply’s side or orientation.

Overall, Biax-NCF has a slightly higher CoF in the TP-tests despite the similar
surface architecture of both fabrics. The measured dynamic CoF for both
materials remains relatively small for all tests µd < 0.17, which agrees with
measurements of other dry textiles [77, 108, 185, 187].
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4.5 Inter-ply behavior

Ply-ply The influence of the sled weight and velocity on the ply-ply behavior
are investigated for the 0◦f /0◦f -configuration of UD-NCF, cf. Figure 4.30, under
the assumption of a similar behavior for the 0◦f /0◦f -configuration of Biax-NCF.
The dynamic CoF is independent of the sled velocity but decreases for an
increasing normal pressure. The higher sled weight flattens the roving and
stitching, reducing shock effects, which is reflected in the lower amplitude of
the observed oscillations [108,175].
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Figure 4.30: Influence of the applied mass m and velocity v on the dynamic CoF for the ply-ply
behavior of UD-NCF in a 0◦f /0

◦
f -configuration.

The influence of the fabric side and relative fiber orientation at the interface
on the PP behavior of both materials is investigated at a constant sled weight
m2 and velocity v1, cf. Figure 4.31. First, configurations with different sides
of the fabrics and same fiber orientations at the interface are compared, i. e.
0◦ /0◦ , 0◦ /90◦ and 90◦ /90◦ , cf. Figure 4.31. The dynamic CoF decreases for
configurations with the back side of one or two plies at the interface for both
fabrics (e. g. 0◦f /0◦f > 0◦f /0

◦
b > 0◦b/0

◦
b). This effect is observed independent of

the relative fiber orientation at the interface and indicates a higher µd for the
front side of the fabric with the tricot pattern. A particularly high amplitude of
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

the oscillations is measured for the 0◦b/0
◦
b-configuration of Biax-NCF, which

is presumably caused by significant shock effects due to the linear stitching
pattern on the back side. This assumption is supported by a significantly higher
static CoF in this configuration, cf. Figure A.6. This behavior is not observed
for UD-NCF because the linear stitch pattern is recessed between the rovings
instead of crossing rovings on the back as for Biax-NCF, cf Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.31: Influence of the relative interface orientations on the dynamic CoF for the ply-ply
behavior with an applied mass ofm = m2 and velocity v = v1.

Second, configurations with similar sides of the fabric and different fiber ori-
entations are compared, i. e. ◦

f /
◦
f for both materials and additional ◦

f /
◦
b

for UD-NCF. A decrease of µd is measured for more 90◦ plies when both tricot
stitch patterns on the front are in contact (0◦f /0◦f > 0◦f /90

◦
f > 90◦f /90

◦
f ). This

effect is notably stronger for Biax-NCF and only very small for UD-NCF. It is
not observed in the ◦

f /
◦
b-configurations of UD-NCF.

Overall, the CoF for PP-contact is significantly higher compared to the TP-
contact and strongly influenced by the specific configuration of the stitching at
the interface.
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4.5 Inter-ply behavior

4.5.3 Summary and discussion3

The inter-ply behavior of a UD- and a Biax-NCF is investigated for different
configurations at the tool-ply as well as ply-ply interfaces. A comprehensive
analysis is conducted based on the dynamic CoF, but similar behavior is ob-
served for the static CoF.

The inter-ply behavior of UD- and Biax-NCFs is significantly different for
ply-ply (PP) compared to tool-ply (TP) contact. The tangential friction is rate-
independent for both cases and significantly higher during PP-contact compared
to TP-contact. For an increased sled weight, the CoF increases slightly for TP-
contact and notably decreases for PP-contact. This effect can be explained for
PP-contact due to flattening of the rovings and stitching for increased normal
pressure. The positive pressure-dependency during TP-contact is also observed
for other engineering textiles at low pressure [185,204,205], but no conclusive
reason is known.

The relative fiber orientation between two plies has no clear influence, except
for a slight reduction of µd for Biax-NCF, in contrast to the behavior of woven
fabrics [77, 96, 186, 207]. Instead, the most relevant factor for the PP-behavior
of both materials is the architecture of the contacting side of the fabric. Config-
urations with plies in contact with the zigzag pattern of the tricot stitching on
the front have a notably higher CoF. Additionally, the stitching pattern results in
strong oscillations in the measured behavior due to stick-slip and shock effects,
similar to the observations for undulations in woven fabrics. The measured
µd is in all tests higher for Biax-NCF than UD-NCF despite similar materials
and areal weight of the constituents in the respective directions (cf. Table 4.1).
This potentially results from the smaller stitching pitch of Biax-NCF, but would
require further investigations for a conclusive claim.

3 Reproduced section from [182], cf. footnote p. 103 for details.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

4.6 Forming behavior 4

The forming behavior results from the superposition of all individual defor-
mation mechanisms and their interaction with each other. Woven fabrics have
often been the focus of forming tests due to their easier formability, while non-
crimp fabrics have been investigatedmuch less, resulting in a limited availability
of experimental studies as basis for a comprehensive understanding, cf. Sec-
tion 2.2.5. In particular, to identify the most relevant mechanisms, the forming
behavior must be tested for different scenarios and boundary conditions. In
addition, a quantitative analysis of the results is important for a detailed valida-
tion of new simulation approaches. Therefore, forming experiments of the UD-
and Biax-NCF are conducted in cooperation with the LaMCoS laboratory at
INSA Lyon (Villeurbanne, France) for different layup configurations and punch
shapes, including hemisphere, tetrahedron, and box. The macroscopic strains
are captured throughout the entire process using DIC and comprehensively
analyzed in combination with the punch forces, outer contour and resulting
defects.

4.6.1 Experimental test setup and procedure4

Experimental setup The platform developed for the experimental forming
tests is presented in Figure 4.32. This platform consists of two modules: a me-
chanical module, housing the motion control system, punch, blankholder, and
die for generating displacement and applying pressure; and an optical module,
comprising cameras, a mirror and lights for measurements. The experimental
set-up is placed on an electromechanical testing machine by ZwickRoell where
the motion part is driven by the TestXpertII software. The punch is connected to

4 Extracts from Section 4.6 have been previously published in [208], i.e. B. Schäfer, R. Zheng,
J. Colmars, A. Platzer, N. Naouar, P. Boisse, L. Kärger. Experimental analysis of the forming
behavior of uni- and bidirectional non-crimp fabrics for different geometries. [submitted for
review] | Sections 4.6.1-4.6.3 reproduce Sections 3-5 of [208].
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front camera
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mirror

centering pin
blankholder
die

punch

Figure 4.32: Experimental system setup of forming tests.

the motion part in order to deform the materials during the draping process. The
blankholder and die are made transparent using methyl methacrylate (PMMA)
material to allow for the acquisition of digital images by the optical module.
The mirror is positioned at a 45◦ angle at the base, allowing the camera to
capture images from its reflection. A top-mounted camera is connected to the
horizontal beam on the machine to capture images of the rear side.

Three types of punches (hemisphere, tetrahedron, and square box) along with
their corresponding shapes of blank holder and die are utilized in this study.
Their dimensions and schematic are displayed in Figure 4.33. The forming
depths are 75mm, 95mm, and 85mm with blankholder weights of 1.7 kg,
6.0 kg, and 1.7 kg for the hemisphere, tetrahedron, and square box punches,
respectively. The thickness of the transparent lower dies is 30mm.

The utilized specimens of UD- and Biax-NCF have dimensions of 300mm ×
300mm. To investigate the impact of roving orientation and multiple layers
on the material’s deformation, three types of single-layer ([0◦U], [45◦U], [90◦U])
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Figure 4.33: Schematics and dimensions of the utilized shapes: a) Hemisphere, b) tetrahedron and
c) box [208].

and two types of double-layer([0◦U/45◦U], [0◦U/90◦U]) configurations of UD-
NCF and two types of single layer ([(0◦/90◦)B], [(±45◦)B]) and one type of
double-layer [(0◦/90◦)B/(±45◦)B] configurations of Biax-NCF were used in
the forming tests. This naming convention was chosen to better distinguish
double-layer tests with UD-NCF ([0◦U/90◦U]) from single-layer tests with Biax-
NCF ([(0◦/90◦)B]). They were then captured by the optical module at a rate
of one per second to measure the strains throughout the entire forming process,
which will be discussed in the next paragraph.

Macroscopic strain measurement method The deformation is mea-
sured via Digital Image Correlation (DIC) with the same method used for the
investigation of the membrane behavior, which is described in Section 4.2.1. A
regular grid of white dots is applied to half of the specimen using a stencil with
a distance of le = 10mm, as shown in Figure 4.34 a.
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Figure 4.34: (a) Dot pattern utilized during 2D-DIC to measure (b) macroscopic strains as well as
(c) local evaluation zones for average strains [208].

The E11-, E22-, E⊥- and γ12-strains are again calculated, cf. Figure 4.34 b,
to differentiate between the different membrane deformation modes defined in
Section 4.2.1. In many deformation modes observed during the forming tests of
this study, the perpendicular E⊥ and transverse E22 strains have the same sign
and allow similar conclusions to be drawn. Thus, the analysis focuses on E⊥
due to its stronger correlation with gapping as well as the fiber volume content,
whileE22 is used to identify zones with significant roving slippage and in-plane
compaction (mixed-mode 2).

For a quantitative evaluation of the strain development during the tests, the
strains are averaged over three local zones for each shape, cf. Figure 4.34
c. The locations of the zones were chosen to reflect the symmetry of each
shape, remain in the flat part after the maximum punch displacement, and be
positioned in areas of high deformation during forming.
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4.6.2 Results & discussion4

4.6.2.1 Punch forces

The punch force f is a direct measure of the required energy to accomplish
the draping process and indirectly indicates the drapability of a fabric. A
material that conforms more easily to a geometry usually requires less energy
[72]. Since the Biax-NCF has approximately twice the areal weight per textile
layer (602.24 gm−2) as the UD-NCF (328.86 gm−2), the punch force was
normalized by the total massm of the formed fabric during each test, cf. Figure
4.35. This also indirectly normalizes the punch force by the number of layers,
facilitating the comparison of single- and double-layer tests.

The hemisphere has a constant curvature over its height, resulting in an almost
linear increase of the required force over the punch’s displacement, cf. Figure
4.35 a) and b). The double-layer tests require minimally more force per layer
compared to the single-layer tests but with often overlapping experimental
scatter. The required forces per fabric mass for the UD-NCF are slightly lower
than those for the Biax-NCF, indicating a simpler draping to the hemispherical
geometry. In the single-layer tests, the stitching of the UD-NCF requires only
relatively small forces for notable transverse strains, while this deformation
mode is prevented for the Biax-NCF by the second fiber direction. That is also
the reason that the double-layer [0◦U/90◦U]-test of the UD-NCF requires nearly
equivalent force as the single-layer [(0◦/90◦)B]test of the Biax-NCF.

The tetrahedron geometry changes from its slanted surfaces to a constant cross-
section at a height of 65mm, as indicated by the vertical dashed line in Figures
4.35 c) and d). This results in a higher slope for all tests after this point, since
the vertical surfaces are more challenging to form and more friction occurs in
the now constant gap between the textile and blankholder. In the [0◦U]- and
[90◦U]-single-layer tests of the UD-NCF, the textile partially got caught in some

4 Reproduced section from [208], cf. footnote p. 110 for details.
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corners of the tetrahedron at this transition, forming larger gaps and resulting in
a sudden spike in the punch forces. The double-layer tests of UD-NCF require
notable higher forces because the layers interact with each other and influence
their mutual deformation, which will be discussed in more detail in the next
Sections. Thus, the forces per mass are in the same range as for the Biax-NCF
where the stitching enforces the interaction between the two fiber directions
within a single layer.

The square box geometry has a constant cross-section but the lower die only
has a thickness of 30mm, as indicated by the vertical dashed line in Figures
4.35 e) and f). This results in a lower slope for all tests after this point, as the
punch exits the lower die and part of the textile no longer has frictional contact.
The forming tests on the square box show a more pronounced influence of
the ply orientation on the punch forces compared to the other shapes. Both
materials follow the same relative sequence of the resulting forces depending
on the orientation of fibers within the stack of textile layers: only 0° or 90° fibers
> mixed 0° and 45° fibers > only 45° fibers. This indicates that the±45◦-layers
of both materials conform easier to the geometry compared to the 0°-layers.
However, similar to the hemisphere tests, the influence of the number of layers
is less pronounced, indicating less interaction between the textile layers.

In summary, the forces in the tests with lower blankholder weights on the
hemisphere and box shape are slightly smaller for the same weight of textile
(i.e. number of fibers) for single layers of UD-NCF. However, interactions
between layers of UD-NCF result in comparable forces to tests with Biax-NCF.
The influence of a layer’s orientation on the required forces is relatively small
and is only consistently identified for the square box shape.

4.6.2.2 Outer contours

The resulting outer contours of all tests are shown in Figures 4.36 & 4.37.
The contours can be used to evaluate the overall deformation [72] and often
represent a validation for forming simulation approaches based on the material
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draw-in [136, 213, 229]. Furthermore, the fabric after forming consists of one
effective zone that represents the desired shape and one non-effective zone that
needs to be removed in the subsequent process. Analyzing the outer contour
after forming helps in minimizing material waste and production costs during
manufacturing.

Single-layer tests The contour after forming of fabrics usually reflects the
symmetry of the utilized shape and material. This results in an orthotropic
deformation pattern with fewer symmetries for unbalanced textiles [72, 136]
compared to balanced fabrics [217,229]. Similar behavior can also be observed
for the investigated UD- and Biax-NCF in the single-layer tests shown in the
first columns of the respective material in Figures 4.36 & 4.37. The Biax-NCF
exhibits a nearly balanced architecturewith a symmetrical stitching pattern and a
similar number of carbon fibers in both reinforcement directions. Therefore, its
highest material draw-in in both fiber directions is close to symmetrical for the
point symmetrical hemisphere and box shape, resulting in a quarter-symmetrical
contour. In contrast, the highest material draw-in of the very unbalanced UD-
NCF has a single preferred direction along the carbon fibers, resulting in a
half-symmetrical contour for the hemisphere and box. The tetrahedron is only
axisymmetric, so the contours of the Biax-NCF are only half-symmetrical,
which is also the case for the UD-NCF in the [0◦U]- and [90◦U]-tests. The
contour of the [45◦U]-test of the UD-NCF no longer exhibits any symmetry,
because no material axis coincides with a geometric axis of symmetry.

Double-layer tests The contours of the double-layer tests are shown in
the second column of the respective material in Figures 4.36 & 4.37. They
are investigated for a better understanding of the interactions between layers.
Significant slippage between the layers can be observed in all tests.

In the hemisphere tests, the differences between the individual layers and the
respective single-layer tests are quite small, cf. Figure 4.36 a). Only in the
[0◦U/45◦U]-test of UD-NCF the direction of the maximum material draw-in in
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Figure 4.36: Outer contours (all in mm) of single- and double-layer configurations in the a)
hemisphere and b) tetrahedron forming tests. Annotations for interactions between
layers with arrows and red circles [208].

the fiber direction of both layers tilts slightly (green and cyan arrows) due to
the superposition of their mutual deformation. For the Biax-NCF, this rotation
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[208].

is not observed because the deformation of the 45°-layer does not have a single
preferred direction. In general, the absence of a binder and relatively low
blankholder weight limit the interactions between layers for the hemisphere
geometry.

In the [0◦U/45◦U]-test on the tetrahedron shape, a similar tilt of the draw-in
(green and cyan arrows) is observed again only for the UD-NCF, cf. Figure 4.36
b). In the [0◦U/90◦U]-test more pronounced interactions between the UD-NCF
layers are observed from the contour analysis. The superimposed draw-in of the
90°-layer leads to a stronger draw-in of the 0°-layer as indicated by the dotted
red circles. Additionally, the corners of the 0°- and 90°-layer remain superposed
during some tests (dashed red circles), resulting in a joint deformation of both
layers and producing a similar contour to the [(0◦/90◦)B]-test of the Biax-NCF.
The fact that this joint deformation does not always occur is probably caused
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by the blankholder forces not being large enough to invariably prevent mutual
slippage.

For the square box shape notable interactions in the double-layer test are
observed, cf. Figure 4.37 c), despite a lower blankholder weight similar to
the hemisphere with few significant interactions. The material draw-in of the
UD-NCF perpendicular to the fiber direction in the [0◦U/90◦U]-test is increased
due to the second layer, resulting in partly overlapping flaps of textile (dashed
red circles). In the [(0◦/90◦)B/(±45◦)B]-test a notable tilt of diagonals of
the (0◦/90◦)B-layer due to interaction with the (±45◦)B-layer is observed for
the Biax-NCF. The increase in interactions for the box shape compared to the
hemisphere, despite similar blankholder weights, highlights the impact of the
more challenging geometry in the context of forming due to the sharp edges
and corners instead of a smooth curvature.

Summary Overall, a significantly larger experimental scatter is observed
for the UD-NCF, especially in the direction transverse to the fibers. The
deformation in the transverse direction of the UD-NCF is governed by the
stitching, which is more compliant and permits larger strains compared to the
second fiber direction of the Biax-NCF. Additionally, the stitching pattern is
not manufactured perfectly homogeneous across each sample, fromwhich some
variation in the material properties is suspected.

In summary, the contours of the single-layer tests are a quantitative measure
of the overall deformation of the material. The unidirectional high stiffness
of the single fiber direction in a UD-NCF layer is reflected in the resulting
contours. In contrast, the Biax-NCF has a more symmetrical behavior due to
the stitching that couples the deformation of both fiber directions within a layer.
The double-layer tests provide insights into the possible interactions between
the layers, which depend on the relative orientation between two textile layers,
the blankholder weight and the shape of the punch. The magnitude of the
observed interactions between the layers for each punch shape is similar to the
relative influences that have been identified based on the required forces, cf.
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Section 4.6.2.1. The double-layer tests of UD-NCF show more signs of mutual
interactions in their contour than the tests with Biax-NCF, presumably because
of their easier deformability and the more asymmetrical deformation due to the
lack of a second fiber direction.

Comparing the [0◦U/90◦U]- and [(0◦/90◦)B]-setup as configurations with an
initial 0°- and 90°-fiber layer for bothmaterials, the differences aremost evident.
In the hemisphere- and box-test of the UD-NCF, the resulting fiber orientation
after forming remains nearly 0°/90° as evident from the outer edges which
stay comparably straight due to the independent deformation of the layers. In
contrast, the fibers of the Biax-NCF undergo more rotation due to shear in the
areas between the bidirectional high material draw-in, because of the coupled
deformation of both fiber layers due to the stitching. Only in the tetrahedron test,
the stronger interaction between UD-NCF layers due to the higher blankholder
forces can result in a joint deformation and the resulting contours are comparable
to the Biax-NCF.

4.6.2.3 Macroscopic strains

The strains during the tests were measured with DIC based on the method
described in Section 4.2.1. The edges of the openings of the lower dies appear
white on the images, with a similar contrast to the white dots of the applied
pattern. This results in a loss of correlation for points passing over these edges,
which become obvious as strongly deformed elements. The 2D measurement
method has the disadvantage that only the strains in the flat area can bemeasured
accurately. In return, the strains can be determined over the entire punch
displacement. Furthermore, there is no need for a specialized 3D measuring
system, which often requires a way to remove the textile from the mold and is
more often used for fabrics with a binder [213, 232, 297]. The measurements
in the punch areas can be qualitatively compared to each other despite the 3D-
distortion assuming full contact with the fabric, which was observed for the
closed configurations.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

The strains for the different shapes are presented separately in Figures 4.38 &
A.7 for the hemisphere, Figures 4.40 & A.8 for the tetrahedron and Figures 4.41
& A.9 for the square box. The development of the local shear angles in the
three areas highlighted in Figure 4.34 c) for all three shapes is summarized in
Figure 4.39.
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Figure 4.38: Relevant DIC-strains in the hemisphere shape forming test with different layup orien-
tations at a maximum tool displacement of 75mm [208].

First, the most relevant strains for the hemisphere are analyzed, which are
shown in Figure 4.38. The remaining strains less relevant within the scope of
this work are shown in Figure A.7. As discussed in Section 4.6.1, the shear
angle γ12, transverse strain E22 and perpendicular strain E⊥ can be evaluated
to distinguish between different membrane deformation modes, cf. Figure 4.2.
For the Biax-NCF, only γ12 is presented because mainly shear was observed.
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4.6 Forming behavior

The observed E⊥-strains result from pure shear according to Equation 4.2, cf.
Figure A.7 a. For the UD-NCF, mainly the mixed deformation modes 1 and 3
are observed for the hemisphere shape, cf. Figure 4.2, thus a detailed analysis of
E22 is omitted as it would allow the same conclusions asE⊥. The development
of the local shear angles during the hemisphere tests are shown in Figure 4.39
a).

Both the single- and the double-layer tests with Biax-NCF show a symmetrical
shear deformation, cf. Figure 4.38 a), as also evident by the local shear angles
in Zones A and B, cf. Figure 4.2. The behavior is similar to the results
observed for balanced woven fabrics [217, 350]. The additional ±45◦-layer in
the [(0◦/90◦)B/(±45◦)B]-tests slightly reduces the shear deformation in the
visible 0°-layer.

The UD-NCF has an asymmetric shear behavior with the main deformation
due to shear parallel to the fiber direction, cf. Figure 4.38 b). In the [0◦U]-
test, positive perpendicular strains are measured in the lower edge regions.
Slight gaps between the rovings are visible there and the stitching is under
high tension. This stitching tension is reduced for the [0◦U/45◦U]-test and van-
ishes in the [0◦U/90◦U]-test, because of the superimposed material draw-in of
the second layer. Similarly, positive perpendicular strains are measured for
[0◦U]and [45◦U]in the hemisphere’s center despite the distortion caused by the
3D-curvature, but they are reduced in the double-layer tests. The interaction
with the superimposed layers increases shear deformation in the areas around
zones B and especially C compared to the [0◦U]-test, cf. Figure 4.39 a). In zone
A, a superposed 90°-layer reduces the shear angle, while a 45°-layer leads to
higher shear angles due to the tilted material draw-in, cf. Section 4.6.2.2.

Second, the most relevant strains for the tetrahedron are analyzed, which are
shown in Figure 4.40 and in Figure 4.39 b). The remaining strains less relevant
within the scope of this work are shown in Figure A.8. The main deformation
due to shear of the UD-NCF is again observed parallel to the fiber direction,
compared to the more symmetrical deformation dominated by pure shear of the
Biax-NCF similar to the behavior observed for woven fabrics [217]. The shear
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs
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Figure 4.39: Local shear angles γ12 for the a) hemisphere, b) tetrahedron and c) box punch shapes.
The shear is measured on the visible 0°-fiber layer in double-layer setups. Vertical
dashed lines indicate geometrical changes in the box and tetrahedron experimental
setups [208].

angles close to the corners of the punch are higher than for the hemisphere tests,
due to the small radius of curvature of the tetrahedron in this area. This is
especially evident in zones B and C of the 0°-layers in all tests, cf. Figure 4.39
b). Furthermore, comparing the signs ofE⊥ withE22, in the region around zone
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4.6 Forming behavior
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Figure 4.40: Relevant DIC-strains in the tetrahedron shape forming test with different layup orien-
tations at a maximum tool displacement of 95mm [208].

C the mixed deformation mode 2 is observed for the UD-NCF, cf. Figure 4.2.
Notable shear-induced slippage between the fiber rovings occurs in this area,
especially in the double-layer tests. The additional 90°-layer induces a more
symmetrical shear behavior in the parts of the 0°-layer remaining superposed
during the test, like the lower left half in the [0◦U/90◦U]-test in Figure 4.40 b).
This results in a behavior similar to the Biax-NCF and higher shear angles,
cf. Figure 4.39 b). In the [0◦U/45◦U]-test, positive perpendicular strains are
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

measured in the lower left edge regions, similar to the observations in the [0◦U]-
test of the hemisphere. The 45°-layer prevents some of the material draw-in of
the 0°-layer resulting in small gaps between the fiber rovings and tension in the
stitching.
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Figure 4.41: Relevant DIC-strains in the square box shape forming test with different layup orien-
tations at a maximum tool displacement of 85mm [208].

Third, the most relevant strains for the square box are analyzed, which are
shown in Figure 4.41 and in Figure 4.39 c). The remaining strains less relevant
within the scope of this work are shown in Figure A.9. The small radius of
the corners and significant depth lead to even higher shear angles than for the
tetrahedron shape. The relative observations regarding the measured strains
for the tests with the square box shape are similar to those for the hemisphere
due to the comparable blankholder weight. The symmetrical shear-dominated
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4.6 Forming behavior

deformation without notable roving slippage of the Biax-NCF is again similar
to the behavior observed for balanced woven fabrics [68, 211, 223]. The UD-
NCF mainly deforms under shear (mixed-mode 1, cf. Figure 4.2) parallel to
the fiber rovings with strong strain concentrations around the corners of the
box. The interactions in double layer tests observed based on the contour, cf.
Section 4.6.2.2, are only slightly reflected in the locally measured strains. In
the area around zone C of the 0°-layers, an increase in the shear angle due to
the superimposed layers is measured in the double-layer tests for the UD-NCF,
cf. Figure 4.39 c).

In summary, the general difference between the deformation behavior of the
nearly balanced Biax-NCF and the highly unbalanced UD-NCF already dis-
cussed for the outer contours (cf. Section 4.6.2.2) is also reflected in the
macroscopic strains for all shapes. Thereby, a clear influence of the geometry
on the magnitude of measured strains is obvious. As the complexity and cur-
vature of the geometry increase from the hemisphere to the tetrahedron to the
box, so the measured strains increase too. Especially the forming of the corners
of the tetrahedron and box requires a significant material draw-in in those areas,
resulting in high strain concentrations.

4.6.2.4 Forming defects

Defectsmay occur during the forming process due to variations in part geometry,
reinforcement type, and experimental setup. A summary of the most relevant
forming defects and their location during the tests is shown in Figure 4.42.

In the tests for Biax-NCF, the structural integrity is enhanced through the two
fiber orientations. Only highly localized mesoscopic defects were observed for
the Biax-NCF for all investigated shapes. These defects involve isolated gaps
and small wrinkles in highly curved areas, such as the corners of the square box
shape, as illustrated in Figure 4.42 d).

For the UD-NCF, significantly larger and more systematic defects are detected
due to the lower stiffness of the stitching compared to the second fiber direction
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

Gapping

c) Box

minimal gapping
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Gapping due to large tension

d) Observations in the punch area
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gapping induced by box corners due to
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Figure 4.42: Schematic overview of the location and type of observed forming effects for the UD-
NCF in the planar region for the a) hemisphere, b) tetrahedron and c) square box tests.
d) Additional defects of UD- and Biax-NCF observed in the punch region [208].

of the Biax-NCF, cf. Figure 4.42. Relative slippage and small gapping between
the carbon fiber rovings are visible in the corner areas of the 0°-layers for all
shapes (shaded green areas). These areas coincide with regions of positive
perpendicular strains E⊥, cf. Section 4.6.2.3. Those result from the high
tension in the stitching direction induced by friction with the tools, as well as
the largest relative displacements that occur in these areas due to the material
draw-in.
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4.6 Forming behavior

Larger gapping is observed near the corners of the punch in the single-layer
tests of both the tetrahedron and box shape, cf. circles in Figure 4.42 b) and c).
The localized strong material draw-in in those areas results in high shear defor-
mation, cf. Section 4.6.2.3. In cases where the shear cannot propagate parallel
to the carbon fibers, the rovings undergo strong in-plane bending deformation
(indicated by the red dotted lines). This results in the formation of gaps, which
increase in size as the deformation progresses and are also drawn from the flat
outer area into the 3D regions, cf. Figure 4.42 d). These gaps develop to a much
smaller extent in the double-layer tests, because the superposed layer acts as a
reinforcement in the transverse direction and distributes the deformation more
evenly.

4.6.3 Summary and discussion4

The forming behavior of a UD- and a Biax-NCF is investigated for different
double-curved punch shapes (hemisphere, tetrahedron and square box) for dif-
ferent initial fiber orientations in single- and double-layer configurations. The
application of planar blankholders enables strains measurements via DIC in the
flat areas, but also results in a membrane-dominated behavior without notable
influence of the bending behavior or wrinkling. A comprehensive analysis is
conducted based on the required punch forces, outer contours, macroscopic
strains and observed forming defects.

The punch forces for both textiles in configurations with similar total fabric
weights are comparable and only weakly influenced by the relative layer ori-
entation. Early indications of inter-layer interactions in the double-layer tests
can be derived from the forces: The normalized punch forces are significantly
increased due to a second ply for UD-NCF in the tetrahedron test, since the two
plies remain partially superposed. In all other double-layer tests, the friction
between layers is too small to provoke significant interactions.

4 Reproduced section from [208], cf. footnote p. 110 for details.
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4 Experimental analysis of the textile forming of NCFs

The analysis of the contours andmacroscopic strains clearly shows fundamental
differences in the general deformation behavior of the UD- and Biax-NCF.
The Biax-NCF mainly deforms under symmetrical shear with limited roving
slippage and defects. The stitching couples the deformation of both fiber layers.
Therefore, the fibers of the Biax-NCF undergo rotation due to the nearly pure
shear in the areas between the high material draw-ins in the two fiber directions.

The UD-NCF has an asymmetrical behavior with the main deformation due to
shear parallel to the fiber rovings superimposed with significant perpendicu-
lar and transverse strains (E⊥ and E22) in different deformation modes. The
fiber orientation after forming often remains similar to the initial orientation,
because the shear results from parallel roving slippage instead of rotation in
most deformation modes, cf. Figure 4.2. In addition, the lower stiffness in
the transverse direction results in positive perpendicular strains due to gapping
as well as more defects. In the single-layer tests in particular, gapping occurs
due to large tension in the stitching direction or strong in-plane bending of the
rovings since shear transverse to the fiber direction is not possible. Especially
larger areas with gapping can be identified by positive perpendicular strains
E⊥. Fewer defects were observed in double-layer tests due to the interaction
between the superimposed high stiffness of the differently oriented layers. How-
ever, the magnitude of interactions was limited because of the relatively low
blankholder weights. Future studies should therefore focus on the influence of
the blankholder force, which is expected to increase the magnitude of interac-
tions. The presented results constitute an extensive database to validate forming
simulation approaches for UD- and Biax-NCF, which was not yet available for
UD-NCF in particular.
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4.7 Discussion and conclusion

4.7 Discussion and conclusion

The experimental characterization of the relevant intra- and inter-ply deforma-
tion mechanisms as well as a comprehensive analysis of different forming tests
are presented and investigated in this chapter. The mesoscopic structure of the
constituents of the NCFs leads to a specific macroscopic behavior, which is
largely influenced by the interaction of the stitching and the rovings. Therefore,
all experiments must take into account the orientation and resulting load of
the stitching, in addition to the rovings. The membrane behavior in particular
does not adhere to theoretical models and must be specifically evaluated using
optical methods. The observed similarities as well as unique characteristics of
the investigated UD- and Biax-NCF are summarized in Figure 4.43.

In many experiments, the Biax-NCF behaves very similarly to the well-
understood behavior of woven textiles. A strongly shear-dominated and nearly
symmetrical membrane behavior is observed during characterization as well
as forming tests. Instances of observed roving slippage are very limited and
occurring defects are mainly mesoscopic. The bending behavior is only slightly
anisotropic, which can be mainly attributed to the different architecture of the
rovings on the front and back sides of the fabric. The main difference to wo-
ven fabrics due to the stitching is observed during the characterization of the
compaction and inter-ply behavior.

The characterization of the UD-NCF exhibits many similar phenomena but
also fundamental differences to the Biax-NCF. In particular, the membrane
and bending behavior of the UD-NCF are significantly different from that of
the Biax-NCF and consequently also from other balanced textiles. A strongly
anisotropic and asymmetric behavior is observed, since the transverse behavior
is determined by the stitching instead of a second fiber orientation. Therefore, a
description of the membrane behavior solely based on shear is not sufficient and
superimposed transverse tensile as well as perpendicular compressive strains
must be considered. In the forming tests, this results inmany areaswith different
membrane deformation modes as well as gapping and roving slippage. For
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Figure 4.43: Summary of all similarities and unique characteristics of the investigated UD- and
Biax-NCF that were determined in the experimental investigations in Chapter 4.
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the bending behavior, the stitching-dominated behavior in transverse direction
yields a very different bending stiffness, which deviates from the roving direction
by several orders of magnitude. This results in a strong twist deformation for
off-axis bending loads as demonstrated by the 45°-cantilever tests.

Requirements for macroscopic approach The profound understand-
ing and characterization of the macroscopic deformation mechanisms during
forming is essential for the development of suitable simulation approaches in
the following chapters. The focus is on UD-NCF, since there is a lack of suitable
simulation models and the specific behavior compared to Biax-NCF requires
specialized approaches. On the basis of the experimental results in Sections
4.2-4.6 and the above outlined discussion, the following main requirements for
a macroscopic simulation approach for NCF are proposed:

• Development of a membrane constitutive model suitable for large super-
imposed shear, transverse tensile and in-plane perpendicular compressive
behavior

– Capability to model large in-plane roving slippage

– Quantitative validation based on the forming test results

– Ensure transferability to other UD-NCFs and, in principle, to Biax-
NCFs

• Parameterization of a suitable bending constitutive model accounting for
strongly anisotropic behavior

• Layer-by-layer approach of the forming processes to take into account
inter-ply behavior and slipping

• Development of an efficient 3D element formulation that considers com-
paction during forming and fulfills the necessary numerical as well as
CoFRP specific requirements
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5 Hyperelastic modeling of
non-crimp fabrics

Outline

The following chapter presents the development of a new hyperelas-
tic modeling approach for the membrane behavior of unidirectional
non-crimp fabrics. First, existing modeling approaches in literature
are analyzed and compared to a strongly simplified approach based on
decoupled deformation modes in Section 5.1. The objective is to iden-
tify the minimum required level of complexity and necessary couplings
between deformation modes to describe the membrane behavior of UD-
NCF. Second, a new hyperelastic membrane modeling approach with a
moderate number of parameters for the strain energy density and cou-
pling is proposed in Section 5.2. All functions are based on generalized
formulations to simplify the parameterization process and facilitate the
transfer to new materials. The new modeling approach is parameter-
ized based on off-axis tension tests with bias angles of 30◦, 45◦ and
60◦. Third, a suitable bending approach is parameterized to describe
the strongly anisotropic behavior observed during cantilever tests with
different orientations in Section 5.3. Fourth, the proposed membrane
and bending approaches are validated with forming simulations of a
hemisphere, tetrahedron and square box shape in Section 5.4. The pro-
posed model achieves good results in quantitative comparisons of the
outer contour after forming as well as measured global and local strains.
Subsequently, the transferability of the new model is demonstrated by
an application to forming of Biax-NCF in Section 5.5.
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5 Hyperelastic modeling of non-crimp fabrics

5.1 Preliminary investigation of the state of
research6

In Chapter 4, requirements for a membrane modeling approach of UD-NCF
were derived based on the experimental investigations. In the current state of
research outlined in Section 2.3.3, both very simple shear-based approaches and
highly complex approaches based on superimposed strains exist to model this
behavior. Based on the results of Krogh et al. [139], it can be concluded that
a purely shear-focused approach does not suffice, because pure shear is not an
intrinsic deformation mode of UD-NCF and poor results are already achieved
for coupon tests. In contrast, the comprehensive approach of Schirmaier et
al. [137] is highly tailored to the specific architecture of the investigated UD-
NCF. It describes the behavior based on superimposed shear, transverse tension
and in-plane compaction perpendicular to the CF rovings, by parameterization
of different strain states and interpolating between them. In addition, multiple
couplings between the deformation modes are introduced. This results in a
complex approach with a large number of parameters that make modification
and transferability to other materials difficult.

A preliminary study is conducted to investigate which level of complexity is
necessary to describe a UD-NCF with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, a simple
approach is proposed with decoupled non-linear stiffnesses for each membrane
deformation mode of superimposed shear, transverse tension and in-plane com-
pression perpendicular to the CF rovings. The approach is parameterized with
the experimental results of Schirmaier et al. [137] to facilitate a direct compar-
ison to their simulation approach. The most relevant mechanisms are identified
and the final requirements for a new membrane model are derived.

6 Extracts from Section 5.1 have been previously published in [140], i.e. B. Schäfer, S. Haas, P.
Boisse, L. Kärger. Investigation of themembrane behavior of UD-NCF inmacroscopic forming
simulations. Key Engineering Materials, 926:1413–1422, 2022. | Reproduced paragraphs and
subsections are marked with 6.
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5.1 Preliminary investigation of the state of the art

5.1.1 Modeling approaches

Schirmaier et al.6 In this section the key mechanisms of the membrane
model relevant for this work are summarized. A comprehensive description can
be found in [86, 137]. The model consists of a non-orthogonal elastic-plastic
material behavior based on a custom linear strain measure (ε) superimposed by
an orthogonal compressive stress based on an introduced perpendicular strain
component ε⊥. The strain components are defined in an alternative configura-
tion described by decomposition of the deformation gradient according to

F = A ·B, (5.1)

where A is the alternative stretch tensor and B the individual rotation tensor,
cf. Figure 5.1. The material formulation uses the principle material strain
ε1 in fiber direction t∗1, the non-orthogonal transverse strain ε2 contributing
only under tensile loading in the stitching direction t∗2, the shear angle γ12 and
the perpendicular strain ε⊥ superimposed only for in-plane compression in t∗⊥
direction. This approach yields a co-rotational Cauchy stress σ consisting of a
stress σpm in the principal material directions and a stress σ⊥ perpendicular to
the fiber direction according to

σ = σpm(ε1, ε2, γ12) + σ⊥(ε⊥, γ12) with σ⊥ = 0 for ε⊥ > 0. (5.2)

current configurationinitial configuration

e1

e2

F

A

alternative configuration

e1

e2 e2

e1

t02

t01 t∗1

t∗2t0⊥
t∗⊥

t1

t2 t⊥

B

γ12

Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the principal material directions and intermediate configura-
tion proposed for UD-NCF by Schirmaier et al. [86, 137].

6 Reproduced subsection from [140], cf. footnote p. 136 for details.
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Elastic-plastic behavior is introduced by splitting the total tensile strain ε2 and
shear angle γ12 into elastic (·),e and hardening plastic parts (·),p. A yield sur-
face R2,Γ(ε2,p, γ12) and a yield curve R12,Γ(γ12,p) define the transition from
a purely elastic to an elastic-plastic deformation, thus coupling the transverse
deformation to the total shear angle γ12. The yield surfaceR2,Γ(ε2,p, γ12) con-
sists of a yield curve for low (•),s and high (•),e shear angles with continuous
interpolation between them. The perpendicular compressive stress σ⊥ is addi-
tively superimposed as a 2D non-linear elastic material law depending on ε⊥
and γ12. Similar to the transverse yield surface, the perpendicular compression
is parameterized for low (·),a and high (·),b shear angles with continuous inter-
polation between them. The final membrane model requires a total of over 40
material parameters (cf. Table A.4) and utilizes two different couplings between
deformation modes.

Decoupled approach6 A simple decoupled approach is utilized to inves-
tigate which mechanisms and couplings are necessary to model the membrane
behavior of UD-NCF. A hyperelastic St.Venant-Kirchhoff material formulation
is applied, thus intrinsically capturing rotations due to large shear, cf. Sec-
tion 2.3.1. The material behavior is assumed to be non-linear elastic without
any couplings

S = C : E
2D-Voigt
=

notation




C1 0 0

0 C2(E22) 0

0 0 Cγ(E12)







E11

E22

E12


 . (5.3)

The co-rotational Cauchy stress is calculated by

σpm = J−1USU , (5.4)

where U the right stretch tensor of the polar decomposition F = RU .

6 Reproduced subsection from [140], cf. footnote p. 136 for details.
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Additionally, a stressσ⊥ is superimposed based on the perpendicular strainE⊥
introduced in Equation 4.2. This results in the perpendicular stress

σ⊥ (E⊥) = R
T


R⊥

T


0 0

0 C⊥(E⊥)√
C11


R⊥


R (5.5)

with

R⊥ =
1√
C11

[
F11 −F21

F21 F11

]
. (5.6)

The non-linear stiffnesses (C2, Cγ , C⊥) are modeled as functions of their re-
spective strains (E22, E12, E⊥) according to

Ci(Ei) =
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i
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(5.7)

with kmi =
Ci

i−Cm
i

Ei
i−Em

i
and i ∈ [2, γ,⊥], cf. Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Modeling approach for the decoupled non-linear stiffness (adapted from [140]).
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The formulation was chosen based on its high adaptability with relatively few,
easy to physically interpret parameters and good results for woven fabrics [64].
It consists of an initial modulus C i

i, which decreases to a middle modulus Cm
i

over a strain range from Ei
i to Em

i and increases again after El
i. This approach

requires a total of seven material parameters for each stiffness. Additionally,
to ensure disjunction between the perpendicular compressive and transverse
tensile behavior in case of equal sign, the following auxiliary conditions are
introduced:

C⊥(E⊥) = 0 for E⊥ > 0 and C2(E22) = 0 for E22 < 0. (5.8)

In summary, the new membrane approach is based on similar superimposed
stresses as the model proposed by Schirmaier et al. [137], but common strain
measures (mostly quadratic instead of linear) are used, plasticity and cou-
plings of deformation mechanisms are neglected and a simple approach for the
non-linear stiffnesses is introduced. Nevertheless, for a more straightforward
comparison of the results, the linear strain measures are additionally calculated
and utilized during the evaluation.

5.1.2 Numerical studies

The presented decoupled membrane approach is implemented as a subroutine
for user-defined material behavior (VUMAT) in ABAQUS/Explicit and com-
pared to the existing approach of Schirmaier et al [86, 137] in two numerical
studies. First, their behavior on coupon level is discussed based on their param-
eterization with off-axis tension tests. Second, they are applied to hemisphere
forming tests to investigate the effects on part level.

5.1.2.1 Coupon tests

The UD-NCF material investigated by Schirmaier et al. [86,110,137] was very
similar to the UD-NCF of this work (cf. Section 4.1), except for a more loose
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5.1 Preliminary investigation of the state of the art

stitching combining a tricot and chain pattern. OATs with similar experimental
results to the tests described in Section 4.2 but lower forces due to the different
stitching pattern are used to parameterize the membrane model.

The OATs were conducted at two velocities of 20 and 100 mm/min, but no
rate-dependent behavior was observed. The macroscopic strains were only
measured during the tests with 20 mm/min with a similar method as described
in Section 4.2. Unfortunately, during the strain measurement of the 30°-OATs,
the CF rovings in the top right and bottom left edges of the specimens were
slipping out of the clamping area. This resulted in significantly lower forces
and presumably also smaller strains. The utilized simulation models with their
respective boundary conditions are shown in Figure 5.3. Two sets of boundary
conditions (BC) are used: BC 1 with all nodes in the clamping region fixed for
simulation of the 30°-OATs without slipping CF; BC 2 with three free nodes
in the clamping region to emulate the slipping of CF rovings during the 30°-
OATs with strain measurement [137]. The numerical results of Schirmaier et
al. [137] are compared to two parameterizations of the decoupled approach in
the following.6

45°-OAT 60°-OAT

strain evaluation area

30°-OAT

free nodes for BC2
prescribed nodes
reference point

u u u

30° 45° 60°

Figure 5.3: Simulation models with their respective boundary conditions to simulate slip in the
clamping area during the 30°-OAT (boundary condition BC 2) and highlighted areas
(green) for an averaging of the strain components (adapted from [140]).

6 Reproduced paragraph from [140], cf. footnote p. 136 for details.
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Schirmaier et al. The modeling approach is referred to as Sch17 in the
following. The material parameters for their modeling approach were inversely
identified based on a best-fit to the forces and strains of the three OATs simul-
taneously. The resulting forces are shown in Figure 5.4. An acceptable overall
approximation is achieved in particular for the 30°-OAT with both boundary
conditions as well as the 45°-OAT. The initial steep force increase in the 60°-
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Figure 5.4: Experimental and simulative force-displacement-curves for different fiber orientations
(a) 30°, (b) 45° and (c) 60° (exp. curves based on [86], figure adapted from [140]).

OAT is not described by the model and the forces for large displacements are
slightly underestimated for all tests. The global strain contours are shown in
Figure 5.5 b. The predicted shear γ12 deformation behavior in the main and
secondary deformation zones of each test is in good agreement with the experi-
ments. However, the transverse tensile strains ε22 are much more homogeneous
in the simulation model compared to the experimental observations, which
is a general limitation of the macroscopic approach that cannot describe the
complex mesoscopic deformation of the stitching. Additionally, the perpendic-
ular compression ε⊥ in the main deformation zone (MDZ) of the 45°-OAT is
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underestimated by the simulation and completely missing in the center of the
60°-OAT. The observations for the global strains are also reflected in the quan-
titative comparison of the averaged strain in the MDZ in Figure 5.6. Especially
γ12 and ε⊥ are underestimated by the simulation in the 45°- and 60°-OAT, while
the strains in the 30°-OAT are predicted well.

a) experiment
30° 45° 60°

b) sim. - Sch17 [137]
30° 45° 60°

c) sim. - V1
30° 45° 60°

d) sim. - V2
30° 45° 60°
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Figure 5.5: Strain distributions of OATs with different orientations from (a) the experimental
measurements (based on [137]), (b) the macroscopic model proposed by Schirmaier et
al. [137] and (c-d) different parameterizations of the new membrane model (adapted
from [140]).

Decoupled approach Achieving an overall fit to all OATs with the de-
coupled membrane model is difficult, because of the different multiaxial strain
conditions induced by the three bias angles. Therefore, only the results for two
sets of parameters (V1 and V2) are discussed in the following to highlight some
of the key findings relevant to this work. Both parameter sets utilize a perpen-
dicular compressive locking to prevent a collapse of highly sheared elements,
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but differ in their shear and transverse tensile stiffness. Additional information
on the parameterization is detailed in [140] but not repeated here, as it will be
described in more detail for the final membrane approach in Section 5.2.6.
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Figure 5.6: Experimental and simulative strains in the specimen’s center for different fiber orien-
tations (a) 30° with slipping CF rovings in the clamping region - BC2, (b) 45° and (c)
60° (exp. curves based on [86], figure adapted from [140]).
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Parameter set V1was determinedwith the objective to achieve a good agreement
for the force-displacement relation of the 30°-OATwithout slipping rovings (BC
1) as well as the 45°- and 60°-OAT, cf. Figure 5.4). The initial steep force
increase during the 45°- and 60°-OAT was slightly underestimated compared
to Sch17, but the steeper force increase during the 45°-OAT at a displacement
u > 40 mm was better predicted by the decoupled model. However, the
predicted force for the 30°-OAT was much higher compared to the experiments
in the middle of the test. A local maximum is observed for a displacement
between 23 − 32 mm, which is caused by a steep decrease in the C2-stiffness.
This decrease is necessary because a high initial stiffness C i

2 is required in the
45°- and 60°-OATs, but a significantly lower middle modulus Cm

2 is required
to not severely overestimate the forces in the 30°-OAT.6

The pure consideration of the force-displacement relation during parameteriza-
tion leads to some problems with highly localized deformations when analyzing
the strain distributions in Figure 5.5 c. Strongly localized tensile strains ε2 oc-
cur at the edge of the MDZ during the 60°-OAT and a general non-physical
deformation of the central area is observed in the 30°-OAT with BC2. The
strain distributions of γ12 and ε⊥ for the 45°-OAT tests seem comparable to the
results from Sch17 and the experimental results. The averaged strains in the
MDZ (cf. Figure 5.6) are underestimated in the 30°- and 60°- OAT compared
to the results from Sch17, but closer to the experimental results for larger dis-
placements during the 45°-OAT. A better overall agreement with the results of
the 45°-OAT is achieved, because the deformation behavior is shear-dominated
and only smaller tensile strains occur compared to the 30°- and 60°-OAT.6

Parameter set V2 was adapted from parameter set V1 with the objective of
alleviating the localized deformation during the 60°-OAT and 30°-BC2-OAT.
The strain range over which the tensile stiffness C2 decreases was shortened
(lower Em

2 ) and the middle modulus Cm
2 increased, while the shear stiffness

6 Reproduced paragraph from [140], cf. footnote p. 136 for details.
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Cγ was only slightly reduced. The perpendicular compressive stiffness was not
adjusted compared to parameter set V1.6

The adaptations resulted in a similar overall fit to the forces in the 45°-OAT as for
set V1 and only a small underestimation of the forces for higher displacements
(> 45mm) in the 60°-OAT, cf. Figure 5.4. The predicted forces in the 30°-OAT
are close to the experimental results for BC2, but significantly overestimated
compared to the experimental results for clamped CF rovings with BC1. The
localized high tensile deformations ε2 in the 30°- and 60°-OAT are prevented,
cf. Figure 5.5. Overall, the strains during the 30°- and 45°-OAT are similar to
the experimental as well as simulative results of Sch17. However, the strains
in the 60°-OAT show some irregular patterns. They are significantly different
from the simulative results of Sch17, but closer to the experimental results in
some regions. The shear angle γ12 is more localized in a delimited area in the
specimen’s center and positive tensile ε2 as well as perpendicular ε⊥ strains are
located around the MDZ. This is similar to the experimental distribution in the
lateral areas, but overestimated in the areas near the clamping. The averaged
strains in the MDZ show an acceptable agreement with the results of Sch17, cf.
Figure 5.6.6

In the next Section, both parameterizations of the decoupled approach as well
as the model of Schirmaier et al [137] are applied to a hemisphere forming test
to investigate the behavior on part level before a conclusive comparison.

5.1.2.2 Forming tests

Forming simulations of single UD-NCF ply with an initial fiber orientation
of 0° are performed in ABAQUS/Explicit. The tools are modeled as discrete
rigid surfaces based on the dimensions shown in Figure 4.33. The tool-ply
contact is modeled via the built-in general contact algorithm, using a constant
friction coefficient of µtool-ply = 0.3. Bending behavior is described with the

6 Reproduced paragraph from [140], cf. footnote p. 136 for details.
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approach proposed by Schirmaier et al. [137]. It is modeled linear elastic within
a non-orthogonal material frame to account for fiber rotation and the strongly
anisotropic bending stiffness of UD-NCF. It is implemented in a VUGENS
subroutine for a user-defined integration scheme over the thickness of S3 shell
elements, which are superposed to the membrane elements via shared nodes for
a membrane-bending decoupling. The results of the forming simulations are
shown in Figure 5.7. Despite the different architecture of the UD-NCF, similar
qualitative behavior to the results presented in Section 4.6 are expected because
of similar experimental tests presented by Schirmaier et al. [110].

a) sim. - Sch17 [137] b) sim. - V1 c) sim. - V2
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Figure 5.7: Strain distributions of OATs with different orientations from (a) the experimental
measurements (based on [137]), (b) the macroscopic model proposed by Schirmaier et
al. [137] and (c-d) different parameterizations of the new membrane model.

The outer contour of all modeling approaches is similar and indicates the general
suitability to describe the strongly asymmetrical behavior ofUD-NCF.However,
the shear angle distribution of the decoupled approach is notably different from
the results of Schirmaier et al [137] with strongly localized shear bands for both
parameter sets. These shear bands occur only sporadically in the Sch17-model
and result from a fundamental limitation of macroscopic approaches: The
macroscopic approach cannot distinguish between shear deformation parallel
to the CF rovings (21-shear) or transverse to the CF-rovings (12-shear), which
will be further discussed in Section 5.4.2. However, the prevalence of these
strain localizations indicates the instability of the decoupled approach during
forming. This is similar to the observations made in the coupon tests. The
instabilities are more noticeable for parameter set V1 and can also be seen in
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the excessive tensile strains ε2 in the hemisphere center. The tensile strains for
parameter set V2 are also very large but more homogeneous. These instabilities
presumably result from the chosen stiffness-based approach, cf. Figure 5.2.
The stiffnesses are reduced over a small strain range fromC i

i toCm
i , resulting in

not monotonically increasing stress curves with local minima of the individual
components. This is exemplified for both parameter sets and compared to Sch17
in Figure A.10. The local minima lead to instabilities and provoke localizations
of excessive strains.

Spurious tensile strains also occur in the model of Sch17, indicated by sig-
nificantly larger ε2 in individual elements compared to their surrounding area,
cf. Figure 5.7 a. This also indicates some instability for planar blankholders,
which were never applied in studies by Schirmaier et al. [137]. An investigation
of the origin of these slight instabilities is difficult due to the large number of
parameters and complex constitutive equations.

5.1.3 Summary and requirements for the development
of a new approach

Summary The modeling of the membrane behavior of UD-NCF during
OATs requires the consideration of different ratios of superimposed strains. The
comprehensive approach by Schirmaier et al. [86,137] utilizes complex elastic-
plastic constitutive equations to describe this behavior. A good agreement
with the general deformation behavior is observed during coupon and forming
tests. However, the shear angle and perpendicular compression in the MDZ of
the 45°- and 60°-OATs are still severely underestimated. Additionally, some
spurious deformations are observed during hemisphere forming testswith planar
blankholders.

The results of the decoupled model suggest that a less complex modeling ap-
proach is possible to describe the behavior. Similar results were partially
achieved on coupon level despite significant simplifications. Additionally, the
strongly asymmetrical behavior during hemisphere forming was also predicted
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in principle. A disadvantage due to the purely elastic approach compared to
the elastic-plastic approach of the Sch17-model cannot be determined, which is
similar to the results found by Ghafour et al. [292]. However, several fundamen-
tal shortcomings of a decoupled model are evident from the investigations of the
OATs and forming simulations. First, the stiffness-based approach is susceptible
to numerical instabilities resulting in localized deformations or excessive tensile
strains ε2. This was observed during parameterization in particular for param-
eter sets with a high ratio of shear to transverse tensile stiffness (Cγ/C2 > 1).
During forming, these instabilities manifest in a large number of local shear
bands. Second, an uncoupled transverse tensile behavior is not sufficient to
achieve a satisfactory overall fit for different OATs. The modeling of high ten-
sile strains due to roving slippage in the 30°-OAT requires a smaller C2 with a
steep decrease compared to the 45°- and 60°-OAT. As a result, C2 is too small
and excessive tensile strains occur during forming.

Requirements for the development of a new approach On the basis
of the preliminary investigation of the state of research, the following require-
ments for the development of a new membrane approach for UD-NCF are
proposed:

• Membrane modeling needs to account for large superimposed shear,
transverse tensile and in-plane perpendicular compressive strains

• Coupling of the transverse tensile behavior with the perpendicular roving
compaction to model large tensile strains due to roving slippage

• Complexity of the individual constitutive equations similar to the pro-
posed approach in Equation 5.7 of the preliminary investigation

• Strictly monotonically increasing constitutive equations for the stresses
to reduce numerical instabilities

• Decoupled description of shear and in-plane perpendicular compression

• Perpendicular compressive locking to prevent a collapse of highly sheared
elements
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5.2 Intra-ply modeling - Membrane behavior5

Modeling themembrane behavior ofUD-NCF is challenging as evident from the
specific characteristics derived in Section 4.7 and the preliminary investigation
in Section 5.1. In this work, a new hyperelastic macroscopic forming model
for UD-NCF is proposed. A strain energy density is introduced instead of
non-linear stiffnesses. The strain energy density is additively decomposed into
individual contributions that are associated with different deformation modes,
which is often assumed for engineering textiles [64, 106, 239, 244, 246, 247].
For UD-NCF these are tension in fiber direction, transverse tension, shear
deformation and in-plane compression perpendicular to the rovings. A coupling
between transverse tension and perpendicular compression is proposed tomodel
large roving slippage if the rovings are under compression. A new generalized
approach with relatively few material parameters for the strain energy density
and possible couplings between the deformation modes is used. The objective
is to minimize the complexity of the model and thus facilitate its application
to other materials. The model is parameterized using the forces and strains
measured in different multiaxial deformation states obtained in OATs.

5.2.1 Fundamentals of hyperelasticity adopted for
UD-NCF5

Hyperelastic approaches are defined by a total strain energy density function
Wtot as a potential for the resulting stress [244]

S = 2
∂Wtot(C)

∂C
, (5.9)

5 Extracts from Section 5.2 have been previously published in [180], i.e. B. Schäfer, D. Dörr, R.
Zheng, N. Naouar, L. Kärger. A hyperelastic approach for modeling the membrane behavior in
finite element forming simulation of unidirectional non-crimp fabrics (UD-NCF). [submitted
for review]. | Sections 5.2.1-5.2.4 reproduce Sections 3.1-3.4 of [180]; Section 5.2.6 reproduces
excerpts from Sections 3.5 & 4 of [180]; Section 5.2.7 reproduces excerpts from Section 6
of [180].
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where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor andC is the right Cauchy-
Green deformation tensor. To account for anisotropic behavior, Wtot can
alternatively be expressed by a set of directional pseudo-invariants Ii of the
strain by

S = 2

N∑

i

∂Wtot

∂Ii

∂Ii
∂C

. (5.10)

Thereby, physically interpretable pseudo-invariants are commonly chosen based
on the principal orientations a0 and b0, cf. Figure 5.8 a, to relate them to
the observed deformation modes of the material. The directional pseudo-
invariants [245] are introduced:

I4 = a0 ·C · a0 with I04 = 1, (5.11)
I6 = a0 ·C · b0 with I06 = 0, (5.12)
I8 = b0 ·C · b0 with I08 = 1, (5.13)

I10 = arccos (a0 · b0)− arccos

(
I6√
I4I8

)
with I010 = 0, (5.14)

I11 =
√
I8 sin

(
arccos

(
I6√
I4I8

))
with I011 = 1, (5.15)

where I4 and I8 are the quadratic stretches along a0 and b0 respectively, I6
is the shear strain, I10 is the shear angle γ12 and I11 is the stretch in the
derived direction b⊥ which is the component of b that remains perpendicular
to the carbon fiber direction a. For UD-NCF these are related to tension in
fiber direction (I4), transverse tension (I8), shear deformation (I6) and in-
plane compression perpendicular to the fiber rovings (I11). The values of the
invariants in the undeformed configuration are denoted as I0i . The shear strain
(I6) is chosen instead of the shear angle (I10), to ensure independence of the
shear deformation from the stitching strains, cf. Equation 5.14.
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Figure 5.8: a) Schematic illustration of the orientation of pseudo-invariants in the initial and cur-
rent configuration; b) Generalized hyperelastic energy and its derivative; c) Coupling
functions with schematic illustrations of its parameters influence; d) Schematic repre-
sentation of different deformation modes (adapted from [102]) and the corresponding
resulting pseudo-invariants. [180]

Combining Equation 2.9 with the invariants (Equation 5.11-5.15) and their
partial derivatives (Appendix A.2.3) yields the expression

S = 2

(
∂Wtot

∂I4

∂I4
∂C

+
∂Wtot

∂I6

∂I6
∂C

+
∂Wtot

∂I84

∂I8
∂C

+
∂Wtot

∂I11

∂I11
∂C

)
(5.16)

= 2

(
∂Wtot

∂I4

∂I4
∂C

+
∂Wtot

∂I6

∂I6
∂C

+
∂Wtot

∂I8

∂I8
∂C

)
(5.17)

+ 2

(
∂Wtot

∂I11

(
∂I11
∂I4

∂I4
∂C

+
∂I11
∂I6

∂I6
∂C

+
∂I11
∂I8

∂I8
∂C

))
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= 2

(
∂Wtot

∂I4
a0 ⊗ a0 +

∂Wtot

∂I8
b0 ⊗ b0

)
(5.18)

+
∂Wtot

∂I6
(a0 ⊗ b0 + b0 ⊗ a0)

+
2√

I4I8 − I26

∂Wtot

∂I11

(
I26

2I
3/2
4

a0 ⊗ a0 +
−I6√
I4
a0 ⊗ b0 +

√
I4
2
b0 ⊗ b0

)
.

The next step is the definition of the total strain energy density functionWtot

based on the observed deformation behavior of the UD-NCF.

5.2.2 General assumptions5

UD-NCFs deformunder large shear strains superimposedwith transverse tensile
deformation and in-plane compression perpendicular to the carbon fiber rovings.
This behavior was experimentally observed during the characterization of the
membrane behavior described in Section 4.2 as well as similar studies [109,
137,138] and during the forming tests described in Section 4.6 as well as similar
studies [128,137,230]. Therefore, UD-NCF undergoes not only pure or simple
shear, but alsomixed deformationmodeswith different amplitudes ofmultiaxial
strains, cf. Figure 5.8 d.

The deformation of individual components is assumed to be directly related to
the proposed invariants:

• Roving slippage parallel to the fiber direction results in shear I6 as well
as increased transverse tensile deformation I8, as demonstrated during
simple shear or the mixed-modes 2 & 3 in Figure 5.8 d.

• Transverse tensile deformation I8 > I08 = 1 additionally indicates ten-
sion in the stitching pattern (initially aligned with b0), assuming limited
slippage between stitching and rovings.

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 150 for details.
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• It is assumed that the stitching only bears tensile stresses I8 > I08 , while
in-plane compaction takes place via the rovings and is perpendicularly
oriented to them I11 < I011.

• The perpendicular invariant I11 quantifies the distance between fiber
rovings, indicating their compression I11 < I011 as well as their widening
or gap formation I11 > I011.

In the preliminary study in Section 5.1 it was demonstrated that a decoupled
consideration of the deformation modes is not sufficient to model the membrane
behavior during OATs (to be discussed further in Section 5.2.6). As concluded
in Section 4.2, significant roving slippage (high I6 and I8) occurs in areas of
high roving compression (mixed-mode 2, cf. Fig. 5.8 d), compared to cases
where tensioning of the stitching limits the shear deformation (mixed-mode 3,
cf. Fig. 5.8 d). A coupling between the transverse tensile (I8) and perpendicular
compressive behavior (I11) is introduced to model this interaction.

Based on the above assumption, it is proposed that the total strain energy
densityWtot can be decomposed additively into tension of the rovingsW4(I4),
shear deformationW6(I6), transverse in-plane tension coupled to perpendicular
compression W8(I8, I11) and in-plane compaction perpendicular to the fiber
rovingsW11(I11) according to:

Wtot(I4, I6, I8, I11) =W4(I4) +W6(I6) +W8(I8, I11) +W11(I11) (5.19)

The constitutive equations for the individual energy contributions and cou-
pling are formulated in a parameterized way in the following, to simplify the
parameterization process.
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5.2.3 Generalized strain energy density function5

Piecewise functions [64, 140] or polynomial functions [244, 247, 295] are usu-
ally chosen to define the strain energy density and subsequently stress-strain
relation. Polynomial functions are highly adaptable and commonly fitted to
analytical models that directly derive the stress-strain relation from experimen-
tal tests. Piecewise functions prescribe a characteristic curve, whereby the
parameters have a localized impact on the trend and are thus often easier to
interpret physically. Since the typical deformation modes of UD-NCF consist
of superimposed strains, cf. Section 5.2.2, the respective contributions to the
total energy cannot necessarily be identified individually during the charac-
terization. Therefore, previous studies [137, 140] have shown that an inverse
parameterization process is required to simultaneously consider the force- and
strain-displacement results of different characterization tests.

Based on the above assumptions, a generalized, piecewise function for the
derivative of the strain energy density is proposed as basis for the individual
contributions in Equation 5.19

∂WG
i (Ii)

∂Ii
=





C ini
i Iai , [0 ≤ Iai < Iti ]

Sini
i +

(
Cmid

i (Iai − Iti ) + ∆Smid
i

)

·
(
1− e−cti(I

a
i −It

i )
) , [Iti ≤ Iai < I locki ]

Sini
i +

(
Cmid

i (Iai − Iti ) + ∆Smid
i

)

·
(
1− e−cti(I

a
i −It

i )
)

+ C lock
i (Iai − I locki )2

, [I locki ≤ Iai ]

(5.20)

with Iai = |Ii− I0i |, Iti =
Sini
i

Cini
i

and cti =
Cini

i

∆Smid
i

. The corresponding generalized
strain energy density WG

i (Ii) is listed in Appendix A.2.4 and the generalized
curves are shown in Figure 5.8 b. The formulation was chosen based on its
high adaptability with six, easy to physically interpret parameters. It consists of

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 150 for details.
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an initial stress limit Sini
i and initial modulus C ini

i . The modulus increases or
decreases to a middle modulus Cmid

i over a stress range ∆Smid
i and increases

again with C lock
i after I locki . The transition invariant Iti and exponent cti are

determined to achieve an overall C1-smooth function.

This generalized approach can represent the typical three-stage response
(Cmid

i < C ini
i ) during shear or elongation [64, 244, 295] as well as the ex-

ponential character (Cmid
i > C ini

i ) typically obtained during compaction of
fabrics [137, 167], cf. Figure 5.8 b. The approach is based on the absolute
invariant Iai due to the exponential function, and the sign for tension and shear
must be considered separately by

W4(I4) = sgn
(
I4 − I04

)
·WG

4 (I4) (5.21)

and
W6(I6) = sgn

(
I6 − I06

)
·WG

6 (I6). (5.22)

The strain energy contribution due to the perpendicular invariant I11 only
accounts for in-plane perpendicular compression

W11(I11) =

{
−WG

11(I11) , [I11 < I011]

0 , [I011 ≤ I11].
(5.23)

The transverse strain energy density contributionW8(I8, I11) is detailed sepa-
rately in the following section due to the coupling to the perpendicular invariant
I11.
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5.2.4 Transverse tension - in-plane compression
coupling5

In-plane compression in the perpendicular direction (I11 < I011) facilitates large
roving slippage (large I8), as concluded in Section 4.2. A coupling function is
introduced to model this behavior:

k11(I11) =

{(
1− kmin

11

)
e−s11(I

a
11)

e11
+ kmin

11 , [I11 ≤ I011]

1 , [I011 ≤ I11].
(5.24)

and the impact of its parameters on the characteristic trend is shown in Figure
5.8 c. The threshold slippage–compression-parameter kmin

11 is only allowed
to attain values between 1 and 0, representing a maximum reduction of the
strain energy density W8 for large in-plane compression. The coefficient s11
characterizes the intensity of the coupling and the exponent e11 controls the
onset of the coupling. The transverse strain energy density contribution is given
by

W8(I8, I11) =

{
0 , [I8 < I08 ]

k11(I11) ·WG
8 (I8) , [I08 ≤ I8].

(5.25)

Amultiplicative coupling was chosen to take advantage of the generalized strain
energy density function (Equation 5.20) and simplify the transferability to new
materials or couplings in the future.

5.2.5 Total membrane behavior

The total membrane behavior is obtained by combining the general formulation
of S in Equation 5.18 with the partial derivatives of the pseudo invariants in
Appendix A.2.3, the assumed decomposition of the total strain energy density

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 150 for details.
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in Equation 5.19 and the generalized energy function from Equation 5.20 as
well as the coupling function from Equation 5.24

S = 2

(
∂WG

4 (I4)

∂I4

∂I4
∂C

+
∂WG

6 (I6)

∂I6

∂I6
∂C

+ k11(I11)
∂WG

8 (I8)

∂I8

∂I8
∂C

)

+ 2

(
∂WG

11(I11)

∂I11
+
∂k11(I11)

∂I11
·WG

8 (I8)

)

·
(
∂I11
∂I4

∂I4
∂C

+
∂I11
∂I6

∂I6
∂C

+
∂I11
∂I8

∂I8
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)
. (5.26)

= 2
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4 (I4)
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8 (I8)
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+
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∂I6
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+
2√

I4I8 − I26
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+
∂k11(I11)
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8 (I8)

)

·

(
I26

2I
3/2
4

a0 ⊗ a0 +
−I6√
I4
a0 ⊗ b0 +

√
I4
2
b0 ⊗ b0

)
. (5.27)

Amajor advantage of this formulation is thatWG
i (Ii) and ki(Ii) can be changed

modularly if more complex constitutive equations for the deformation modes or
couplings are required for other materials.

5.2.6 Parameterisation of the membrane model with
off-axis tension tests5

The proposed hyperelasticmodel is implemented bymeans of a user-definedma-
terial behavior (VUMAT) and applied to M3D3 membrane elements with their
edges aligned in fiber direction to avoid numerical intra-ply locking [287,288].
The tensile modulus C ini

4 is assumed to be a sufficiently high constant value
because no significant tensile strains were measured experimentally, as an alter-
native to a numerically complex inextensibility condition. The identification of

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 150 for details.
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the remaining material parameters is performed manually, by gradually intro-
ducing the parameters impacting the initial (C ini

i , Sini
i ), middle (∆Smid

i , Cmid
i )

and locking sections (I locki , C lock
i ) of the generalized approach as well as the

coupling function (kmin
11 , s11, e11), cf. Figure 5.8 b and c. The results of the

off-axis-tension tests (OATs) with three different bias angles (30◦, 45◦ and 60◦)
described in Section 4.2 are used to parameterize the membrane behavior. The
utilized simulation models are shown in Figure 5.9.

30°

30°-OAT
u

45°

45°-OAT

60°

60°-OAT

sim. average strain evaluation area

A A A

B1

B1 B1

C CC

B2 B2
B2
B3

u u

Figure 5.9: Simulation models for the parameterization with off-axis-tension tests (OATs) and
highlighted areas (green) for an averaging of the strain components (adapted from
[180]).

Observations during the parameterization process Parameter stud-
ies were performed, aiming at the best overall agreement of forces and local
strains in the MDZ (cf. Figure 5.12) as well as global strains (cf. Figure 5.11)
for the three OATs simultaneously. Therefore, equivalent strain measures
to the pseudo-invariants were calculated by E22 = I8 − I08 , γ = I10 and
E⊥ = I11 − I011. Each energy contribution influences the resulting forces
and strains with varying intensity during different displacement ranges of the
different OATs. In general, W11 mainly influences the overall relative necking
of the specimens and the compressive strain distribution, while only slightly
impacting the forces. Transverse tension W8 and shear W6 on the other hand
have a decisive influence on the force-displacement relation for all OATs, while
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5 Hyperelastic modeling of non-crimp fabrics

establishing the order of magnitude for the strains depending on their relative
ratio. The behavior during the 45°-OAT is mostly dominated by shear defor-
mation, compared to the 30°- and 60°-OAT in which proportionally a higher
amount of transverse tensile deformation occurs. Therefore, initial parameters
for W6 are determined based on the 45°-OAT and then W8 is used to adapt
the membrane model to the other orientations in the 30°- and 60°-OAT. The
locking parts ofW6 andW8 are not utilized in this work, since their introduction
always led to a clear overestimation of the forces. However, the perpendicular
compressive locking of W11 is crucial to prevent a collapse of highly sheared
elements and therefore acts as an alternative to the shear locking mechanism for
unidirectional fabrics.
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Figure 5.10: Contributions to the strain energy density [180].

The contributions to the total strain energy density due to shear W6, perpen-
dicular in-plane compression W11 and transverse tension W8 are shown in
Figure 5.10. The identified material parameters are listed in Appendix A.2.5
in Table A.5. An additional parameter study based on the final parameteriza-
tion was conducted to demonstrate the observations described above, which is
described in Appendix A.2.6.
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5.2 Intra-ply modeling - Membrane behavior

Final parameterized membrane behavior in the OATs The general
deformation behavior corresponds well between the simulations and experi-
ments as evident from Figure 5.11. The resulting forces and averaged shear
angles over the MDZ are also in good agreement with the experimental results,
cf. Figure 5.12. During the 30°-OAT (cf. Figure 5.12 a), the slope of the forces
is too high at a displacement of 25mm and flattens out again from 30mm

because at this point the coupling strongly reducesW8. The transverse tensile
strains E22 in the MDZ of the 30°-OAT are overestimated for large displace-
ments because the specimen’s main deformation concentrates in this zone and
is homogeneously distributed during simulation. In the experiments, the large
transverse tensile strains are more inhomogeneous and limited to slippage at
the transition between zones A and B2, cf. Figure 5.11 a. Additionally, notable
shear and compressive strains also occur outside the MDZ due to the lateral
contraction of the stitching during the experiments. Both of these effects can-
not be modeled with a local macroscopic approach that assumes homogeneous
material properties over the whole specimen. To demonstrate these observa-
tions, the strains in the experiments and simulation were averaged over areas of
different sizes and compared in Appendix A.2.7.

The perpendicular compressive strains are slightly underestimated in the MDZ
for all OATs. However, a further reduction ofW11 resulted in an overestimated
necking of the outer contours, so a compromise of both objectives was chosen.
Nevertheless, the simulation approach was able to model the perpendicular
compression in the MDZ of the 60°-OAT, which has not been achieved by
previous modeling approaches [137, 140]. In the experiments of the 45°- and
60°-OAT, positive E22- and E⊥-strains occur along the outer edges of the
specimens, cf. Figure 5.11. The stitching has slipped inward along the rovings
in these areas during the tests, resulting in a reduced transverse stiffness and
small gapping. This effect cannot be reproduced by the macroscopic approach.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the experimentally measured (left) and predicted (right) contour plots
of the a) 30°-, b) 45°- and c) 60°-OAT at a displacement of 80mm [180].
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5.2.7 Summary and conclusion5

Unidirectional non-crimp fabrics deform not only under pure or simple shear,
but under mixed deformation modes. These consist of different ratios of large
shear superimposed with transverse tensile deformation due to roving slippage
and stitching extension as well as in-plane compression perpendicular to the
carbon fibers. To describe this complex membrane behavior, a new hyperelas-
tic approach is presented and implemented in the FE solver ABAQUS/Explicit.
Suitable directional pseudo-invariants are introduced and related to the different
deformation modes. Generalized formulations based on piecewise functions
with physically interpretable parameters for the strain energy density contri-
butions and coupling function are proposed to simplify the parameterization
process and transferability to other materials. The transverse tensile energy
is coupled to the perpendicular compression, to consider large roving slippage
under stitching and roving compression.

The proposed hyperelastic approach is successfully parameterized based on the
forces and different ratios of superimposed strains during off-axis tension tests
with bias angles of 30°, 45° and 60°. Good overall agreement is achieved and the
location as well as orientation of the different deformation zones observed in the
experiments are well captured. The deformation behavior is better predicted
within the main deformation zone compared to the secondary deformation
zones. This is mainly due to the complex behavior of the stitching during the
experiments, as it can slip relative to the rovings and distribute loads over large
areas due to lateral contraction. This behavior cannot be modeled with the
proposed approach due to the limitations of a local macroscopic approach. It
was found that a perpendicular compressive locking is essential to prevent a
collapse of highly sheared elements, while a traditional shear locking and a
transverse tensile locking are not necessary. The perpendicular locking acts as
an alternative shear locking mechanism for unidirectional fabrics.

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 150 for details.
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5.3 Intra-ply modeling - Bending behavior

The bending behavior of UD-NCF needs to be considered in a decoupled
fashion during forming due to the fabric’s low transverse shear stiffness [137].
An existing approach for the bending behavior is used that was previously
developed for thermoplastic tapes [28] and already successfully applied for UD-
NCF [137] as well as woven fabrics [64]. Bending is modeled with a hypoelastic
approach, that accounts for large shear deformation. It considers an orthotropic
elastic bending stiffness in the resulting non-orthogonal material frame. The
cantilever tests presented in Section 4.3 are used for the parameterization of the
approach.

5.3.1 Hypoelastic constitutive equations for the
bending behavior

The elastic part of the hypo-viscoelastic approach developed by Dörr et al.
[17, 28] for thermoplastic UD-tapes is adopted for UD-NCF in this work. The
approach is implemented in a VUGENS subroutine for a user-defined shell-
section integration scheme over the initial thickness t0 in ABAQUS/Explicit.
This user interface provides the incremental membrane strain ∆ε0, the incre-
mental curvature∆κ and the membrane deformation gradientF 0 as input. The
fundamentals of hypoelastic material modeling within the fiber-parallel frame
were already outlined in Section 2.3.1. The fiber-parallel frame {g∗i} is calcu-
lated based on the membrane deformation gradient according to Equation 2.5.
This enables the calculation of the respective covariant strain increment over
the thickness direction ζ by

[∆ε(ζ)]{g∗i⊗g∗j} = [∆ε0]{g∗i⊗g∗j} + ζF 0
33[∆κ]{g∗i⊗g∗j}. (5.28)
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The incremental stress from Equation 2.6 is integrated over the thickness to
determine the incremental contravariant section moments by

[Mn+1]{g∗
i ⊗g∗

j } = [Mn]{g∗
i ⊗g∗

j } +
∫

t0

[∆σ(ζ)]{g∗i⊗g∗j}(F
0
33)

2ζdζ.

(5.29)
Membrane strains are omitted and section forces are neglected (N = 0) to
suppress the membrane part within the shell element for a complete membrane-
bending decoupling. A closed form solution for the integrand in Equation 5.29
in the linear-elastic case is thus given by

[∆Mn+1]{g∗
i ⊗g∗

j } = [Cbend]{g∗
i ⊗g∗

j⊗g∗
k⊗g∗

l } : [∆κ]{g∗k⊗g∗l}
(t0F

0
33)

3

12
.

(5.30)
The bending moments are finally transformed to the Green-Naghdi’s frame
based on Equation 2.5.

5.3.2 Parameterisation of the bending model with
cantilever tests

The results of the cantilever tests described in Section 4.3 are used to param-
eterize the bending model. The configurations with the front and back of the
fabric facing up are parameterized separately. Since this work focuses on the
membrane behavior and no significant out-of-plane deformation was observed
in the forming tests presented in Section 4.6 due to the planar blankholders,
only a constant bending stiffness Cbend is used. Therefore, only the bending
stiffnesses in the principal material directions (Cbend

11 and Cbend
22 ) and the shear

component (Cbend
12 ) are required for 2D shell elements. Similar to previous

studies [28, 65, 137], the material stiffness of the bending model is inversely
identified by modeling of relevant tests in combination with a gradient based
Nelder-Mead algorithm [351]. The overhang length lbend of the individual con-
figurations is chosen as the optimization goal, cf. Figure 4.13. After analysis
of the resulting stiffnesses in the 0°- and 90°-directions, it turns out that these
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can alternatively be determined directly from the Peirce bending stiffness GP
w

from Equation 4.5 by

Cbend
i = 0.944 ·GP

w

w0

I
= 0.944 ·GP

w

12

t30
with i ∈ [11, 22], (5.31)

with the moment of inertia I based on the initial thickness t0 and an additional
correction factor of 0.944. The correction factor was consistent for both direc-
tions and fabric sides. It presumably results from the logarithmic strain measure
in ABAQUS/Explicit in combination with large deformations. The resulting
deflections curves are shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Simulated deflections curves during the cantilever tests of UD-NCF with the front and
back of the fabric facing up.

It should be noted that the average overhang length of the optically measured
deflection curve during the experiments in Figure 5.13 is smaller due to the
averaging over the lowest common lbend of all individual tests. The predicted
deflection curves deviate slightly from the experimental results. The constant
bending stiffness neglects the decrease for large curvatures measured during the
optical evaluation in Section 4.3.2.
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In the 45°-cantilever test, a significant twist of the specimens was observed due
to the strong anisotropy of UD-NCF, cf. Figure 5.14 a. To model this behavior,
the bending shear componentCbend

12 is inversely determined to achieve a similar
first contact with the inclined surface. The shear component is often neglected
in literature or just assumed as a sufficiently small value [65, 86]. The result
for the configuration with the front facing up is shown in Figure 5.14 b. The
deformation during the simulation is qualitatively in good agreement with the
observed deformation during the experiment. The final material parameters for
the respective configurations with the front or back of the fabric facing up are
given in Appendix A.2.8 in Table A.6.

[65]

u3 / mm
0 −50a) experiment b) simulation −25

Figure 5.14: Simulation of twist deformation during the 45°-cantilever tests with the stitching side
facing up.

5.3.3 Summary and conclusion

A hypoelastic bending model was parameterized to describe the strongly
anisotropic deformation of UD-NCF. The bending stiffnesses in the princi-
pal material directions can be directly derived from the Peirce cantilever tests.
Inverse parameter identification is only necessary for the shear component
to describe the twist deformation during 45°-cantilever tests. However, the
impact of the shear parameterization on the forming behavior has never been
investigated and requires further analysis to assess its relevance. The results
for the three investigated fiber orientations during cantilever tests are in good
agreement with the experimental observations.
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5.4 Validation of the forming simulation5

The proposed hyperelasticmembrane approach (cf. Section 5.2) and hypoelastic
bending approach (cf. Section 5.3) are applied to forming simulations of
different punch shapes in this section. The results are compared to experimental
forming tests described in Section 4.6, whose setup was previously used by
researchers at at INSA Lyon for the validation of simulation approaches for
woven fabrics [211, 216, 217, 223] or biaxial NCF [136]. The hemisphere,
tetrahedron and square box punch shapes are applied to evaluate the validity of
the approach for different geometrically challenging features.

5.4.1 Setup of forming simulations

The details of the experimental setup and procedure are described in detail in
Section 4.6.1. The setup of the corresponding forming simulations is imple-
mented in the commercially available FE solver ABAQUS/Explicit and shown
in Figure 5.15. The tools are modeled as discrete rigid surfaces based on the
dimensions shown in Figure 4.33. The tool stroke is implemented via a dis-
placement boundary condition and the blankholder weights are implemented
via an equivalent pressure boundary condition. The blankholder is placed on
centering pins during the experiments (cf. Figure 4.32), which prevents upward
movement due to counterpressure caused by the deformation of the textile.
However, Dirichlet- and Neumann-boundary conditions cannot be applied si-
multaneously in the simulation. Therefore, an additional fixed surface above
the blankholder is modeled which prevents upward movement due to a contact
boundary condition.

5 Extracts from Section 5.4 have been previously published in [180], i.e. B. Schäfer, D. Dörr, R.
Zheng, N. Naouar, L. Kärger. A hyperelastic approach for modeling the membrane behavior in
finite element forming simulation of unidirectional non-crimp fabrics (UD-NCF). [submitted
for review]. | Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.4.3.1 reproduce Sections 5.2 & 5.3 of [180].
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The membrane approach described in Section 5.2 is applied to M3D3 mem-
brane elements with their edges aligned in fiber direction to avoid numerical
intra-ply locking. The bending approach described in Section 5.3 is applied to
S3 shell elements, which are superposed to the membrane elements via shared
nodes to ensure a membrane-bending decoupling. The bending parameteriza-
tion for the front of the fabric facing up was used for all simulations, because no
differences between the two configurations were found in preliminary investi-
gations due to the planar blankholders. The superimposed membrane and shell
elements represent each individual layer of the textile layup. For a quantitative
comparison of the strain development during the tests, the three local zones
in areas of high deformation for each shape are defined, which correspond to
the experimental evaluation, cf. Figure 5.15. All single-layer configurations
described in Section 4.6 are investigated for the validation of the forming ap-
proach. Additionally, the [0◦/90◦]-configuration is analyzed to represent the
double-layer tests.
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Figure 5.15: Forming simulation setup and local evaluation zones for average strains for the a)
hemisphere, b) tetrahedron and c) square box.
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Inter-ply behavior Tool-ply and ply-ply contact are modeled via the built-in
general contact algorithm in ABAQUS/Explicit. The dynamic friction coeffi-
cients are selected based on average values of the measured configurations in
Section 4.5 as µtool−ply = 0.147 and µply−ply = 0.336. A more complex
modeling of the inter-ply behavior was omitted. In preliminary investigations,
the friction coefficients in the forming simulations were varied between the
maximum and minimum experimentally measured CoF. No notable influence
on the forming behavior was observed. This observation is consistent with the
conclusions of Poppe et al. [56, 186]. They developed a pressure-, rate- and
orientation-dependent contact formulation for woven fabrics with CoF in a sim-
ilar order of magnitude to the investigated UD-NCF. The predicted tangential
stresses were almost always sufficiently low enough to allow for a nearly inde-
pendent deformation of each ply. Even for studies on thermoplastic UD-tapes
with one or two orders of magnitude higher tangential stresses, only small ef-
fects on the overall draping results are reported for variations within the order of
magnitude [17,21]. Therefore, the expected benefit of a more complex contact
formulation based on the detected influences on the CoF in Section 4.5 would
be small.
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5.4.2 Hemisphere forming5

The outer contours of the fabric layers for a displacement of u = 75mm of
the hemispherical punch are shown in Figure 5.16. The contour is used to
evaluate the overall deformation and often represents a first validation step
for simulation approaches based on the material draw-in [113, 136, 213]. A
strongly anisotropic behavior specific to UD-NCF is observed, compared to
the typically more symmetrical behavior previously reported for biaxial fab-
rics [136, 216]. The results of the proposed approach are in good agreement
with the experiments for the [0°]- and [45°]-test. The simulative contours of
the double-layer tests nearly match the results of two superposed single-layer
contours, because the individual layers deform mostly unconstrained due to the
low blankholder weight. Similar behavior is observed during the experimental
tests in Section 4.6.
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Figure 5.16: Outer contours (all in mm) of the hemisphere forming simulations (adapted from
[180]).

The experimental and simulative strains are shown in Figure 5.17 for a more
detailed comparison. The general orientation and location of areas with high

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 169 for details.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of experimental and simulative strains for [0°] and [45°] single-layer
as well as [0°/90°] double-layer setups in the hemisphere forming tests for a punch
displacement of u = 75mm with a zoom on local shear bands due to transverse
12-shear (ts) [180].

shear deformation γ12 are predicted well for all investigated setups. Considering
the local shear angles in zones A, B and C, the magnitudes are also quantita-
tively in good agreement but with a tendency to be slightly underestimated, cf.
Figure 5.18. Comparing the [0°]-test and the 0°-layer in the [0°/90°]-test, the
superposed 90°-layer reduces shear in zone A and increases it towards zones B
and C both in simulation and experiment.

Local shear bands in the transverse direction (12-shear) are observed in Fig-
ure 5.17 for all setups at the boundaries of the high shear area starting at
the radius of the hemisphere, similar to those already reported for the model
proposed by Schirmaier et al. [137]. In the experiments, shear deformation
primarily occurs parallel to the carbon fiber rovings (21-shear), cf. Figure 5.8 d,
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Figure 5.18: Shear angle in local zones of the hemisphere forming tests (adapted from [180]).

since the in-plane bending stiffness of the rovings prevents transverse in-plane
shear. This distinction of the asymmetrical shear behavior cannot be achieved
with the proposed macroscopic approach based on Cauchy mechanics. The
introduction of an in-plane fiber bending stiffness could account for this phe-
nomenon, but would require the calculation of higher strain gradients based
on generalized continua approaches [97, 301] which are not yet realized for
ABAQUS/Explicit.

The negative transverse and perpendicular strains are well predicted within the
areas of high shear deformation but overestimated in the outer areas. Especially
in the [0°]-setup, positive strains in combination with small gaps between
the rovings are observed along the lower edge during the experiments, which
is similar to the observations during the 45°- and 60°-OATs and cannot be
reproduced by the macroscopic simulation approach (cf. Section 5.2.6). The
positiveE22- andE⊥-strains in the center of the hemisphere during both single-
layer tests are predicted well by the simulation. In the double-layer test, the
additional superposed layer prevents positive strains in the center, which is
captured by the model.
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5.4.3 Tetrahedron forming

The results of the tetrahedron tests are divided into two groups. First, the single-
layer tests are investigated to analyze the performance of the new simulation
approach for a more complex shape compared to the hemisphere tests. Second,
the double-layer [0°/90°]-configuration is investigated in more detail due to the
distinct interactions described in Section 4.6.2.

5.4.3.1 Single-layer tests5

The outer contours of the fabric layers for a displacement of u = 95mm of
the tetrahedral punch are shown in Figure 5.19. The general shapes of the
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Figure 5.19: Outer contours (all in mm) of the single-layer tetrahedron forming simulations
(adapted from [180]).

simulative contours are in good agreement with the experiments. However,
the material draw-in transverse to the initial fiber orientation is underestimated
for all investigated setups. Additionally, large positive E22- and E⊥-strains

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 169 for details.
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are predicted in the tetrahedron’s center during the simulation compared to the
experimental measurement, cf. Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of experimental and simulative strains for [0°], [45°] and [90°] single-
layer setups in the tetrahedron forming tests for a punch displacement of u =95mm
[180].
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This observation can be attributed to two reasons. First, the 2D-DIC method
significantly underestimates the strains in the three-dimensional regions of the
shape (demonstrated in Figure A.14 in Appendix A.2.9). Second, the pressure
due to the blankholder increases friction between the glass fibers, rovings and
stitching, which results in a higher stiffness in the transverse direction [110].
This effect is not accounted for during the parameterization based on OATs
and would also require considering the impact of the pressure on the transverse
behavior along the glass-fiber direction, which is not possible with the current
plane-stress approach. Both effects are more pronounced for the tetrahedron
test compared to the hemisphere test, due to the stronger distortion in the DIC
results and the higher blankholder weight.

The general shear behavior and location of areas with high deformation are
predictedwell for the investigated setups, except for the area around zoneB in the
[0°]-setup, cf. Figure 5.20. The high shear is localized around the tetrahedron’s
corner and does not extend towards the edges due to the underestimatedmaterial
draw-in in the transverse direction. This is also reflected in the quantitative
comparison of the local strains, cf. Figure 5.21. The local shear angles in all
zones and configurations are in acceptable agreement between the simulation
and experiment, except for zone B in the [0°]-test. However, the onset of
transverse shear bands is again noticeable in multiple areas, especially in the
corners and close to the transition from the flat parts to the tetrahedron.
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Figure 5.21: Shear angle in local zones of the tetrahedron forming tests (adapted from [180]).
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While mixed-mode 1 (I8, I11 < 1, cf. Figure 5.8 d) was the main deformation
mode in the hemisphere-test, mixed-mode 2 (I11 < 1, I8 > 1) additionally
occurs during tetrahedron forming near zone C in the [0°]-, zone B in the [90°]-
and between zones B & C in the [45°]-setup. This deformation mode indicates
significant roving slippage which is more pronounced in the simulation than in
the experiments (Esim

22 > Eexp
22 ). However, it highlights the necessity to take

into account the different deformation modes during characterization.

5.4.3.2 Double-layer tests

The double-layer [0°/90°]-configuration of the tetrahedron tests is investigated
separately due to the distinct interactions observed during the experiments
described in Section 4.6.2. In the experiments, the superposed 90°-layer leads
to a stronger material draw-in of the 0°-layer in transverse direction compared
to the single-layer tests, and the the corners of the 0°- and 90°-layer remain
completely or partially superposed during some tests.

The results for the simulation with the assumed CoF for ply-ply contact of
µply−ply = 0.336 are shown in the top row of Figure 5.22. A notable impact
of the additional 90°-layer on the deformation of the 0°-layer is observed in
comparison to the single-layer tests, cf. Figure 5.20. The location and general
orientation of zones with significant shear deformation are similar to the [0°]-
configuration, but the material draw-in in the transverse direction is higher.
Thus, the upper edge remains less straight and the positiveE22- andE⊥-strains
in the center are significantly smaller compared to the simulation of the single-
layer tests, cf. Section 5.4.3.1. Additionally, the high shear deformation around
zone B extends further towards the layer’s edge. The higher material draw-in
and extended shear zone are similar to the experiment.

The predicted strains of the right half of the tetrahedron are in reasonable
agreement with the lower right half of the experiments, cf. Figure 5.22, in
which the corners of both layers did not remain superimposed. Only the positive
transverse strains around zone C and the lower right corner of the 0°-layer are
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of experimental and simulative strains for [0°/90°] double-layer setups
with different ply-ply CoF in the tetrahedron forming tests for a punch displacement
of u = 95mm

underestimated. The different sign ofE22- andE⊥ in zone C is still discernible,
indicating mixed-mode 2 (I11 < 1, I8 > 1, cf. Figure 5.8 d) with relative roving
slippage. However, compared to the single-layer tests it is more pronounced in
the experimental tests than in the simulation.

The predicted deformation in the left half of the 0°-layer is very different from
the experimental results. The layers deform relatively unconstrained during
the simulation and do not remain superimposed in contrast to the experiment.
This indicates that the tangential stresses are underestimated by the simulation.
The CoF was gradually increased to further investigate this effect. The results
for a high CoF with 10 · µply−ply as well as a sticking contact formulation to
suppress relative movement between the plies (equivalent to µply−ply = ∞) are
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shown in Figure 5.22. The corners still do not remain completely superimposed
during the simulation with the CoF increased by an order of magnitude, which
is significantly higher than any experimentally measured dynamic or static CoF,
cf. Section 4.5. For the sticking contact formulation, a joint deformation of both
layers is observed. Thus, transverse E22-strains are suppressed by the second
layer and a pure shear deformation is enforced, similar to the results of the Biax-
NCF in Figure 4.40 a. The experimental results fall somewhere between both
simulations with significantly increased CoFs. This suggests that there must
have been interlocking effects between the mesoscopic constituents of both
layers in the experiments, that prevent relative slippage and were not detected
during characterization. However, since the joint deformation of both layers
did not occur for all repetitions in the experimental tests, no conclusive claim
can be made on the basis of the available results. More detailed experimental
as well as numerical investigations would be necessary.

5.4.4 Square box forming

The square box is a geometrically very challenging shape with significant form-
ing depth, to test the forming behavior of a fabric for an extreme case. The outer
contours of the fabric layers for a displacement of u =85mm of the square box
punch are shown in Figure 5.23. The general shapes of the simulative contours
are in reasonable agreement with the experiments, especially for the [0°]-test.
In the [45°]-test, the material draw-in in the transverse direction is underesti-
mated. In the analysis of the experimental [0°/90°]-tests in Section 4.6.2.2, an
increased material draw-in transverse to the fiber direction is observed due to
the second layer resulting in slightly overlapping flaps of textile. The additional
draw-in is notable but underestimated in the simulation, resulting in deviations
of the outer contours.

The experimental and simulative strains are shown in Figure 5.24 for a more
detailed comparison. The general orientation and location of areas with high
shear deformation γ12 are predicted well for all investigated setups. Considering
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Figure 5.23: Outer contours (all in mm) of the square box forming simulations.

the local shear angles in zones A and C, the magnitudes are also quantitatively
in good agreement but with a tendency to be slightly underestimated, cf. Figure
5.25. In zone B, the shear angle for the [45°]-test is overestimated, but it is
close to the upper limit of the measured strong scattering in the experiments.
Comparing the [0°]-test and the 0°-layer in the [0°/90°]-test, the superposed
90°-layer increases shear in zone C both in the simulation and experiment.

The strongly negativeE⊥- and close to positiveE22-strains in zone A of the 0°-
layers are well predicted by the simulation. However, the positive perpendicular
strains in combination with small gaps between the rovings in the corners during
the experiments cannot be predicted by themodel. This observation is similar to
the hemisphere tests, cf. Section 5.4.2. The positiveE22- andE⊥-strains in the
center of the box during both single-layer tests are significantly overestimated
by the simulation. This observation is similar to the results for the tetrahedron
tests despite a smaller blankholder weight. The overestimated tensile strains
are presumably caused by the challenging geometry of the box with a large
forming depth. In the double-layer test, the additional superposed layer reduces
these positive strains in the center of the 0°-layer during the experiments.
This tendency is captured by the model, but E22 remains overestimated. The
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Figure 5.24: Comparison of experimental and simulative strains for [0°] and [45°] single-layer
as well as [0°/90°] double-layer setups in the square box forming tests for a punch
displacement of u = 85mm.

predicted peaks of E⊥ in the corners of the box for all orientations coincide
with observed gapping during the tests, cf. Section 4.6.2.4.
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Figure 5.25: Shear angle in local zones of the square box forming tests.

5.4.5 Summary and conclusion

The proposed hyperelastic membrane approach combined with a parameterized
hypoelastic bending approach is validated with forming simulations of hemi-
sphere, tetrahedron and square box punch shapes. The specific behavior of
UD-NCF with an asymmetric deformation consisting of superimposed shear,
transverse tension as well as perpendicular compression is predicted well in
all configurations. For the hemisphere tests, all resulting contours, the global
strain distributions as well as the local strains are in particular good quantita-
tive agreement with the experiments. For the single-layer tetrahedron tests and
square box tests, the orientation, location as well as magnitude of areas with
high deformation are well predicted despite the challenging corners and large
forming depth. The shear and compressive strains are in good agreement with
the experiments, but the transverse strains are overestimated. This presumably
results in increased friction between the glass fibers, rovings and stitching due
to normal pressure of the planar blankholder. The pressure-dependent trans-
verse behavior is not accounted for during the parameterization based on OATs
and cannot be modeled based on plane-stress. In the double-layer tests, the
superimposed layer strongly reduces the impact of this effect and the transverse
strains were only slightly overestimated.
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Local shear bands transverse to the roving direction (12-shear) occur for all
investigated shapes and configurations. In the hemisphere forming simulations,
they are observed at the boundaries of high shear areas close to the transition
from the flat parts to the curved hemisphere. In the tetrahedron and square
box forming simulations, they occur especially around the corners, where gaps
are observed in the experiments due to excessive shear and high roving curva-
ture, cf. Figure 4.42. These local shear bands do not significantly affect the
global forming behavior, but prevent a better prediction of local effects like
gapping. They result from the limitation to a symmetric shear behavior of
the proposed macroscopic approach based on Cauchy mechanics. Experimen-
tally, an asymmetrical shear behavior is observed mainly parallel to the rovings
(21-shear), while shear transverse to the rovings (12-shear) is prevented due to
their in-plane bending stiffness. The introduction of an in-plane fiber bending
stiffness based on generalized continua approaches could account for this phe-
nomenon [97,301]. However, this would require the calculation of higher strain
gradients which are not yet realized for ABAQUS/Explicit.

Lastly, the strong interactions and partially joint deformation of both layers
during the experimental double-layer tetrahedron tests are not predicted by
the model. To reproduce similar interactions, a significantly higher CoF than
experimentally measured for any configuration during inter-ply characterization
would be necessary, cf. Section 4.5. In addition, the interactions were not
equally pronounced in all repetitions of the experimental tests, cf. Section 4.6.
This suggests local interlocking of the mesoscopic constituents of both layers,
but requires further investigation for a conclusive assertion and before a suitable
model can be developed.
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5.5 Transfer and validation for Biax-NCF

This section demonstrates the general transferability of the proposed modeling
approaches and outlined parameterization strategies to Biax-NCF. The pro-
posed hyperelastic membrane model can be conveniently adapted to Biax-NCF
due to the modularity of the individual energy contributions and the selected
generalized approaches. The observation of a shear-dominated behavior in
Section 4.2 is used to derive the necessary parameters analytically from the
45°-OAT. For the bending behavior, only the inverse determination of the shear
component is necessary. The bending stiffnesses in the fiber direction are calcu-
lated analytically based on the Peirce bending stiffness analogous to UD-NCF.
Finally, forming simulations of the hemisphere, tetrahedron and box are used
for validation.

5.5.1 Membrane modeling of Biax-NCF

The characterization in Section 4.2 revealed a shear-dominated and almost
symmetrical membrane behavior of the investigated Biax-NCF. Based on this
observation a simplified approach is proposed based on pure shear. Thus,
relative roving slippage is neglected and only tension in both roving directions
as well as pure shear are considered by

WBiax
tot (I4, I6, I8) =WBiax

4 (I4) +WBiax
6 (I6) +WBiax

8 (I8). (5.32)

The generalized approach for the strain energy density WG
i (Ii) from Equa-

tion 5.20 is applied for all contributions with respect to their sign by

WBiax
i (Ii) = sgn

(
Ii − I0i

)
·WG

i (Ii) with i ∈ [4, 6, 8]. (5.33)

ThemoduliC ini
4 andC ini

8 in both roving directions are assumed to be sufficiently
high constant values, as an alternative to a numerically complex inextensibility
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condition. This assumption of a very high fiber stiffness prevents consider-
ation of roving slippage in a single-layer approach, since slippage manifests
numerically by positive tensile strains in macroscopic approaches.

Shear parameterization To parameterize the contribution due to shear, the
energetic approach proposed by Boisse et al. [114] to incrementally calculate
the second Piola-Kirchhoff shear stress S12 during the 45°-OAT is applied

S12(γ) = f(γ)
(l0 − w0)

(
cos
(
γ
2

)
− sin

(
γ
2

))

w2
0t0 cos(γ)

−
cos
(
γ
2

)

2 cos(γ)
S12

(γ
2

)
, (5.34)

where f is the machine force, l0 is the initial specimen length, w0 is the initial
specimen width, t0 is the initial thickness and γ is the optically measured shear
angle. The resulting analytical shear stress based on the experimental results
presented in Section 4.2 is shown in Figure 5.26. Two different parameter sets
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Figure 5.26: Parameterization of the shear behavior of Biax-NCF based on the energetic approach
by Boisse et al. [114] for the 45°-OAT.

are considered in the following. First, the optimization procedure presented by
Nelder and Mead [351] is applied to determine a ’best-fit’ of the generalized
approach to Equation 5.34. For this purpose, I6 is converted to the shear angle
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using Equation 5.14, whereby I4 = I8 = 1 applies for pure shear. A good
agreement until medium shear angles is achieved, but the intentionally limited
complexity of the approach underestimates the locking behavior for very large
shear angles. Second, a ’locking’ parameter set was determined to prevent a
complete collapse of highly sheared elements during the OATs and forming
tests. The locking invariant I locki and stiffness C lock

i are adjusted to induce a
significant locking after a shear angle of 57°.

Results during the OATs The simulationmodels of the 30°- and 45°-OAT
previously introduced for UD-NCF are applied, cf. Figure 5.9. The resulting
forces and strains in the MDZ during the 30°- and 45°-OAT for both parameter
sets are shown in Figure 5.27.

The predicted shear angle for both parameter sets in the 45°-OAT closely follows
the pure shear assumption. However, since the experimental shear angle is
smaller due to relative roving slippage, the force is significantly overestimated
for higher displacements. Similar behavior is observed in the 30°-OAT for
even lower displacements. In simulations with the "best-fit" parameter set, the
elements in the MDZ completely collapse at a shear angle of 90°. This results
in a termination of the simulation of the 30°-OAT at u ≈ 30 mm. The earlier
and stronger onset of ’locking’ in the second parameter sets limits the shear
angle in the 45°-OAT and delays a complete collapse of the elements in the
30°-OAT until u ≈ 58 mm. In the following, only the ’locking’ parameter set
(cf. Table A.7) is considered due to the better agreement with the experimental
shear angle and higher stability for large displacements.
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Figure 5.27: Overview of forces and strains in the MDZ of the off-axis-tension tests (OATs) with
Biax-NCF with a bias direction of a) 30◦ and b) 45◦-OAT.

The strain contours for the 30°- and 45°-OAT at the displacements where
the predicted forces start to deviate from the experiments and the maximum
displacement are shown in Figure 5.28. The orientation and location of the dif-
ferent shear zones are in good agreement for lower displacements. The neglect
of roving slippage (E22 ̸= 0 in the experiment) prevents a better agreement for
higher displacements.
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of the experimentally measured (left) and for the ’locking’ parameter set
predicted (right) contour plots of the a) 30°- and b) 45°-OAT at a displacement of
80mm.

5.5.2 Bending modeling of Biax-NCF

The hypoelastic bending approach [28] utilized for UD-NCF in Section 5.3 is
parameterized for Biax-NCF based on the experimental results presented in Sec-
tion 4.3. First, the bending stiffnesses (Cbend

11 , Cbend
22 ) for both fiber directions

and both fabric sides are determined based on the experimentally measured
Peirce bending stiffness with the approximation proposed in Equation 5.31.
Second, the shear component Cbend

12 is inversely adjusted to achieve a similar
bending length lbend in simulations of the 45°-cantilever tests. In agreement
with the experimental observations shown in Figure 4.14, a slight sagging of
the specimen in the center is predicted by the model in the 45°-tests. The final
material parameters are given in Table A.8 and the resulting deflection curves
are shown in Figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.29: Simulated deflections curves during the cantilever tests of Biax-NCF with the front
and back of the fabric facing up.

The predicted deflection curves for all tests deviate slightly from the experi-
mental results. This is similar to the observations for UD-NCF in Section 5.3
and can be attributed to the neglected decrease of the bending stiffness for large
curvatures which is measured during the optical evaluation in Section 4.3.2.

5.5.3 Validation of the forming simulation of Biax-NCF

The membrane and bending modeling approaches outlined above are applied to
forming simulations of different punch shapes in this section. The hemisphere,
tetrahedron and square box punch shapes are investigated to evaluate the validity
of the proposed approach for different geometrically challenging features and
identify the limitations of a pure shear basedmodel. The same setups introduced
for UD-NCF in Section 5.4.1 are utilized and the results are compared to exper-
imental forming tests described in Section 4.6. Two single-layer ([(0◦/90◦)B]
and [(±45◦)B]) layups and one double-layer ([(0◦/90◦)B/(±45◦)B]) layup are
considered. Tool-ply and ply-ply contact are modeled via the built-in general
contact algorithm in ABAQUS/Explicit. The dynamic friction coefficients are
selected based on average values of the measured configurations in Section 4.5
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5.5 Transfer and validation for Biax-NCF

as µtool−ply = 0.157 and µply−ply = 0.449. The experimental and simulative
shear strain distribution for the three punch shapes are shown in Figure 5.30.
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Figure 5.30: Comparison of experimental and simulative strains for [0°] and [45°] single-layer as
well as [0°/90°] double-layer setups in the hemisphere, tetrahedron and square box
forming tests of Biax-NCF.

The simulative outer contours are in good quantitative agreement with the
experiments for the hemisphere and tetrahedron punch, with slight deviations for
the square box (cf. Figure A.15 in Appendix A.2.11 for an isolated comparison
of the contours). The general orientation and location of areas with high shear
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5 Hyperelastic modeling of non-crimp fabrics

deformation are predicted well for all investigated setups. However, the peak
shear angles in high deformation areas are overestimated. This is also reflected
in the detailed analysis of the strains in the local zones A, B and C shown in
Figure 5.31.
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Figure 5.31: Shear angle in local zones of the a) hemisphere, b) tetrahedron and c) square box
forming tests.
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5.5 Transfer and validation for Biax-NCF

The local shear angle in zones further away from the punch area, i. e. zone B
for the hemisphere and box as well as zone A for the tetrahedron, is notably
overestimated by the simulation. This is attributable to relative roving slippage
within the fiber layer and between both fiber layers of the Biax-NCF during the
experiments in these areas, cf. Appendix A.1.5. The local shear angles in the
other zones are in good quantitative agreement with the experiments.

In the square box simulations local shear bands occur in the areas between the
flaps in the (0◦/90◦)B-layers aswell as the diagonal areas of the (±45◦)B-layers,
cf. Figure 5.30 c. These result from small out-of plane wrinkling between the
die and punch These wrinkles are difficult to identify in the images of the
experiments due to the camera angle, but they are consistently observed in box
forming studies of materials with comparable forming properties presented by
Wang et al. [223] as well as Bai et al. [68].

5.5.4 Summary and conclusion

The general transferability of the developed modeling approach and outlined
parameterization strategies from UD-NCF to Biax-NCF is demonstrated in this
section. The hyperelastic membrane model is easily adapted for Biax-NCF
based on a pure shear assumption due to the modularity of the energy contribu-
tions. This simplifying assumption in combination with the generalized strain
energy function enables an analytical determination of the material parameters
from the 45°-OAT. A modified locking is introduced to prevent a collapse of
highly shear elements. Good agreement with the experimental results is ob-
tained for medium displacements, but the forces are overestimated for large
deformations, especially for the 30°-OAT. This results from neglected roving
slippage, which cannot be modeled with the current single-layer approach.

The parameterization strategy of the bending approach is directly transferable
to Biax-NCF and only requires the inverse determination of the shear bending
properties to model the 45°-cantilever test. However, similar to UD-NCF,
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5 Hyperelastic modeling of non-crimp fabrics

the impact of the shear parameterization on the forming behavior cannot be
conclusively evaluated and requires further analysis to assess its relevance.

The general forming behavior of Biax-NCF is adequately described despite the
highly simplified approaches. The location and orientation of areas with high
shear angles are predicted well, but the peak shear angles are overestimated due
to the neglected roving slippage.

In summary, the developed methods can be utilized for a decent approximation
of the forming behavior of Biax-NCF without notable modifications to the
implementation itself. The majority of the required material parameters can be
determined analytically, enabling a quick and simple parameterization process.
However, the shear-based approach for Biax-NCF reveals a limitation at high
deformations, as the specific deformation of NCFs requires the modeling of
relative roving slippage compared to woven fabrics.
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5.6 Discussion and conclusion

In the scope of this chapter, a new hyperelasticmembranemodeling approach for
UD-NCF is developed based on the experimental characterization of the forming
behavior and a preliminary investigation of existing approaches. The new
approach is combined with a hypoelastic bending model to accurately predict
the forming behavior for different geometries. The general transferability of the
proposed modeling approach and parameterization strategies is demonstrated
by an application to forming of Biax-NCF.

Preliminary investigation Initially, existing approaches for macroscopic
modeling of UD-NCF are analyzed and compared to a proposed approach based
on the decoupled description of the shear, transverse tensile and perpendicular
compressive behavior. Shear-focused approaches are not suitable [139], because
pure shear is not an intrinsic deformation mode of UD-NCF. Similarly, a simple
decoupled model is not able to describe the different ratios of superimposed
strains during off-axis-tension tests (OATs) simultaneously. This reveals the
necessity of a coupled transverse tensile behavior tomodel large roving slippage.
Additionally, a stiffness-based approach is prone to numerical instabilities,
which result in localized deformations or excessive tensile strains.

The comprehensive approach by Schirmaier et al. [86, 137] utilizes individual
elastic and elastic-plastic constitutive equations based on custom strain mea-
sures with multiple couplings to model UD-NCF. Despite an acceptable overall
approximation of the behavior, three weaknesses of this approach have been
identified. First, parameterization, transferability to other materials, and exten-
sion of the approach are hampered by the complex constitutive equations with a
high number of material parameters. Second, the shear angle and perpendicular
compression in the main deformation zone (MDZ) of the OATs are signifi-
cantly underestimated. Third, spurious tensile strains occur during forming
simulations, indicating some instability of unidentifiable origin.
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5 Hyperelastic modeling of non-crimp fabrics

Membrane modeling Based on the experimental characterization of the
forming behavior and the analysis of the state of research, a new hyperelastic
membrane approach is developed with the objective of minimizing the complex-
ity of the model while achieving adequate accuracy. Suitable pseudo-invariants
are introduced and related to the different deformation modes of UD-NCF
concluded from the experimental analysis in Chapter 4. Generalized formula-
tions based on piecewise functions with physically interpretable parameters are
chosen for the strain energy density contributions and coupling. A coupling
between the transverse tensile and perpendicular compressive behavior is nec-
essary to model significant roving slippage. An uncoupled shear behavior was
found to be sufficient. The above features simplify the parameterization and
allows a modular implementation of the approach to facilitate transferability to
other materials and future modifications. The model is parameterized using the
measured forces and strains in different multiaxial deformation states obtained
from 30°-, 45°- and 60°-OATs. It turned out that a perpendicular compressive
locking is essential to prevent a collapse of highly sheared elements, while a
traditional shear locking and a transverse tensile locking are not necessary. The
perpendicular locking acts as an alternative shear locking mechanism for uni-
directional fabrics. Excellent quantitative agreement is achieved for all OATs
despite less than half the requiredmaterial parameters compared to the approach
of Schirmaier et al. [86,137]. However, three aspects of the proposed approach
could be improved further.

First, roving slippage is modeled homogenized over the entire main deformation
zone due to the limitations of a macroscopic approach that assumes homoge-
neous material properties over the whole specimen. In the experiments, roving
slippage is limited to the area between the main and secondary deformation
zones. These areas could be identified during the simulation by calculating
strain gradients within each element based on information of neighboring ele-
ments. Subsequently, the shear gradient could be used as an additional coupling
for the transverse tensile behavior to localize the modeling of slippage.

Second, significant in-plane bending is observed in the transition zones of the
OATs as described in Section 4.2. This is not considered in the current approach
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5.6 Discussion and conclusion

due to the limitations of classical Cauchy continuum theory. Therefore, gener-
alized continua approaches are required [145,259,299], which have not yet been
realized for ABAQUS/Explicit. Alternatively, the curvature of the rovings could
be calculated based on neighboring elements similar to the approach proposed
by Steer et al. [301] for woven fabrics. An additional in-plane bending stiffness
of the roving is expected to model the asymmetrical shear behavior of UD-NCF
that primarily occurs parallel to the rovings in the experiments (21-shear) by
preventing excessive shear transverse to the rovings (12-shear).

Third, the parameterization of the transverse tensile behavior based on OATs
neglects the influence of pressure in thickness-direction. This would increase
the friction between the glass fibers, rovings and stitching, thus increasing the
resulting transverse stiffness. Furthermore, if pressure is applied to the glass
fibers at two points, the stiffness in the areas in between would need to be
increased, as the glass fibers are nearly inextensible after an initial decrimping.
The upper and lower limits of this effect were demonstrated by Schirmaier
et al. [110] in transverse tensile tests with either fully slipping or clamped
glass fibers for a similar UD-NCF. However, the consideration of this effect
would require a three-dimensional approach combined with a non-local method
to propagate the impact of the pressure on the transverse behavior along the
elements in glass-fiber direction.

Bending modeling A hypoelastic bending approach is parameterized to
model the strongly anisotropic behavior of UD-NCF decoupled from the mem-
brane behavior. Since this work focuses on membrane behavior, a simplified
linear-elastic bending behavior is assumed. This simplification enables an
analytical calculation of the stiffnesses in the principal directions from the
experimentally measured Peirce bending stiffness. The shear component is
determined by modeling the twist deformation during 45°-cantilever tests. The
predicted deflection curves of all cantilever tests are in good agreement with
the experimental measurements. However, the influence of the shear compo-
nent and the neglected decrease in bending stiffness for higher curvatures on
the forming behavior cannot be assessed based on the available experimental
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5 Hyperelastic modeling of non-crimp fabrics

results due to the planar blankholders. Additional tests without blankholders
are desirable to evaluate the accurate approximation of the bending behavior.

Forming simulation The hyperelastic membrane approach and hypoelastic
bending approach are applied to forming simulations of hemisphere, tetrahe-
dron and square box punch shapes for different layups. The predicted forming
behavior is comprehensively evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively based
on the experimental tests presented in Section 4.6. The specific deformation
behavior of UD-NCF with an asymmetric deformation in different modes is
well predicted in all configurations. The outer contours and strains for the
hemisphere tests are in particularly good quantitative agreement with the ex-
periments. In the square box and tetrahedron single-layer configurations, the
outer contours and areas of high deformation are predicted well. The shear and
compressive strains are in good agreement, but the transverse strains are over-
estimated. This results from the above outlined limitations of the membrane
approach, which become more notable in those setups due to the geometrically
challenging corners and large forming depth. However, this effect is already
significantly reduced in the double-layer tests.

In the experimental double-layer tests for the tetrahedron punch strong interac-
tions are observed, whichwere not predicted by themodel. To further investigate
this effect, a variation of the ply-ply coefficient of friction is used. The CoF
required to reproduce the observed interactions would be of a higher order of
magnitude than that measured during characterization in Section 4.5. This indi-
cates the existence of interlocking effects between the mesoscopic constituents
of both layers, which were not detected during characterization. However, more
detailed experiments are needed to make a conclusive claim, especially since
the interactions are not reproducible in every test. Forming tests with different
blankholder pressures for the tetrahedron in particular as well as the other punch
shapes would be necessary to identify triggers for their consistent occurrence.
Subsequently, a new interface model needs to be developed.
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In all simulations local transverse shear bands are observed, which are prevented
during experiments due to the in-plane bending stiffness of the rovings. They
do not significantly affect the overall forming behavior, but emphasis the above
outlined need for generalized continua approaches for membrane modeling of
UD-NCF.

Biax-NCF The general transferability of the developed approaches to Biax-
NCF is demonstrated. The hyperelastic membrane model is adapted based on
a pure shear assumption without notable modifications to the implementation
itself due to the modularity of the approach. A direct analytical determination
of the membrane material parameters from the 45°-OAT is possible due to the
pure shear assumption. The parameterization strategy of the bending approach
is directly transferable to Biax-NCF and only requires the inverse determination
of the shear bending properties to model the 45°-cantilever test. The gen-
eral forming behavior of Biax-NCF is adequately described despite the highly
simplified approach until medium deformations. However, the shear-based
approach for Biax-NCF reveals an expected limitation at high deformations,
as the specific deformation of NCFs requires the modeling of relative roving
slippage compared to woven fabrics. Since slippage manifests numerically by
positive tensile strains, this cannot be modeled in a single-layer approach with-
out artificial strains in fiber direction. A possible remedy to this limitation is
proposed by Bel et al. [132] by individually modeling the fiber layers connected
by bar elements. A specific contact formulation is applied to restrict sliding
between the layers and bar elements to the fiber direction. Subsequently, the
membrane model of UD-NCF could be applied to the individual fiber layers
without simplifying assumptions.
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell
element formulation for forming
simulations7,8

Outline

The following chapter presents the development of a three-dimensional
solid-shell element formulation for forming of engineering textiles. First,
the fundamentals of the element formulation are outlined in Section 6.1.
For a locking-free behavior, a selective reduced integration scheme (SRI)
is combined with the assumed natural strain (ANS) and enhanced as-
sumed strain (EAS) method. To account for the specific requirements of
CoFRP forming, a membrane-bending decoupling is introduced based
on a Taylor series approximation of the strains and combined with a
specific stabilization technique. Second, the locking-free behavior in
general is demonstrated and validated by comparison to conventional
three-dimensional elements in forming simulations of isotropic as well
as anisotropic materials in Section 6.2. Third, the solid-shell element
is directly applied to forming of engineering textiles in Section 6.3 to
highlight the potential of the developed formulation.

7 Extracts from Chapter 6 have been previously published in [352], i. e. B. Schäfer, D. Dörr,
and L. Kärger. Reduced-Integrated 8-Node Hexahedral Solid-Shell Element for the Macro-
scopic Forming Simulation of Continuous Fibre-Reinforced Polymers. Procedia Manufac-
turing,47:pp. 134–139,2020 | Sections 6.1.1 and 6.2.1 have been revised and adapted from
Sections 2 & 3 of [352].

8 Extracts from Chapter 6 have been previously published in [353], i. e. B. Schäfer, D. Dörr,
and L. Kärger. Potential and challenges of a solid-shell element for the macroscopic forming
simulation of engineering textiles. PoPuPS of ULiège Library, DOI: 10.25518/esaform21.883,
ESAFORM 2021, Liège/Belgium, 2021 | Sections 6.1.2, 6.2.2 and 6.3.1 have been revised and
adapted from Sections 2 & 3 of [353].
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

6.1 Solid-shell element formulation

The consideration of compaction during forming is necessary to predict the final
thickness of a component and requires a three-dimensional material behavior
in an appropriate element formulation. The individual plies within a composite
layup are usually modeled as single element layers within layer-by-layer ap-
proaches to account for the intra- and inter-ply mechanisms, cf. Section 2.3.3.
Conventional three-dimensional solid elements are prone to numerical locking
effects during bending deformation of thin structures, cf. Section 2.4.1. Addi-
tionally, their implementation in commercial FE solvers usually does not allow
for a membrane-bending decoupling. Thus, they are not suitable for a direct
application in forming simulations of engineering textiles. Therefore, a solid-
shell element formulation based on the methods to prevent locking outlined in
Section 2.4.1 is proposed in this section with specific modifications to account
for the requirements of CoFRP forming. The objective is a representation of
each ply in a layup with a single element layer to ensure direct transferability of
methods developed for 2D approaches.

6.1.1 Fundamental solid-shell element formulation7

The fundamental solid-shell element formulation applied in this work was
originally proposed by Schwarze and Reese [314, 332] and denoted as Q1STs.
The formulation is based on a selective reduced integration scheme (SRI), the
assumed natural strain method (ANS) with four collocation points and the
enhanced assumed strain method (EAS) with a single EAS-DOF. The original
notation is adopted for its derivation in the following.

The Q1STs formulation is derived from the standard isoparametric 8-node
hexahedral brick-element with tri-linear shape functions [240, pp. 188-190].

7 Adapted and revised from [352], cf. footnote p. 201 for details.
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6.1 Solid-shell element formulation

To enable modifications of the strains, it is based on the two-field form of the
Hu-Washizu variational principle initially proposed by Simo and Rifai [312]

δg1(u,α) =

∫

V0

S(E) : δEcdV +

∫

V0

ρü : δudV − δgext = 0, (6.1)

in combination with the orthogonality condition

δg2(u,α) =

∫

V0

S(E) : δEedV = 0, (6.2)

where ρ is the density, V is the volume, δgext is the virtual work of external
loads and S(E) is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress depending on the total
strain. According to the enhanced assumed strain (EAS) method introduced in
Section 2.4.1, the Green-Lagrange strain tensor E is additively split

E = Ec(u) +Ee(αe), (6.3)

into a compatible part Ec depending solely on the displacements u, and an
enhanced part Ee depending on a single additional enhanced DOF αe.

The kinematics of the element formulation are described by tri-linear shape
functions. The material coordinates X and the displacement vector u in
isoparametric coordinates ξ (ξ1 = ξ, ξ2 = η and ξ3 = ζ) are calculated
from

X(ξ) =
8∑

I=1

NIX
node
I and u(ξ) =

8∑

I=1

NIu
node
I (6.4)

with NI =
1

8
(1 + ξIξ)(1 + ηIη)(1 + ζIζ), (6.5)

where index I refers to the nodes, shown in Figure 6.1 a. The modifications
of the Green-Lagrange strain require a description in the in the isoparametric
domain. Therefore, the covariant base vectors of the initial configuration J i
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and current configuration J̃ i result from the columns of the respective Jacobian
matrices and displacement gradientD by

J =
∂X

∂ξ
= [J1,J2,J3] and J̃ = J +

∂u

∂ξ
= J +D = [J̃1, J̃2, J̃3].

(6.6)
The corresponding contravariant base vectors of the initial configurationHi and
current configuration H̃i result from the rows of the inverse Jacobian matrices
by

Hi =
∂ξi
∂Xj

ej = jijej = (J−1)ijej and H̃i = (J̃
−1

)ijej . (6.7)

The deformation gradient F based on Equations 6.6 and 6.7 has the following
form:

F =
∂x

∂X
=
∂xi
∂ξk

∂ξk
∂Xj

ei ⊗ ej = J̃k ⊗Hk. (6.8)

Thus, the Green-Lagrange strain tensor is derived in its cartesian components
Eij and its covariant components Ēij = Eξiξj by

Ec =
1

2
(F T · F − I) = 1

2

(
∂u

∂X
+
∂uT

∂X
+
∂uT

∂X

∂u

∂X

)
= Eijei ⊗ ej

(6.9)

=
1

2
(JT

i ·Dj + J
T
j ·Di +D

T
i ·Dj)Hi ⊗Hj = ĒijHi ⊗Hj (6.10)

To simplify the derivation of the necessary modifications to prevent locking in
the following, the Voigt matrix notation (•̂) is adopted by

Ê = [E11, E22, E33,Γ12,Γ23,Γ13]
T with Γij = 2Eij (6.11)

and ˆ̄E = [Eξξ, Eηη, Eζζ ,Γξη,Γηζ ,Γξζ ]
T with Γξiξj = 2Eξiξj . (6.12)

The direct transformation between the contravariant and cartesian matrices is
achieved by Ê = T ˆ̄E with the transformation matrix T based on Equation 6.9
and detailed in Appendix A.3.1.
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A selective reduced integration scheme (SRI) is applied with a reduced in-
plane integration to prevent in-plane shear locking. In thickness-direction a
variable number of integration points (IP) are used for a full integration. The
resulting integration points are located along the normal through the center
of the element, defined by ξ⋆ = { 0, 0, ζ}T as illustrated in Figure 6.1 a.
The efficiency and suitability of this integration scheme for explicit dynamic
simulations was demonstrated by Pagani et al. [333]. It captures nonlinear
behavior in the thickness direction better compared to commercially available
explicit reduced-integration elements, which typically use a single IP in the
element center.

a) Selective reduced integration b) Assumed natural strain method

A B
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E F

GH

K
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M

J

D

IP
IP
IP
IP
IP

ζ η

ξ

1 2

34

5 6

78

ζ η

ξ

X

Y
Z

Figure 6.1: Isoparametric solid-shell element | (a) Conventions for the element nodes 1-8 and
integration points (IP), (b) Collocation points for the ANS method [352].

The assumed natural strain method (ANS) is applied to the compatible strain
components in the isoparametric domain ˆ̄Ec. To prevent locking, collocation
points are selected within the elements at known zero points of the specific par-
asitic stresses and the strains are re-interpolated over the element with bi-linear
shape functions. The locations of the collocation points in the isoparametric
domain are shown in Figure 6.1 b. It is applied to the transverse normal com-
ponent Ec,ζζ based on Betsch and Stein [354] to prevent curvature-thickness
locking (collocation points Pζζ ∈ {A,B,C,D}). Transverse shear locking is
prevented by application to Γc,ηζ (collocation points Pηζ ∈ {E,F,G,H}) and
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

Γc,ξζ (collocation points Pξζ ∈ {J,K,L,M}), as first proposed by Bathe and
Dvorkin [311]. The application of ANS results in:

EANS
cζζ (ξ, η) =

D∑

Pζζ=A

1

4
(1 + ξPζζ

ξ)(1 + ηPζζ
η)Ec,ζζ(ξPζζ

), (6.13)

ΓANS
cηζ (ξ, ζ) =

H∑

Pηζ=E

1

4
(1 + ξPηζ

ξ)(1 + ζPηζ
ζ)Γc,ηζ(ξPηζ

), (6.14)

ΓANS
cξζ (η, ζ) =

M∑

Pξζ=J

1

4
(1 + ηPξζ

η)(1 + ζPξζ
ζ)Γc,ξζ(ξPξζ

). (6.15)

The enhanced assumed strain method (EAS) is applied to prevent volumetric
locking. The ANS method results in a constant transverse normal strain in
the out-of-plane direction ĒANS

cζζ . Thus, the enhanced strain tensor Ee is
constructed to extend Ēζζ by a linear component with a single enhanced DOF
αe by

ˆ̄Ee =
ˆ̄Beαe with ˆ̄Be = [0, 0, ζ, 0, 0, 0]T. (6.16)

A main advantage of this simple formulation for ˆ̄Ee is the later estimation of
αe within a single iteration of an explicit dynamic integration scheme, due to
the small explicit time step size, as demonstrated by Pagani et al. [333].

A Taylor expansion of the compatible Green-Lagrange strains with respect to
the element center ξ = 0 is carried out to introduce an hourglass stabilization
for the SRI and enable later adaptations for engineering textiles

Êc ≈ Ê
0

c + ζÊ
ζ

c + ζ2Êc
ζζ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ˆE

⋆

c

+ ξÊ
ξ

c + ηÊ
η

c + ξηÊ
ξη

c + ηζÊ
ηζ

c + ξζÊ
ξζ

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
ˆE

hg

c

,

(6.17)

where Ê
ξi
c =

∂Êc

∂ξi

∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=0

are constant matrices, listed in Section A.3.1. The

compatible strain is separated into a part Ê
⋆

c related to the full integration
in thickness direction and a part Ê

hg

c unaffected by the SRI. The strain part
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Ê
hg

c is essential for an hourglass stabilization to achieve a full rank of the
element stiffness matrix despite the reduced in-plane integration. A similar
Taylor expansion of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress along the element normal
through the center ξ⋆ is carried out

Ŝ ≈ Ŝ(Ê
⋆
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ˆS
⋆

+

Ĉ⋆

︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂Ŝ(Ê)

∂Ê

∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξ⋆

:
(
ξÊ

ξ

c + ηÊ
η

c + ξζÊ
ξζ

c + ηζÊ
ηζ

c

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Shg

, (6.18)

where again the stress is separated into a part related to the full integration in
thickness direction Ŝ

⋆
and hourglass stabilization Shg. The material stiffness

tangent Ĉ⋆ in general can be material- and deformation-dependent in thick-
ness direction. To simplify the hourglass stabilization, it is replaced by an
approximation based on a constant linear-elastic material tangent Ĉhg. The
specific choice of Ĉhg in the context of engineering textiles will be discussed
in Section 6.1.2. This method allows for efficient analytical integration of the
hourglassing terms to ensure a full rank of the element stiffness matrix.

Finally, the discretization and integration of Equations 6.1 and 6.2 is carried
out on element level. Thereby, the infinitesimal volume on element level is
approximated with the Jacobian determinant at the center J0 = det(J)|ξ=0
by dV e = J0dΩe = J0dξdηdζ. The discretized weak element formulation
corresponding to Equations 6.1 and 6.2 combined with Equations 6.18 and 6.16
results in:

G1 = R⋆
u +Rhg

u +Mü−Gext = 0 and (6.19)

G2 = R⋆
α = 4J0

∫ 1

−1

B̂
T

e · Ŝ
⋆
dζ = 0, (6.20)

where M is the element mass matrix and Gext the external element force
vector.
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

The internal forces related to the out-of-plane integration R⋆
u and hourglass

stabilization are derived as

R⋆
u =

∫

Ωe

B̂
⋆T

c · Ŝ
⋆
J0dΩe

= 4J0

∫ 1

−1

(
B̂

0

c + ζB̂
ζ

c + ζ2B̂
ζζ

c

)T
· Ŝ

⋆
dζ, (6.21)

Rhg
u =

∫

Ωe

B̂
hg

c

T

· Ŝ
hg
J0dΩe

=
8

3
J0

(
B̂

ξ

c

T

·
(
Ĉhg : Ê

ξ

c

)
+ B̂

η

c

T
·
(
Ĉhg : Ê

η

c

))

+
8

9
J0

(
B̂

ηζ

c

T

·
(
Ĉhg : Ê

ηζ

c

)
+ B̂

ξζ

c

T

·
(
Ĉhg : Ê

ξζ

c

))
, (6.22)

where the B̂
(•)
c matrices represent the relation between the respective virtual

compatible strains δÊ
(•)
c and displacements according to δÊ

(•)
c = B̂

(•)
c δu.

The discretized weak from of the orthogonality condition G2 in Equation 6.20
is used to iteratively update the enhanced DoF αe based on static condensation
at the element level as proposed by Simo et al. [355]. In the context of explicit
simulations Pagani et al. [333] showed that an accurate approximation of this
procedure can be achieved within one iteration due to the small time step size.
Therefore, G2 is linearized with respect to αe and an explicit estimate of ∆αe

calculated

∆αe = −S−1
ααR

⋆
α with Sαα = 4J0

∫ 1

−1

B̂
⋆T

e ·
(
Ĉ⋆ : B̂

⋆

e

)
dζ (6.23)
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6.1 Solid-shell element formulation

6.1.2 Modifications for forming of engineering
textiles8

The locking-free behavior of the above outlined Q1STs solid-shell element has
been shown by Schwarze and Reese for small [314] as well as large [332] de-
formations in several well-known benchmarks. It showed promising results for
structural simulations of consolidated fiber-reinforced composites [334, 335],
deep drawing of sheet metals [333, 336] as well as packaging simulation of
cardboard [337]. However, some modifications are necessary to adapt it for
forming simulations of engineering textiles.

First, the hourglass stabilizationmust be adapted by selecting a suitable approx-
imation of the hourglass stiffness Ĉhg based on Equation 6.18. For the Q1STs
solid-shell, Schwarze and Resse [314, 332] proposed a constant deviatoric ma-
trix Ĉhg = µhgeffIdev based on an effective shear modulus and the deviatoric part
of the fourth-order identity tensor. A deviatoric hourglassing stiffness prevents
volumetric locking for the stabilization term, according to the B-Bar method
developed by Hughes [356]. However, this approximation is based on isotropic
effective shear modulus and underestimates the hourglass stresses for highly
anisotropic materials resulting in instabilities. Thus, an alternative hourglass
stiffness calculation based on the material tangent evaluated in the element
center is proposed

Ĉhg =
∂Ŝ(Ê)

∂Ê

∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=0

, (6.24)

which accounts for the anisotropy of the material, while still allowing for an
analytical integration in Equation 6.22. This approach is limited to compressible
materials as it does not conform with the B-bar method. However, engineering
textiles are inmost cases compressible and the influence of a possible volumetric
locking in the hourglass terms is assumed to be small.

8 Adapted and revised from [353], cf. footnote p. 201 for details.
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

Second, amembrane-bending decoupling is a necessary requirement for CoFRP
forming, cf. Section 2.3.3. This can be accomplished intrinsically or extrin-
sically with different methods. The intrinsic methods for individual elements
are based on modifications to the out-of-plane integration scheme [219, 281],
variable stiffness over the thickness [283, 285] or generalized continua ap-
proaches [162, 239, 282]. Based on these ideas and in combination with the
Taylor approximation of the strains in Equation 6.17, the following split is
introduced to the stress Ŝ

⋆
during the integration in Equation 6.21

Ŝ
⋆
= Ŝ

mem
+ Ŝ

bend
= Ĉmem : (Ê

0

c + Êe) + Ĉbend :
(
ζÊ

ζ

c + ζ2Ê
ζζ

c

)
.

(6.25)
The membrane part Ŝ

mem
is related to the constant compatible strain in the

element center Ê
0

c as well as the enhanced strains Êe by a membrane stiffness
Ĉmem. The bending part Ŝ

bend
is related to the out-of-plane components of

the compatible strain Ê
ζ

c and Ê
ζζ

c by a bending stiffness Ĉbend. A major
advantage of this solid-shell formulation is that there are no restrictions on the
three-dimensional stiffnesses Ĉ(•) and that more complex formulations for Ŝ

⋆

can be introduced based on the same split.

6.1.3 Implementation

The modified solid-shell is implemented within a VUEL user-defined element
formulation in ABAQUS/Explicit. To ensure a computationally efficient imple-
mentation, a MATHEMATICA-based programming environment called Ace-
GEN [307] is used. It provides symbolic and algebraic capabilities, combined
with a simultaneous runtime-optimization. Figure 6.2 illustrates an implemen-
tation concept by means of a flowchart. The matrices corresponding to the
expressions in Section 6.1.1 are given in their implemented form in Appendix
A.3.1. In addition, the utilized solid-shell element formulation requires a spe-
cific coordinate system (COS) and node convention to ensure the thickness
integration in the thinnest direction, cf. Figure 6.1. However, automatic mesh-
ing algorithms do not necessarily comply with these conventions. Therefore,
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6.1 Solid-shell element formulation

the COS is temporarily rotated and an internal renumbering of the nodes is
applied if required. The method is detailed in Appendix A.3.2

Isoparametric interpolation
X(ξ) = XnodeN(ξ)

u(ξ) = unodeN(ξ)

J =
∂X

∂ξ
J̃ = J +

∂u

∂ξ

Jacobians

Taylor expansion
Êc ≈ Ê

0
c + ζÊ

ζ
c + ζ2Êc

ζζ
+ Ê

hg
c

Update EAS-DOF
G2 = 0

∆αe = −S−1
ααR

⋆
α

ˆ̄E = ˆ̄Ec +
ˆ̄Ee

Green-Lagrange strains

Ŝ = Ŝ
⋆
+ Ŝ

hg
Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress

Ŝ
⋆
= Ŝ

mem
+ Ŝ

bend
Membrane-bending decoupling

Nodal forces

R⋆
u and Rhg

u

G1 = 0

ˆ̄Ee = ˆ̄Beαe

Enhanced assumed strain method (EAS)

ˆ̄Be = [0, 0, ζ, 0, 0, 0]T

Hourglass stiffness

Ĉhg =
∂Ŝ(Ê)

∂Ê

∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=0

Membrane model
Ŝ

mem
= Ĉmem : (Ê

0
c + Êe)

Ŝ
bend

= Ĉbend : (ζÊ
ζ
c + ζ2Ê

ζζ
c )

Bending model

Selective reduced integration (SRI)

ˆ̄Ec =



Eξξ

Eηη
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Figure 6.2: Flowchart of the solid-shell implemented as a VUEL in ABAQUS/Explicit.
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

6.2 Validation of locking-free behavior in
forming simulations

The locking-free behavior of the Q1STs solid-shell element has been shown
by Schwarze and Reese in several well-known benchmarks for small [314] as
well as large [332] deformations. These benchmarks mainly focus on pre-
scribed deformations and loads for different scenarios. In order to investigate
the advantages of a locking-free behavior in the context of macroscopic form-
ing simulations, the proposed solid-shell element is compared to commercially
available three-dimensional elements in ABAQUS/Explicit. For computation-
ally efficient forming simulations, high aspect ratios and a representation of
each layer within a single element layer are desirable. The relevant aspect ratio
for thin engineering textiles is the ratio of an element’s in-plane edge length to
thickness a = le/t0.

The behavior of thin engineering textiles is often characterized by a high in-
plane stiffness in fiber direction combined with a low bending stiffness. How-
ever, the commercially available elements do not offer a direct possibility of
decoupling the membrane bending behavior. Therefore, the forming behavior is
initially assessed for standard material models and different aspect ratios. Thus,
Cmem = Cbend applies in Equation 6.25 for the solid-shell element in this
section. First, the behavior for simple elastic isotropic materials is presented
in Section 6.2.1. Cantilever bending tests are utilized to estimate how well
locking is prevented for a single layer of thin elements. Hemisphere forming
tests without blankholders are applied to evaluate the influence of numerical
locking on the forming behavior. Second, the behavior for highly anisotropic
materials is presented in Section 6.2.2.

Compared element formulations The convergence behavior of the solid-
shell element with nIP = 3 integration points over the thickness is compared
to in ABAQUS/Explicit available elements. The reduced integrated 2D shell
element (S4R) is used as a reference for a locking-free bending behavior. For
comparison to other 3D element formulations without adaptations to prevent
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6.2 Validation of locking-free behavior in forming simulations

locking, the standard fully-integrated (C3D8 with nIP = 8) and reduced-
integrated (C3D8R with nIP = 1) elements are utilized. Different elements in
ABAQUS/Explicit are recommended for bending-dominated problems [357].
TheC3D8R-Enh element introduces up to six additional internal degrees of free-
dom based on the EAS method, to augment the hourglass stabilization forces
of the C3D8R element to prevent locking [358]. The fully integrated solid
element C3D8I is enhanced by incompatible modes (cf. Section 2.4.1) to pre-
vent parasitic locking stresses in bending deformations. The reduced-integrated
continuum shell element SC8R utilizes a kinematic and constitutive behavior
similar to conventional shells, but derives them from a three-dimensional shape
with displacement DOF to allow linear compaction [357].

6.2.1 Isotropic materials7

To isolate the influence of the element formulation as much as possible a simple
isotropic material behavior is utilized. A Young’s modulus of E = 100 MPa
and Poisson ratio of ν = 0.3 is chosen to test the behavior for low stiffness.

Cantilever test Potential locking phenomena are prevalent in bending-
dominated deformations and increase for higher aspect ratios, cf. Section 2.4.1.
A cantilever test is used to estimate howwell locking is prevented in the element
formulations. The beam has a width of w0 = 10 mm, a length of l0 = 60 mm,
a thickness of t0 = 0.3 mm and a tip load of f = 0.4 mN is applied. The setup
is shown in Figure 6.3.

t0 = 0.3 mm
f = 0.4 mN

e3
e2

10 m
m60 mm

e1

Figure 6.3: Cantilever test setup | Geometry and applied tip load (adapted from [352]).

7 Adapted and revised from [352], cf. footnote p. 201 for details.
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

A single element over the width of the beam and a variable number of elements
along the length are applied to achieve aspect ratios in bending direction of
a ∈ [2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40]. The results for the element formulations outlined in
Section 6.2 are shown in Figure 6.4.

2.5 5.0 10.0 20.0 40.0
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solid-shell
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C3D8I

C3D8R

C3D8

Figure 6.4: Cantilever-bending test | Results for the conventional shell (S4R), solid-shell and dif-
ferent commercially available three-dimensional (C3D8R-Enh, SC8R, C3D8I, C3D8R
and C3D8) elements (adapted from [352]).

The S4R reduced-integrated shell element predicts a nearly constant tip dis-
placement for the investigated aspect ratio and is therefore used as the reference
solution based on the observed locking-free out-of-plane bending behavior.
Similar results are achieved by the continuum shell as its behavior is directly
based on a pure shell theory.

First, the elements applying methods to prevent locking are compared to the
reference. The solid-shell solution is close to the reference of S4R for a <= 20

and converges towards it for a <= 5. The deviations increase for higher as-
pect ratios, but a <= 20 should be sufficient for efficient simulations as is
a frequently used range macroscopic forming [17, 56, 86, 298]. Similar re-
sults to the solid-shell are achieved by the incompatible mode (C3D8I) and
enhanced (C3D8R-Enh) formulation. The results of the C3D8R-Enh element
with enhanced hourglass stabilization deviate slightly more from the reference,
presumably because it applies only one IP over the thickness.
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6.2 Validation of locking-free behavior in forming simulations

Second, the conventional solid elements are evaluated. The fully-integrated
C3D8 element behaves too stiff due to locking effects and even for an aspect
ratio as low as 2.5 is unsuited for this bending problem. The reduced-integrated
C3D8R element achieves a slightly better solution for high aspect ratios. How-
ever, for low aspect ratios a single element over the thickness with only one IP is
unable to account for bending deformations and as a result behaves completely
compliant. Therefore, the C3D8R element is subjected to locking phenomena
for high aspect ratios and is not suitable to model bending for low aspect ratios.

Hemisphere forming The influence of a locking-free element formulation
is investigated in numerical hemisphere tests similar to the studies of Haanap-
pel [21] or Dörr [17]. The ratio of shear-to-bending stiffness is one of the
key factors influencing the wrinkling behavior during forming [67, 68]. Since
locking phenomena mainly affect the bending behavior, a significant effect on
the forming behavior with a tendency to larger wrinkles can be expected. The
hemisphere has a radius of 90 mm and a height of 35 mm. Forming simula-
tions are conducted without blankholders to provoke significant wrinkling. A
single layer with a thickness of t = 0.3 mm is formed with aspect ratios of 10
and 20. Figure 6.5 shows the results for a remaining tool stroke of ∆u = 7.0

mm, because at this stage the differences in the forming behavior can be better
highlighted than for a completely closed tool.

A significant influence on the distinct wrinkling pattern for the different element
types is observed and directly rated in comparison to the S4R results (green:
good agreement; orange: slightly too stiff; red: notable differences). A strong
correlation between the locking behavior of the element formulations in the
cantilever tests and their performance in the hemisphere test is observed. The
most similar results for both aspect ratios in terms of size and location of
wrinkling compared to the S4R element are observed for the solid-shell and
C3D8R-Enh element. The behavior of the SC8R and C3D8I elements is slightly
too stiff for an aspect ratio of a = 20, indicating some form of locking not
detected in the unidirectional bending during the cantilever tests. The forming
behavior of the elements without locking prevention (C3D8 and C3D8R) is
notably too stiff and different from the reference.
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Figure 6.5: Hemisphere forming for isotropic materials | Results and observations for a remaining
tool stroke ∆u = 7 mm for the conventional shell (S4R), solid-shell and different
commercially available three-dimensional (C3D8R-Enh, SC8R, C3D8I, C3D8R and
C3D8) elements. Colors indicate comparison to S4R-results - green: good agreement;
orange: slightly too stiff; red: notable differences (adapted from [352]).
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6.2 Validation of locking-free behavior in forming simulations

6.2.2 Anisotropic materials8

The isotropic hemisphere tests show that the element formulation and thus
locking-free bending behavior for larger aspect ratios has a significant influence
on the macroscopic forming behavior even for a simple material model. In
this section, the formulations are compared for highly anisotropic materials,
to emulate a deformation behavior more similar to engineering textiles. Two
different orthotropic stiffness matrices with high stiffness in one (ĈUD) or two
(ĈBiax) principal material direction are applied. A sufficiently high stiffness
of 1000 MPa in the principal directions is assumed to prevent notable strains
in the respective directions instead of a numerically expensive inextensibility
condition, similar to the assumption in Chapter 5. Comparatively low shear and
compaction stiffnesses are applied to achieve a large anisotropy ratio for both
cases:

Ĉi =




1000 0 0 0 0 0

0 (C22)i 0 0 0 0

0 0 10 0 0 0

0 0 0 10 0 0

0 0 0 0 10 0

0 0 0 0 0 10




MPa
with :

(C22)Biax = 1000

(C22)UD = 10

(6.26)

Figure 6.6 shows the results for a remaining tool stroke of ∆u = 7.0 mm. The
reduced-integrated shell (S4R) predicts medium-sized wrinkles in all directions
for the biaxial stiffness ĈBiax, and wrinkles mainly oriented along the axis
of the highest stiffness and semi-circular runouts towards the edge for the
unidirectional stiffness ĈUD. The results are consistent for both aspect ratios
and therefore again used as a reference to compare the element formulations
outlined in Section 6.2.

8 Adapted and revised from [353], cf. footnote p. 201 for details.
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Figure 6.6: Hemisphere forming for anisotropic materials | Results for a remaining tool stroke
∆u = 7 mm for the conventional shell (S4R), solid-shell and different commercially
available three-dimensional (C3D8R-Enh, SC8R,C3D8I, C3D8R andC3D8) elements.
Colors indicate comparison to S4R-results - Green: Good agreement; Orange: Slightly
too stiff; Red: Notable differences (adapted from [353]).
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6.2 Validation of locking-free behavior in forming simulations

The only element that can achieve a similar forming behavior to the S4R shell
for both stiffnesses and aspect ratios is the solid-shell element. This further
demonstrates the advantages of the applied methods for a locking-free behavior,
as they are independent of material behavior.

The enhanced hourglass stabilization of the C3D8R-Enh element showed
promising results for the isotropic material in Section 6.2.1, but the perfor-
mance for highly anisotropic materials is significantly different. An unexpected
unidirectional wrinkling is observed for ĈBiax and wrinkles perpendicular to
the direction of the highest stiffness for ĈUD. This is presumably caused by
the initial development of the stabilization technique for isotropic materials as
it is based on the works of Puso [358]. However, missing details on the exact
implementation in ABAQUS/Explicit [357] prevent a conclusive claim.

The observations for the SC8R and C3D8I elements are similar to the results
for the isotropic material, cf. Figure 6.5. The general orientation and size
of wrinkles are similar to the S4R shell for a = 10, but larger wrinkles are
observed for an increased aspect ratio of 20 indicating some form of locking.

The forming behavior of the reduced integrated solid element C3D8R is com-
pletely different compared to the other examined elements. The observed
wrinkling is similar for both materials and close to the results for the isotropic
material, cf. Figure 6.5. This further demonstrates its unsuitability for forming
simulations. The results of the fully integrated solid element (C3D8) in the
biaxial case for a = 10 are in good agreement with the reference and only
slightly too stiff for the higher aspect ratio. In this case, the higher anisotropy
ratio seems to be advantageous compared to isotropic material. However, the
behavior for ĈUD is notably too stiff for both aspect ratios.

Summary The observations for the hemisphere forming of an anisotropic
material are similar to the isotropic material for most element formulations.
However, the large deviations for the C3D8R-Enh element demonstrate the im-
portance of considering material behavior when selecting methods to prevent
locking. None of the available formulations in ABAQUS/Explicit is uncondi-
tionally suitable for forming highly anisotropic materials with a single element
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

layer, in addition to the lack of a direct membrane-bending decoupling capabil-
ity. The developed solid-shell element has a similar behavior to the locking-free
S4R shell in all investigated configurations.

6.3 Application for textile forming simulation

The general suitability of the developed solid-shell element for forming sim-
ulations was demonstrated for isotropic and strongly anisotropic materials in
Section 6.2. Macroscopic modeling of forming processes for CoFRP addition-
ally requires a decoupling of the membrane and bending behavior as outlined
in Section 2.3.3. Therefore, a suitable modification of the solid-shell element
was proposed in Section 6.1.2. First, the potential of the proposed decoupling
method is demonstrated in Section 6.3.1 by application to numerical coupon
tests and hemisphere forming tests. Second, the proposed solid-shell element
is applied to forming of Biax-NCF and compared to the 2D approach presented
in Section 5.5.

6.3.1 Membrane-bending decoupling8

Proof of concept The general suitability of the proposed membrane-
bending decoupling is demonstrated in simple tensile and cantilever bending
tests by variation of Ĉmem and Ĉbend. The geometry as well as load conditions
of the tensile test are shown in Figure 6.7. For the cantilever test, the setup
already shown in Figure 6.3 is used again. In both tests, the beam is discretized
with a single element in thickness and width direction as well as ten elements
in length direction, resulting in a = 20. The membrane and the bending stiff-
ness are varied between a medium stiffness and a low stiffness, respectively,
resulting in a total of four combinations. The medium bending and membrane
stiffnesses are chosen equal to Equation 6.26 with Ĉmem = Ĉbend = ĈUD.

8 Adapted and revised from [353], cf. footnote p. 201 for details.
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6.3 Application for textile forming simulation

The low stiffnesses differ from the medium stiffness by a factor of 10 only in
the 11-component by (Ĉbend,low)11 = (Ĉmem,low)11 = 1/10(ĈUD)11 = 100

MPa, which determines the effective bending stiffness in beam direction.

f = 400 N

t0 = 0.3 mm
e3

e2

e1

10 m
m

60 mm

Figure 6.7: Tensile test setup | Geometry and applied tip load (adapted from [352]).

The results of the tensile and cantilever tests are shown in Table 6.1 a and
b respectively. The tip displacement in the tensile test is only increased by
decreasing the membrane stiffness, and independent of the bending stiffness.
Analogously, the tip displacement in the cantilever tests is only depending on the
bending stiffness. This indicates that the approach proposed in Equation 6.25
is generally suitable for a membrane-bending-decoupling.

Table 6.1: Resulting tip displacement for the a) tensile tests and b) cantilever tests [353].

a) Tensile test b) Cantilever test

tip disp. u / mm Ĉbend Ĉbend,low tip disp. u / mm Ĉbend Ĉbend,low

Ĉmem 6.8 6.8 Ĉmem 1.277 12.12
Ĉmem,low 37.5 37.5 Ĉmem,low 1.277 12.12
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

Influence on forming behavior The proposed membrane-bending de-
coupling is applied to the hemisphere forming tests with a = 20 and the same
geometry described in Section 6.2.1. A constant unidirectional Ĉmem

UD = ĈUD

and biaxial Ĉmem
Biax = ĈBiax membrane stiffness are utilized in all tests, cf.

Equation 6.26. The bending stiffness is initially equal to the respective mem-
brane stiffness (Cbend

UD = Cmem
UD and Ĉbend

Biax = Ĉmem
Biax ). Subsequently, the

11-component in the unidirectional, as well as additionally the 22-component
in the biaxial case, is either increased (Ĉbend,high

UD and Ĉbend,high
Biax ) or decreased

(Ĉbend,low
UD and Ĉbend,low

Biax ) by a factor of 10. The results for all combinations
are shown in Figure 6.8.

In the biaxial case, the general orientation and position of the wrinkles remain
similar for increasing bending stiffness. However, the number of wrinkles
decreases while their size strongly increases. In the unidirectional case, the
wrinkles straighten towards the edges for increasing bending stiffness. For the
low bending stiffness, wrinkles also form perpendicular to the direction of the
highest stiffness. The tendency of a decreasedwrinkling for a highermembrane-
to-bending stiffness ratio agrees with observations in literature [67, 68, 154].
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Verification of the membrane-bending decoupling during forming
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Figure 6.8: Hemisphere forming for different membrane to bending stiffness ratios | Results for
a constant a) biaxial and b) unidirectional membrane stiffness with different bending
stiffnesses at several remaining tool strokes ∆u (adapted from [353]).
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

6.3.2 Double dome forming

Parameterization The developed solid-shell element is applied to textile
forming simulation using Biax-NCF as an example and compared to the 2D
approach presented in Section 5.5. This enables a direct transfer of the pa-
rameterization with only minor modifications to the membrane stiffness Ĉmem

in Equation 6.25. The invariants introduced in Section 5.2.1 can be directly
related to the components of the Green-Lagrange strain by

E11=̂I4 − I04 , E12=̂I6 − I06 = I6 and E22=̂I8 − I08 . (6.27)

This allows an equivalent membrane stiffness matrix to be derived with the
same shear parameters given in Table A.7 by

Ĉmem
Biax−NCF =



1000 0 0 0 0 0

0 1000 0 0 0 0

0 0 10 0 0 0

0 0 0
∂WBiax

6

∂I6
(E12) 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0.1


MPa. (6.28)

In numerical studies, no influence of the transverse shear components of the
membrane stiffness was observed, because this deformation is modeled by the
bending part. Therefore, they were assumed as very small. A relatively high
compaction stiffness of (Ĉmem

Biax−NCF)33 = 10MPa is used to reduce the impact
of possible compaction during the comparison to the 2D approach.

The cantilever tests described in Section 5.5.2 are used to identify the bend-
ing stiffness Ĉbend

Biax−NCF. The stiffnesses already derived for the hypoelastic
approach, cf. Table A.8, are also used for the solid-shell approach. Good
agreement for the overhang lengths lbend and simulative deflection curves are
achieved between the solid-shell and 2D approach. This indicates a direct trans-
ferability of the identified parameters for a linear elastic behavior, despite the
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6.3 Application for textile forming simulation

hyperelastic approach in the solid-shell compared to the hypoelastic model in
the 2D approach.

Double dome forming The developed solid-shell model is compared to
the 2D approach in a forming simulation on a generic double dome geometry
without a blankholder. The setup is shown in Figure 6.9 a. Only one quarter
is simulated with corresponding symmetry boundary conditions, because of
the double-symmetric shape of the geometry. A single ply with a [(0◦/90◦)B]
orientation that is slightly larger than the upper tool is utilized.

The global forming behavior for different relative tool strokes ∆u3 is shown
in Figure 6.9 b. A good qualitative agreement is achieved for the location of
out-of-plane deformations with slight deviations in magnitude. This indicates
a correct description of the decoupled membrane and bending behavior by the
solid-shell element. The predicted shear strains of 3D solid-element nearly
match the results of the 2D approach after the tool is closed, cf. Figure 6.9 c.
Minor deviations only occur along the upper edge of the ply that protrudes from
the blankholder.

The final thickness of the ply can be evaluated for the solid-shell element and
is shown in Figure 6.9 d. The assumed compacting stiffness (Ĉmem

Biax−NCF)33

is significantly higher than the experimentally measured exponential stiffness
for small deformations, cf. Section 4.4. As a result, the predicted thickness
reduction is small and only notable along the radii of the tools. However, the
general location of the reduced ply thickness is in qualitative agreement with
the model of Poppe et al. [66] for double dome forming of a woven fabric.
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displacement u3 / mm

3D solid-shell element

2D approch (cf. Section 5.5)

55 % 70 % 100 %85 %

relative tool stroke∆u

- 60 30030

b) Global forming behavior

c) Strain distribution (closed)
3D solid-shell element 2D approch (cf. Section 5.5)

shear strain E12 / -

0.40 0.1 0.3

thickness t / mm

10.8 0.9

d) Thickness distribution (closed)
3D solid-shell element

a) Double dome forming setup

240 mm

60 mm

120
mm

u

t0 = 1.004 mm

upper tool

lower tool

[(0◦/90◦)B]
125 mm x 255 mm

symmetric quarter model

symmetry BC

∆u = 50 % ∆u = 100 %

u

0.3560.357

0.2

Figure 6.9: Comparison of the 3D solid-shell element and the 2D approach proposed in Section 5.5
for Biax-NCF during double dome forming |a) Setup of the model; b) global forming
behavior represented by the out-of-plane displacements; c) shear strain distribution for
closed tools (maximum values shown); d) thickness distribution for closed tools.
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6.4 Conclusion and discussion

In the scope of this chapter, a three-dimensional solid-shell element for forming
of engineering textiles is developed and implemented as a user-defined element
formulation for the commercial solver ABAQUS/Explicit.

Element formulation Initially, the element formulation based on an iso-
parametric hexahedral element with linear shape functions and methods to
prevent different locking phenomena are outlined. The assumed natural strain
method is applied to alleviate curvature-thickness and transverse shear locking.
A single internal DOF based on the enhanced assumed strain method is intro-
duced to prevent volumetric locking. A variable number of integration points
over the thickness are utilized to alleviate in-plane shear locking based on a
selective reduced integration scheme.

Additionalmodifications are proposed to adapt the solid-shell element for textile
forming. Taylor expansion of the strains and stresses are utilized to introduce
a membrane-bending decoupling and an hourglass stabilization for strongly
anisotropic materials. However, the proposed stabilization is only suitable for
compressible materials such as engineering textiles because it does not result
in a purely deviatoric stiffness [356]. Other than that, no further restrictions on
the material model are necessary. A fully three-dimensional constitutive law
can be used to model the intra-ply mechanisms, including compaction.

Locking-free forming behavior The influence of numerical locking on
the forming behavior and the resulting need for a locking-free element was
demonstrated by comparing the solid-shell to different three-dimensional ele-
ments in ABAQUS/Explicit. The objective is accurate modeling with a single
element layer and high element aspect ratios. The standard solid elements with-
out locking prevention (C3D8 & C3D8R) behave significantly too stiff during
forming and are generally unsuitable even for isotropic materials. The ele-
ments incorporating methods to prevent locking showed promising results for
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6 Three-dimensional solid-shell element formulation for forming simulations

smaller aspect ratios. However, numerically too stiff behavior was observed for
higher aspect ratios (SC8R & C3D8I) or the element formulation was found
to be unsuitable for highly anisotropic materials (C3D8R-Enh). Thus, none
of the available formulations in ABAQUS/Explicit is unconditionally suitable
for forming highly anisotropic materials within a single element layer, in ad-
dition to the lack of a direct membrane-bending decoupling capability. This
illustrates the complexity of locking phenomena during forming and the need
to thoroughly evaluate the underlying element formulation. The only element
that consistently achieves good results for larger aspect ratios and both isotropic
and anisotropic material behavior with a single element over the thickness is
the solid-shell.

Application for textile forming The proposed method for a membrane-
bending decoupling in the solid-shell is required for an application to engineer-
ing textiles. The general suitability of the method is demonstrated on coupon
level in tensile and cantilever bending tests. On part level, the impact of the de-
coupling on the wrinkling behavior is qualitatively well predicted in hemisphere
forming tests. The solid-shell element thus fulfills all necessary prerequisites
to model the deformation of thin engineering textiles efficiently in macroscopic
forming simulations.

Finally, the solid-shell element is applied to forming simulation of a double
dome geometry for Biax-NCF and compared to the approach for 2D elements
presented in Section 5.5. The solid-shell can accuratelymodel a fabric plywith a
single element over the thickness. This facilitates the transferability ofmodeling
approaches developed for approaches with 2D elements. The membrane and
bending parameterizations of the 2D model could be transferred directly to
the solid-shell element without significant modifications. Good agreement is
achieved for the global forming behavior and shear strain distribution compared
to the 2D approach.

Thefinal thickness of the ply can be evaluated for the solid-shell and qualitatively
plausible thinning of the ply is predicted for the radii of the double dome.
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6.4 Conclusion and discussion

However, an upscaled compaction stiffness was applied for direct comparison to
the 2D approach. A suitablemodel for the experimentallymeasured exponential
compaction behavior has to be introduced and validated before the thickness
prediction can be conclusively evaluated. Therefore, the analytical models
proposed in Section 4.4 can be used as a starting point. The solid-shell element
can then be used to examine effects in thickness direction in more detail.

The utilization of a fully three-dimensional approach should enable a better
approximation of forming effects like the fiber volume content [66, 345]. This
would also improve the prediction quality of subsequent process steps when
embedded in a CAE chain [52]. Additionally, the three-dimensional constitu-
tive law can be exploited to introduce relevant couplings for multi-axial stress
states, which cannot be modeled with 2D approaches. This includes the shear-
compaction coupling for woven fabrics [121] or the influence on the transverse
tensile behavior of UD-NCF discussed in Section 5.6.
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7 Conclusions and
recommendations

The forming behavior of a unidirectional and a bidirectional non-crimp fabric
(UD- and Biax-NCF) was investigated and suitable 2D as well as 3D modeling
approaches for their textile forming simulations were developed. The results
of this work contribute to the understanding of the relevant mechanisms for
forming non-crimp fabrics and their efficient modeling. In this chapter, the
main conclusions from these achievements are categorized by the proposed
objectives (cf. Section 3.1) and recommendations to motivate future research
are proposed.

Conclusions

Objective O-1. Systematic characterization of the inter- and intra-
ply deformation mechanisms and quantitative analysis of the forming
behavior of non-crimp fabrics with an emphasis on the specific chal-
lenges of unidirectional non-crimp fabrics (UD-NCF) to enable process
modeling and its validation.✓

The mesoscopic structure of the constituents of NCFs results in a specific
macroscopic behavior, which is largely influenced by the interaction of the
stitching and the rovings. Therefore, all experiments must take into account
the orientation and resulting load of the stitching, in addition to the rovings.
A wide experimental database is established for the inter-ply as well intra-ply
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

mechanisms of the UD- and the Biax-NCF as a foundation for the development
and quantitative validation of modeling approaches. A comprehensive analysis
is presented in Chapter 4 and summarized in Figure 4.43. The membrane
and bending behavior in particular are specific for the UD-NCF compared to
the Biax-NCF, which behaves similar to woven fabrics in many aspects. The
UD-NCF exhibits a strongly anisotropic and asymmetric behavior, since the
transverse behavior is determined by the stitching instead of a second fiber
orientation. Thus, a solely shear-focused description of the membrane behavior
is insufficient. Different membrane deformation modes with superimposed
shear, transverse tensile and perpendicular compressive strains are observed
during membrane characterization as well as component forming. In addition,
in-plane roving bending in transition zones is observed and quantified with
a new curvature measurement method. The out-of-plane bending stiffness
in transverse direction is stitching-dominated and significantly lower than the
stiffness in the roving direction. This results in a strong twist deformation for
off-axis bending loads.

Objective O-2. Development of a 2D macroscopic forming model for
UD-NCF based on a hyperelastic approach with a sufficient complexity
to accurately describe the relevant deformation modes, but still facilitate
a simplified parameterization process and the transferability to other
materials.✓

The most relevant mechanisms and necessary complexity of a suitable constitu-
tive model for UD-NCF are identified in a preliminary investigation of existing
methods. Subsequently, a new hyperelastic membrane approach for UD-NCF is
developed, parameterized and validated in Chapter 5. The different membrane
deformationmodes of superimposed shear, transverse tension and perpendicular
in-plane compression can be related to suitable pseudo-invariants. A coupling
between the transverse tensile and perpendicular in-plane compressive behav-
ior is required to model large roving slippage. An uncoupled shear behavior is
sufficient. The number of material parameters is significantly reduced by in-
troducing generalized formulations for the strain energy density contributions
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and coupling. This simplifies the parameterization and enables a modular im-
plementation of the approach to facilitate transferability to other materials and
future modifications. High quantitative agreement between the simulation and
experiments is achieved for all characterization tests. Furthermore, the forming
behavior is accurately predicted for different geometrically challenging shapes
and layup configurations. The developed approach and parameterization strate-
gies can be directly transferred to Biax-NCF to adequately model its forming
behavior up to medium deformations.

Objective O-3. Development of a 3D solid-shell element to account
for compaction during the forming of engineering textiles, which ex-
hibits locking-free behavior for slender structures and takes into ac-
count the specific requirements of continuous fiber-reinforced plastics
(CoFRP).✓

A new 3D solid-shell formulation based on methods to avoid numerical locking
and with necessary modifications for forming simulation of engineering textiles
is presented in Chapter 6. A locking-free element formulation is required
to accurately model forming processes due to the strong impact of numerical
locking on the bending behavior in particular. Most commercially available 3D
elements behave too stiff during forming for isotropic or anisotropic materials.
In contrast, the proposed solid-shell is capable ofmodeling the forming behavior
with a single element over the thickness for large aspect ratios independent of
the material model. This increases the numerical efficiency and enables direct
transferability of methods developed for 2D approaches. The solid-shell is
also capable of decoupling the membrane and bending behavior required for
engineering textiles. As a result, the developed 3D solid-shell element can
model forming processes as accurately as 2D approaches with the same number
of elements, but with the additional prediction of the behavior in thickness
direction.
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Recommendations for future research

• Macroscopic approaches consider the material as a homogenized con-
tinuum usually based on the limited information available within each
element. Incorporating information from neighboring elements in a non-
local approach would enable the modeling of several effects observed for
UD-NCF due to its mesoscopic structure:

– The in-plane curvature of the rovings could be calculated based on
the displacements of neighboring elements to introduce an in-plane
bending stiffness motivated by generalized continua approaches.
This is expected to model the asymmetric shear behavior of UD-
NCF that primarily occurs parallel to the rovings in the experiments
(21-shear) by preventing excessive shear transverse to the rovings
(12-shear).

– Local shear gradients could be calculated and introduced as an ad-
ditional coupling for the transverse tensile behavior. This could lo-
calize the predicted roving slippage to the experimentally observed
transition zones.

– The pressure-dependent transverse tensile behavior due to local
clamping of glass fibers could be introduced by incorporating the
UD-NCF model into the solid-shell element in combination with a
non-local method to propagate the impact of local pressure along
the elements in glass-fiber direction.

• The modeling approaches of this work are developed to describe the fun-
damental mechanisms of dry engineering textiles and could be enhanced
to account for the influence of binders or infiltration.

• Forming tests without blankholders are desirable to investigate the impact
and correct modeling of the observed twist during off-axis bending loads
for UD-NCF. The proposed bending model could also be enhanced to
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account for the non-linear bending behavior measured for high curvatures
during characterization.

• Comprehensive experiments are needed to further investigate the cause
of the observed interactions between layers during some forming tests
and develop a suitable inter-ply modeling approach.

• The solid-shell element is developed for the requirements of textile form-
ing without restrictions on the applied material model and could be uti-
lized in future investigations of other engineering textiles or pre-infiltrated
semi-finished products.

• A non-linear model to accurately describe compaction could be imple-
mented within the solid-shell element formulation and validated. This
would enable further investigations of forming effects in thickness di-
rection during the process as well as their impact on subsequent process
steps by application in the context of a CAE-chain.
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A Appendix

A.1 Supplementary experimental results

A.1.1 Membrane behavior - Investigation of different
specimen sizes in OATs1

The observed behavior in bias-extension tests (45◦-OAT) can depend on the
specimen size, as has been reported for unbalanced fabrics [111,134] and Biax-
NCF [119]. The influence of the specimen’s size has not yet been investigated
for UD-NCF. Therefore, additional tests with a bias angle of 45◦ were performed
on smaller specimens for asmall

2 = 160mm/80mm and on larger specimens for
alarge3 = 480mm/160mm. The larger specimenswere only tested up to ε = 16.6%,
due to a limited clamping length of the tensile testing machine. The averaged
strains in the MDZ and the average curvature are shown in Figure A.1 and the
resulting strain distributions in Figure A.2. Additionally, the theoretical shear
angles according to pure shear theory proposed by Cao et al. [111] and simple
shear theory proposed by Pourtier et al. [119] are included for the averaged
strains for both investigated aspect ratios.

The larger and smaller specimens of Biax-NCF show similar behavior to the
medium specimen. The typical deformation zones, described in Section 4.2.2.1
are present with the highest deformation in the MDZ and measurable roving
curvatures in the transition zones, cf. Figure A.1 a and A.2 a. The behavior in
the MDZ is mostly shear-dominated and the measured shear angle for medium

1 Reproduced section from [102], cf. footnote p. 61 for details.
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Figure A.1: Averaged strains in theMDZ and average roving curvature of the 45◦-OAT for different
specimen sizes of the a) Biax-NCF (MD600) and b) UD-NCF (UD300)

and large specimens corresponds to the prediction according to a pure shear
assumption for lower strains ε < 0.1, cf. Figure A.1 a. However, the measured
shear angle of the small specimen is below the simple and pure shear prediction.
The deviations are caused by slippage between the rovings in the transition area
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Figure A.2: Deformed specimens and strain distributions during Off-Axis-Tensions tests (OATs)
(a) for Biax-NCF and (b) UD-NCF of different specimen sizes

between zones "A" to "B1" and "B2" to "C". The effect is stronger for a smaller
specimen size due to the relative size of a roving compared to the area of the
MDZ.

The specimen size has a more pronounced effect on the observed behavior for
UD-NCF. The larger specimens show the typical deformation zones but have
a more inhomogeneous strain field, cf. Figure A.2 b. Due to the relatively
loose stitching and the mesoscopic nature of the fabric, the load is not evenly
distributed in the specimen. However, compared to the medium specimen
similar averaged strains relative to the simple shear theory of their respective
aspect ratios as well as averaged curvatures are measured, cf. Figure A.1 b.
In the smaller specimen, zones "B1" and "B2" are hardly pronounced and the
fibers behave the same as in zones "A" and "C", respectively. The rovings bend
significantly less and the stitching is strongly tensioned, resulting in visible gaps
and high transverse tensile strains E22, cf. Figure A.2 b. The effects described
above are also reflected in the averaged strains in the MDZ, cf. Figure A.1 b.
Generally, the measured shear angle of all sizes for small strains is close to
or below the simple shear theory, starting to exceed it for ε > 0.1 to 0.125 for
medium and large specimens. For small specimens, γ12 remains below both
theories due to the large transverse tensile strains E22.
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A.1.2 Bending behavior - Peirce bending stiffness

Table A.1: Resulting bending stiffness of the cantilever tests in Section 4.3 according to Peirce.

front facing up back facing up
GP

w GP
w

[Nm] [Nm]

UD-NCF
0° 4.062± 0.119 3.260± 0.112

45° 1.309± 0.241 2.094

90° 0.018± 0.00244 0.00591± 0.000466

Biax-NCF
0° 3.403± 0.172 2.498± 0.122

45° 1.979± 0.091 1.569± 0.101

90° 3.863± 0.424 4.0460± 0.257

A.1.3 Compaction behavior - Analytical model
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Figure A.3: Overview of the parameters for the 1D analytical model Φ(p) for compaction in
Section 4.4.
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Table A.2: Resulting parameters of the analytical p-model Φ(p) for the compaction test based on
Equation 4.9 in Section 4.4.

UD-NCF Biax-NCF
∆Θ nL A B R2 ∆Θ nL A B R2

0°

1 0.34916 0.07539 0.98754
0°

4 0.32421 0.09975 0.99838
2 0.33613 0.09026 0.99958 6 0.32582 0.10157 0.99741
4 0.34857 0.08705 0.99919 8 0.33 0.10061 0.99669
5 0.35119 0.08857 0.99817

45°
4 0.33186 0.09271 0.9973

6 0.34707 0.09194 0.99905 6 0.33375 0.09299 0.99693
8 0.34607 0.09332 0.99919 8 0.33491 0.09297 0.9962
10 0.35235 0.09087 0.99776

90°

1 0.28197 0.09257 0.99849
15 0.35393 0.091 0.9973 2 0.30772 0.08711 0.99949

45°

2 0.34023 0.09143 0.99915 4 0.33304 0.08397 0.99848
4 0.34642 0.08953 0.99964 5 0.32559 0.09105 0.99699
6 0.34351 0.09255 0.99956 6 0.33984 0.08785 0.99673
8 0.34457 0.09037 0.99895 8 0.34319 0.09065 0.99635

90°

2 0.33604 0.09028 0.99959 10 0.33517 0.09435 0.99668
4 0.34279 0.09359 0.99975 15 0.34125 0.09167 0.99211
6 0.34664 0.09124 0.99946
8 0.34333 0.0943 0.99936

Table A.3: Resulting parameters of the analytical pn-model Φ(p, nL) for the compaction tests
based on Equation 4.10 in Section 4.4.

∆Θ A B C D R2

UD-NCF
0° 0.3452 0.10142 0.23821 0.54049 0.99417
45° 0.34397 0.09138 0.92546 4.89785 0.99793
90° 0.34165 0.09501 1.03257 3.44216 0.99838

Biax-NCF
0° 0.32579 0.10745 0.31078 0.97228 0.99705
45° 0.33307 0.09528 0.21457 1.32509 0.99615
90° 0.32688 0.11261 0.46652 0.56297 0.96447
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A.1.4 Inter-ply behavior - Supplementary plots
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Figure A.4: Experimental results for the tool-ply (TP) static CoF from Section 4.5| (a) Influence of
the appliedmassm and velocityv in a0◦f -configuration for bothmaterials; (b)Influence
of the relative interface orientations with an applied mass of m = m2 and velocity
v = v1.
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Figure A.5: Influence of the applied mass m and velocity v on the static CoF for the ply-ply
behavior of UD-NCF in a 0◦f /0
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Figure A.6: Influence of the relative interface orientations on the static CoF for the ply-ply behavior
with an applied mass ofm = m2 and velocity v = v1 from Section 4.5.
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A.1.5 Forming behavior - Supplementary plots3
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Figure A.7: Additional DIC-strains in the hemisphere shape forming test from Section 4.6 for UD-
and Biax-NCFwith different layup orientations at a tool displacement of 75mm [208].

3 Reproduced section from [208], cf. footnote p. 110 for details.
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Figure A.8: Additional DIC-strains in the tetrahedron shape forming test from Section 4.6 for
Biax-NCF with different layup orientations at a tool displacement of 95mm [208].
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Figure A.9: Additional DIC-strains for the box shape forming test from Section 4.6 for UD- and
Biax-NCF with different layup orientations at a tool displacement of 85mm [208].
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A.2 Supplementary simulative results for the
hyperelastic modeling of non-crimp
fabrics

A.2.1 Preliminary investigation - Material parameter
for approach by Schirmaier et al.

Table A.4: Material parameters for the UD-NCF membrane model of Schirmaier et al. in Sec-
tion 5.1 - nomenclature is comprehensibly outlined in [86].

E1t E1c E2t E2c γs12 γe12 R0,s
2Γ,max

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [-] [-] [MPa]
1000.0 1000.0 3.0 0.0 0.05 0.15 0.05

R0,e
2Γ Hc

2p He
2p R0,s

2Γ R0,e
2Γ kc2p ke2p

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [-] [-]
0.02 0.25 0.07 0.005 0.002 15.0 40.0

Hc
2p,lock He

2p,lock εc22,p,lock εe22,p,lock ∆ε22,p,lock E⊥,0 γa12
[MPa] [MPa] [-] [-] [-] [MPa] [-]
0.02 0.012 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.0 0.2

γb12 Ea
⊥,off Eb

⊥,off Pa
⊥,off P b

⊥,off Ea
⊥,lock Eb

⊥,lock

[MPa] [-] [-] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
1.0 0.08 0.01 0.008 0.004 10.0 5.0

|εa⊥,lock| |εb⊥,lock| |∆ε⊥,lock| G12 R0
12Γ H12p k12p

[-] [-] [-] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [-]
0.2 0.5 0.2 3.0 0.01 0.001 20.0

R0
12Γ,max n12p R0

12Γ,sat γ12,p,lin H12,p,lock γ12,p,lock ∆γ12,p,lock

[MPa] [-] [MPa] [-] [MPa] [-] [-]
0.028 10.0 0.018 -2.0 0.06 1.0 0.3

νc12 νe12 νc21 νe12 E2,p,QK η η⊥
[-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [MPa s] [MPa s]
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001
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A.2.2 Preliminary investigation - Non-monotonous
stresses
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Figure A.10: Equivalent co-rotational stress contributions of the approach by Schirmaier et al.
(Sch17) [137] and the decoupled approach from Section 5.1.
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A.2.3 Membrane modeling - Derivatives of
pseudo-invariants5

In the following, the relevant derivatives of the utilized pseudo-invariants in
Section 5.2 are listed:

∂I4
∂C

= a0 ⊗ a0 (A.1)

∂I6
∂C

=
1

2
(a0 ⊗ b0 + b0 ⊗ a0) (A.2)

∂I8
∂C

= b0 ⊗ b0 (A.3)

∂I11
∂C

=
∂I11
∂I4

∂I4
∂C

+
∂I11
∂I6

∂I6
∂C

+
∂I11
∂I8

∂I8
∂C

(A.4)

∂I11
∂I4

=
I26

2I
3

/2

4

1√
I4I8 − I26

(A.5)

∂I11
∂I6

=
−I6√
I4

1√
I4I8 − I26

(A.6)

∂I11
∂I8

=

√
I4
2

1√
I4I8 − I26

(A.7)

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 150 for details.
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A.2.4 Membrane modeling - Generalized strain energy
density function5

Based on Equation 5.20 in Section 5.2, the generalized strain energy density
function is given by

WG
i (Ii) =



1
2
Cini

i Iai
2 , [0 ≤ Iai < Iti ]

Sini
i Iai + 1

ct

i

C ini

i

e−ct

i

(I a

i

−I t

i

)
(
Cini

i

(
∆Smid

i + Cmid
i Iai

)
+ Cmid

i

(
∆Smid

i − Sini
i

))
+ Cini

i Iai

(
2Cini

i ∆Smid
i

+ Cini
i Cmid

i Iai − 2Cmid
i Sini

i

)
−W1

, [Iti ≤ Iai < Ilocki ]

Sini
i Iai + 1

ct

i

C ini

i

e−ct

i

(I a

i

−I t

i

)
(
Cini

i

(
∆Smid

i + Cmid
i Iai

)
+ Cmid

i

(
∆Smid

i − Sini
i

))
+ Cini

i Iai

(
2Cini

i ∆Smid
i

+ Cini
i Cmid

i Iai − 2Cmid
i Sini

i

)
− W1 +

1
3
Clock

i

(
Iai −∆Ilocki

)3
, [Ilocki ≤ Iai ]

(A.8)

with

W1 =
2(Cini

i + Cmid
i )∆Smid

i
2
+ 2Cini

i ∆Smid
i Sini

i − Cmid
i Sini

i
2

2Cini
i

2
+

1

2

Sini
i

2

Cini
i

(A.9)

A.2.5 Membrane modeling - Material parameters5

Table A.5: Material parameters of the hyperelastic membrane approach for UD-NCF.

UD-NCF Cini
i Sini

i Cmid
i ∆Smid

i Clock
i Ilocki

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] -

W4 1000 - - - - -
W6 0.14 0.018 0.01 0.005 - -
W8 1.1 0.025 0.03 0.02 - -
W11 0.01 0.0025 0.001 0.4 0.045 10.0

kmin
11 s11 e11

- - -

k11 0.4 10.0 2.0

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 150 for details.
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A.2.6 Membrane modeling - Parametric study

A parametric study on the final parameterization of the membrane model is
conducted to illustrate the observations during the parameterization process de-
scribed in Section 5.2.6. Therefore, the individual contributions to strain energy
density due to shearW6, transverse tensionW8, perpendicular compressionW11

and the coupling k11 are scaled by ±50%. The resulting forces and averaged
strains in the main deformation zone (MDZ) are shown in Figure A.11. It has to
be noted, that the scaling changes the magnitude of the respective contributions
while the transition points between the different sections of the function remain
at the same invariants (Iti and I locki ). This results in a stronger influence on the
forces compared to the strains in the 30°- and 45°-OAT, which depend more on
the location of the transition points.

The deformation in the MDZ of the 30°-OAT is strongly prescribed due to the
boundary conditions, since all the strains necessary to allow the specimen to
elongate are localized in this small area. The forces for small displacements
are determined by the shear contribution W6 since the transverse strains E22

remain close to zero. For u > 25mm the contributions due to transverse tension
W8 and its coupling k11 have a decisive impact on the forces.

The deformation in the MDZ of the 45°-OAT is shear-dominated for u < 60

mm, after which notableE22 are predicted. The location of this transition point
depends on the ratio ofW6/W8. As a results, the forces strongly depend on the
shear energy contribution W6 in the early phase, while transverse tension W8

and its coupling k11 impact the forces for larger displacements u > 60 mm.

The forces and strains in the 60°-OAT vary the most due to the scaling of the
individual energy contributions, as positive shear and transverse strains occur
together for small displacements. The deformationmode of theMDZ in the 60°-
OAT strongly depends on the ratio ofW6/W8. For the final parameterization,
it consists of shear and transverse tension resulting in notable perpendicular
compression. By reducing W8 or increasing W6 the shear and perpendicular
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Figure A.11: Parametric study on the forces and strain in the MDZ of OATs | Variation of the
individual contributions and coupling to the total strain energy density by ±50%.
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compression in the MDZ are strongly reduced in favor of more transverse
tension.

In summary, each energy contribution influences the resulting forces with vary-
ing intensity during different displacement ranges of the OATs. For the final
parameterized model, the predicted deformation modes and strains during the
30°- and 45°-OAT are robust against scaling the individual contributions. In
the 60°-OAT the deformation is highly sensitive to exact ratio between the
individual energy contributions.

A.2.7 Membrane modeling - Local strains in different
zones of OATs

The strains of the OATs are averaged over different areas to demonstrate differ-
ences between the experiments and simulation due to the continuous approach
in Section 5.2.6. Zone B is selected to represent the deformation of the main
deformation zone (MDZ) and is used during the evaluations of the experiments
in Section 4.2. In addition, a smaller zone (A) and two larger zones (C and D)
were evaluated to compare the homogenized description of the simulation to
the experiments.

In the 30°-OAT experiment, the transverse tensile strains increase from zone A
to B, but decrease from zone B to C to D. This indicates a strong localization
of roving slippage to the difference area between zones A and B, which is the
transition between the MDZ and secondary deformation zone. The measured
perpendicular compression extends outside of the MDZ and E⊥ is similar for
all averaging areas at high displacements. The resulting shear angle is also
similar for zones A, B and C at high displacements. This results from lateral
contraction due to the stitching. Both of these effects cannot be modeled with
a local macroscopic approach that assumes homogeneous material properties
over the whole specimen. Thus, the same strains are predicted homogeneously
by the simulation for zones A and B.
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a) 30°-OAT b) 45°-OAT c) 60°-OAT

Zone A Zone B Zone C Zone D

Figure A.12: Overview of different areas with increasing size for an averaging of the strain compo-
nents | 30°- and 60°-OAT: Smallest zone with 130mm × 10mm (A) whose width
is increased symmetrically in increments of 20mm | 45°-OAT: Smallest zone with
60mm × 60mm (A) whose width and height is increased symmetrically in incre-
ments of 20mm.

In the 45°- and 60°-OAT experiments, γ12 decreases and E22 as well as E⊥
increase from the smallest zone A to the biggest zone D. This indicates increas-
ing roving slippage from the center outwards. In comparison, the strains in the
simulation model are nearly homogeneous across all zones.

In summary, roving slippage is limited to the area between the main and sec-
ondary deformation zones during the experiments, while it is modeled homoge-
nized over the entire main deformation zone. The deformation zones are clearly
delimited in the simulation, while a softer transition takes place due to lateral
contraction of the stitching in the experiments
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A.2.8 Bending modeling - Material parameters
Table A.6: Material parameters of the hypoelastic bending approach for UD-NCF in Section 5.3

| Additional necessary transverse shear stiffnesses Kbend,ts
i for the application of

VUGENS subroutines to shell elements in ABAQUS/Explicit.

UD-NCF Cbend
11 Cbend

22 Cbend
12 Kbend,ts

11 Kbend,ts
22

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]

front 377.385 1.65 8.688 3.590 0.341
back 302.814 0.548 1.624 0.671 0.113

A.2.9 Forming simulation - Distortion error of the
2D-DIC5

To demonstrate the significant distortion in the tetrahedron test due to the 2D-
DIC, the resulting node coordinates of the simulation were parallel projected
onto the xy-plane. Equivalent 2D-strains were calculated with the DIC algo-
rithm used during the experimental tests [102]. The results for the perpendicular
strain E2D

⊥ are shown in Figure A.14.

E⊥ / -
0.0-0.6 0.6

3D - ABAQUS

E2D
⊥  / -
0.0-0.6 0.6

2D - DIC

parallel projection
onto xy-plane

[0°] [45°] [90°]

Figure A.14: Exemplary conversion from 3D strains to 2D-equivalent strains by planar projection
for the tetrahedron forming simulation in Section 5.4.3.1. [180]

5 Reproduced section from [180], cf. footnote p. 169 for details.
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A.2.10 Biax-NCF - Material parameters

Table A.7: Material parameters of the hyperelastic membrane approach for Biax-NCF in Sec-
tion 5.5.1.

Biax-NCF Cini
i Sini

i Cmid
i ∆Smid

i Clock
i Ilocki

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] -

WBiax
4 1000 - - - - -

WBiax
6 0.4 0.003 0.0035 0.04 1000 0.8192

WBiax
8 1000 - - - - -

Table A.8: Material parameters of the hypoelastic bending approach for Biax-NCF in Section 5.5.2
| Additional necessary transverse shear stiffnesses Kbend,ts

i for the application of
VUGENS subroutines to shell elements in ABAQUS/Explicit..

Biax-NCF Cbend
11 Cbend

22 Cbend
12 Kbend,ts

11 Kbend,ts
22

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]

front 38.062 43.067 4.176 3.495 3.495
back 27.936 45.228 2.096 1.754 1.754
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A.2.11 Biax-NCF - Outer contours after forming
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Figure A.15: Outer contours (all in mm) of the a) hemisphere, b) tetrahedron and c) square box
forming simulation of Biax-NCF in Section 5.5.
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A.3 Supplementary information for the
solid-shell element formulation

A.3.1 Implemented solid-shell expressions

The following is a list of relevant expressions required for implementation of
the solid-shell element derived in Section 6.1, that were originally published by
Schwarze and Reese [314,332]. The shape functions can alternatively be stored
in a vector based on the location of the eight nodes in isoparametric coordinates

N(ξ) = r + ξg1 + ηg2 + ζg3 + ξηh1 + ηζh2 + ξζh3 + ξηζh4 (A.10)

r = 1/8[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]T (A.11)

g1 = 1/8[−1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1, 1,−1]T (A.12)

g2 = 1/8[−1,−1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1, 1]T (A.13)

g3 = 1/8[−1,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1]T (A.14)

h1 = 1/8[1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1]T (A.15)

h2 = 1/8[1, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1]T (A.16)

h3 = 1/8[1,−1,−1, 1,−1, 1, 1,−1]T (A.17)

h4 = 1/8[−1, 1,−1, 1, 1,−1, 1,−1]T (A.18)

The nodal coordinates and displacements in the cartesian domain are stored in
3×8 matrices

X(ξ) = Xnode ·N(ξ) (A.19)

Xnode = [X1e,X2e,X3e]
T (A.20)

=


X1,1 X1,2 X1,3 X1,4 X1,5 X1,6 X1,7 X1,8

X2,1 X2,2 X2,3 X2,4 X2,5 X2,6 X2,7 X2,8

X3,1 X3,2 X3,3 X3,4 X3,5 X3,6 X3,7 X3,8

 (A.21)

U(ξ) = Unode ·N(ξ) (A.22)

Unode = [U1e,U2e,U3e]
T (A.23)

=


U1,1 U1,2 U1,3 U1,4 U1,5 U1,6 U1,7 U1,8

U2,1 U2,2 U2,3 U2,4 U2,5 U2,6 U2,7 U2,8

U3,1 U3,2 U3,3 U3,4 U3,5 U3,6 U3,7 U3,8

 (A.24)
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Taylor expansion of the Jacobian matrix J

J = J0 + ξJξ + ηJη + ζJζ + ξηJξη + ηζJηζ + ξζJξζ (A.25)

J =
∂X

∂ξ
= [J1 , J2 , J3] (A.26)

J1 = Xnode(g1 + ηh1 + ζh3 + ηζh4) = J0
1 + ηJη

1 + ζJζ
1 + ηζJηζ

1 (A.27)

J2 = Xnode(g2 + ξh1 + ζh2 + ξζh4) = J0
2 + ξJξ

2 + ζJζ
2 + ξζJξζ

1 (A.28)

J3 = Xnode(g3 + ξh3 + ηh3 + ξηh4) = J0
3 + ξJξ

3 + ηJη
3 + ξηJξη

3 (A.29)

Taylor expansion of the displacement gradientD

D = D0 + ξDξ + ηDη + ζDζ + ξηDξη + ηζDηζ + ξζDξζ (A.30)

D =
∂u

∂ξ
= [D1 , D2 , D3] (A.31)

D1 = Unode(g1 + ηh1 + ζh3 + ηζh4) = D0
1 + ηDη

1 + ζDζ
1 + ηζDηζ

1 (A.32)

D2 = Unode(g2 + ξh1 + ζh2 + ξζh4) = D0
2 + ξDξ

2 + ζDζ
2 + ξζDξζ

1 (A.33)

D3 = Unode(g3 + ξh3 + ηh3 + ξηh4) = D0
3 + ξDξ

3 + ηDη
3 + ξηDξη

3 (A.34)

Taylor Approximation of the Transformation Matrix T

T = T 0 + T ξξ + T ηη + T ζζ and J−1 = jij

with: a0ijkl = (jij)
0(jkl)

0 and aξ,iijkl = (jij)
0(jkl)

ξ,i + (jij)
ξ,i(jkl)

0

T 0 =



a01111 a02121 a03131 a01121 a02131 a01131

a01212 a02222 a03232 a01222 a02232 a01232

a01313 a02323 a03333 a01323 a02333 a01333

2a01112 2a02122 2a03132 a02112 + a01122 a02132 + a03122 a01132 + a03112

2a01213 2a02223 2a03233 a02213 + a01223 a03223 + a02233 a03213 + a01233

2a01113 2a02123 2a03133 a02113 + a01123 a03123 + a02133 a03113 + a01133



T ξ,i =



aξ,i1111 aξ,i2121 aξ,i3131 aξ,i1121 aξ,i2131 aξ,i1131

aξ,i1212 aξ,i2222 aξ,i3232 aξ,i1222 aξ,i2232 aξ,i1232

aξ,i1313 aξ,i2323 aξ,i3333 aξ,i1323 aξ,i2333 aξ,i1333

2aξ,i1112 2aξ,i2122 2aξ,i3132 aξ,i2112 + aξ,i1122 aξ,i2132 + aξ,i3122 aξ,i1132 + aξ,i3112

2aξ,i1213 2aξ,i2223 2aξ,i3233 aξ,i2213 + aξ,i1223 aξ,i3223 + aξ,i2233 aξ,i3213 + aξ,i1233

2aξ,i1113 2aξ,i2123 2aξ,i3133 aξ,i2113 + aξ,i1123 aξ,i3123 + aξ,i2133 aξ,i3113 + aξ,i1133
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Taylor expansion of the Green-Lagrange strain Ê

Ê =Ê
0
+ ζÊ

ζ
+ ζ2Ê

ζζ
+ ξÊ

ξ
+ ηÊ

η
+ ξηÊ

ξη
+ ηζÊ

ηζ
+ ξζÊ
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0
= T 0 · ˆ̄E

0
Ê
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Ê
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Ê
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Taylor expansion of the B-matrices
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A Appendix

A.3.2 Coordinate transformation and node
renumbering

The utilized solid-shell element formulation requires a specific COS and node
convention to ensure the thickness integration in the thinnest direction, cf. Fig-
ure 6.1. The global Z-direction is assumed to be aligned with the thinnest edge
length of the element and node numbering conventions are assumed for the upper
surface (nodes 1-4) and lower surface (nodes 5-8) of the element. However, au-
tomatic meshing algorithms do not automatically identify a thickness-direction.
Therefore, the strategy proposed by Reese [359] is adopted to temporarily rotate
the COS and apply an internal renumbering of the nodes.

First, the initial thickness direction is determined based on the rows of the
Jacobian matrix evaluated in the element center J0.
Rotation - Case 1:∥∥∥
∑1

i=1 J
0
1i

∥∥∥ <
∥∥∥
∑1

i=1 J
0
2i

∥∥∥ and
∥∥∥
∑1

i=1 J
0
1i

∥∥∥ <
∥∥∥
∑1

i=1 J
0
3i

∥∥∥ indicates that
the global X-direction equals the thinnest direction and rotation is necessary,
cf. Figure A.16.

X → ξ → η̃ → Index 12

Y → η → ζ̃ → Index 23

Z → ζ → ξ̃ → Index 31

 → RCOS
C1 =


0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0


Xnode = RCOS

C1 ·Xnode , Unode = RCOS
C1 ·Unode and J0 = RCOS

C1 · J0

Rotation - Case 2:∥∥∥
∑1

i=1 J
0
2i

∥∥∥ <
∥∥∥
∑1

i=1 J
0
1i

∥∥∥ and
∥∥∥
∑1

i=1 J
0
2i

∥∥∥ <
∥∥∥
∑1

i=1 J
0
3i

∥∥∥ indicates that
the global Y-direction equals the thinnest direction and rotation is necessary, cf.
Figure A.17. 

X → ξ → ζ̃ → Index 13

Y → η → ξ̃ → Index 21

Z → ζ → η̃ → Index 32

 → RCOS
C2 =


0 0 1

1 0 0

0 1 0


Xnode = RCOS

C2 ·Xnode , Unode = RCOS
C2 ·Unode and J0 = RCOS

C2 · J0
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Second, it is determined based on the columns of the Jacobian matrix evaluated
in the element J0

i center if a node renumbering is necessary. J0
1,J

0
2 and J0

3
represent the stretch of ξ, η and ζ between the isoparametric and cartesian
domain.
Renumbering - Case 1:
∥J0

1∥ < ∥J0
2∥ and ∥J0

1∥ < ∥J0
3∥:

1 → 1 → Index 11

2 → 4 → Index 42
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Figure A.16: Schematic illustration of the case 1 for a necessary rotation of the COS or node
renumbering - First three illustrations represent the initial configuration and necessary
rotations - Last illustration represents the desired reference configuration and global
COS.
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Renumbering - Case 2:
∥J0

2∥ < ∥J0
3∥ and ∥J0
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1 → 1 → Index 11
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Figure A.17: Schematic illustration of the case 2 for a necessary rotation of the COS or node
renumbering - First three illustrations represent the initial configuration and necessary
rotations - Last illustration represents the desired reference configuration and global
COS.
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